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Doctor of Philosophy, 2001 

David Robert Walker 

Graduate Department of Education, OISE / University of Toronto 

This thesis inves tigates the potential of Legitima te Peripheral Participation (LPP) 

combined with Cornputer-Mediated Communication (CMC) to promote learning at the 

University graduate level. Studentç in a Schenkerian analysis dass used computer c o n f e r e n ~ g  

to form a supportive local community, and the World Wide Web to post their work in an 

Intemet journal. Initial interest in the efficacy of CMC, collaboration, and impact of the social 

community was extended to iriclude emergent issues identified as important by the students- 

Qualitative case study methodology was used to investigate lessons about teaching and 

learning learned by and from the students, adaiowledging the importance of student voice and 

seeking to account for the disparity of teacher-student power. The researcher carried out 

partiapant observation for the entire semester, with bi-weekly survey questionnaires and firial 

private interviews with each student and the professor. Data were scrutinized to identify such 

emergent issues as the importance of career aspirations in learning goals and significantly 

different perceptions about their experience from their professor. 

Implementing an LPP model, a local community was established outside of dass hours 

using computer conferencing to discuss class issues and prepare for the next class. During the 

first half of the semester, students had the option to collaborate on five analysis assignments, 

and were encouraged to collaborate, post, and discuss each other's work on-line. In the second 

half the students wrote individual artides that were peer-critiqued before inclusion in an 

Intemet journal, which was created and edited by the students. 

Although the results of this exploratory study are only suggestive, findings do indicate 

that participation in a local community has benefits for Iearning for graduate students, and that 

CMC can play a valuable part in the formation of such a community. Work on a student-led 

journal can focus leaming for an entire semester and lead to high-quality work as well as an 

entry point into the comrnunity of professional practice. The study also suggests that students 

can make valuable contributions to each other's leaming and that further resexch on allowing 

them more latitude in controlling their education is warranted. 
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CHAPTER ONE - rNTR0DUCTION 

Backmound - and Rationale 

The transition from school to real-world prnctice can be difficult for learners. Some 

theorists suggest that this is because traditional classroom leaming is often relevant only to the 

culture of the school, while knowledge is situated in the environment and activities withiri 

which it is acquired (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Brown & Campione, 1994; Collins, Brown, 

& Newman, 1989; Honebein, Dufs., & Fishman, 1993; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Scardamalia & 

Bereîter, 1999). Cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown, and Newman, 1989; Brown, Collins, 

& Duguid, 1989) has been advanced as a rapprochement of learning with the dture of practice, 

by enculturatïng students into the environment in which their knowledge is to be used, and 

providing authentic activities in that conte*. Collins, Brown, and Newman (1989) envision the 

teacher's role becoming one of rnodeling professional behavior, coaching the students in their 

atternpts to d a t e  this behavior, and fading this support as the students become self- 

suffisent. Students are then able to articulate th& own taat knowledge, refiect upon their 

leaming, and explore the domairi in ways meanirigfuI to thmelves. Su& self-directed leamhg 

is espeaally important for post-secondary education (Knowles, 1975). 

Lave and Wenger (1991) take an even more irivolved view of apprenticeship, suggesting 

that legitimate peripheral participation is a valuable strategy for irùtiating partiapants into a 

community of practice. Students participate in the target commhty of practice in a real way, 

although in limited f o r a  Although it may not be appropnate to younger students (Roth & 

McGinn, 1996), such an approach seems w& suited to graduate-level university students. 

Leamkg has a slrong social component (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Classrnates provide a 

strong social base for interaction with peers, as well as with the master-teacher. Knowledge 

construction can occur from a variety of cooperative or collaborative interactions within the 

group (Brown & Campione, 1994; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Savery & 1995; Scardamdia & 

Bereiter, 1999). The dass c m  begin to resemble a research community, with the professor as an 

expert in the field, rather than the repository of all knowledge (&owles, 1975). Sharing the 

results of this research with a wider comrnunity of practitioners in the same discipline provides 

the wider social underpinning of LPP, when the Ieamer begins to work in the field. 

The shift h m  presenting pre-formatted content to providing opportunities to 

partiapate in the comrnunity of practice can be enhanced by cornputer-mediated 



communication (CMC). By linking students outside of the dassroom, with each other and the 

world at large, CMC can provide a communications infrastructure supporting the interplay of 

ideas between partiapants, who may be the generators of content (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 

1994), in a virtual cornmunity of pracüce. The use of CMC to facilitate social interactions is a 

more flexible use for computing in post-secondary education than very speàfic cornputer-aided 

instruction applications or multimedia presentations. As Moore (1989) notes, teleconferexhg is 

excellent for leamer-leamer interaction and peer discussion and analysis, especially among 

adult graduate students. Compter-mediated commUNcation ai the graduate level c m  help 

leaming by faditating discussion with dassmates, as well as with the teacher; by allowing the 

formation of a local communiv for support and discussion, including select outsiders but 

"owned" by the students; and by facilitaihg contact with the professional community and 

displayixtg research results. 

The teaching of music malysis in particular benefits from on-line discourse in an 

environment of legitimate peripheral participation, whidi c m  help in overcoming pedagogical 

difficulties whüe introduchg the students into the community of practice. Graduate-level music 

analysis students face the conundrum of an inueasing workload per course plus an overloaded 

curriculum. The dominant form of analysis in North Amerïca, Schenkerian analysis (Phelps, 

Ferrara, & Goolsby, 1993; Rothstein, 1986,1990), is rarely allotted enough space in the 

curriculum for an adequate coverage of the basic topics (Beach, 1983; Rothstein, 1990). Also, 

ciifferences in undergraduate training require the sacrifice of scarce class time for review of 

basic concepts (Gagné, 1994). In a typical music analysis dass, each student analyzes several 

pieces, and exits the dass with some howledge about their own pieces but little about their 

dassmates' pieces. An increase in commUNcation between students codd have two benefits: 

more tediniques learned and more pieces known by each student An increase in social 

interaction within the dass could then be reflected by an ùicreased interaction within the wider 

community for the dass members as well as they share the results of iheir research. In thiç 

study, the results of the research were "published" on the interriet in a World Wide Web-based 

journal of student articles. 

With CMC, students had the opportunity to share expertise and ideas with one another 

as thW schedules permitied, much as in a real researdi environment. The conferencing system 

enabled infornial discussion and sharing of ideas, as well as more formal presentation and 



critique of dass assignments. An on-luie system &O hosted a peer-reviewed Internet journal, 

for which the students wrote analytical papers, which were then reviewed by their class pers. 

Studv Goals and Research Ouestions 

The main goal of this study was to explore teachîng and leamhg within comuüties 

supported by cornputer-mediated communication (CMC), speafically the efficacy of learning to 

W t e  and critique music analysis at the graduate level in an environment of legitimate 

peripheral participation (LW). By emphasizing the social aspects of leaming and the 

importance of situating learning within the actual community in which the student will 

eventually work, LPP formed the epistemology as well as the conceptual framework of this 

study. Of particular interest was the students' reception of the opportunities to participate in the 

community of music analytic practice, both locally and in the larger world, as novice 

professionals rather than merely as students. As an exploration, it was impossible to know in 

advance all of the issues that would emerge, although areas of interest were suggested both by 

the fiterature and by a pilot study. The primary focus for this study was to understand as much 

as possible about the students' leamhg experience. 

Maior Research Ouestion 

In a graduate course in music analysis implernenting legitimate peripheral 

partiapation supported by cornputer-mediated communication, what lessons about 

teadiing and leamhg can be discovered from the participants' experience? 

Three areas of specific focus are addressed by the sub-questions: the usefulness of LPP, 

collaboration, and CMC. 

Does legitimate peripheral partiapation help to bridge the gap from university to the real 

wodd, and do students take advantage of opportunities provided by it? 

Is collaboration useful in the students' experience and if so under what conditions? 

Do the benefits of CMC outweigh the costs of leamuig and ïnevitable system glitches? 



Use of Oualitative Methods 

I chose to use qualitative methods of data gatheruig, analysis, and presentation for this 

study because there are several advantages for learning in doing so. 1 did so with full awareness 

of the limitations, particularly that 1 would neither have generalizable truths as condusions, nor 

would 1 have a "provably correct" study- As Guba (1981) points out these are not features of a 

qualitative study. As Guba (1981) states, the naturaliçtic (or qualitative) ontology iridudes a 

multipliaty of "realities" or "truths" and this accords with my personai ontology. I did not 

expect a single, monolithic experience from the participants, but an interesthg blend of 

different, rich experiences, a l l  of whïch would contnbute to a better understanding. 

The benefits of qualitative methods more than compensate for the features they may 

la&. Qualitative methods ailow the reseacher to study ordinary events in naturd settings, to 

get "a strong handle on what 'real life' is like" (Miles & Huberrnan, 1994, p. 10). This dows us 

to obtain actual data fIom a real dassroom rather than hypothetical data from a more controLIed 

setting. The data are grounded in the local experience under study. This aUows for a holistic 

riduiess of data that is gathered dong with the context in whidi it occurred. Such data can then 

be reported as "thick description" (Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Miles & Huberman, 1994). The 

riduiess of data combined with the colledion of data over a sustained period and the relative 

flexibility of qualitative methods adds to the credibiüty of the data and the codïdence of the 

researcher (Miles & Hubennan, 1994). It is this detailed accounting of context that makes 

qualitative case studies so appropriate for learning how and why a phenornenon occurred (Yin, 

1994). 1 argue that it is knowing %ow' and 'why' things happen, as opposed to merely "what' 

happened, that allows us to iearn from experience. The findings chapter of this study contains 

many direct quotes fiom the participants, dong with my own description of the context in 

which they occurred, to present my most complete and accurate depiction of what actually 

happened. Because the quotes are so important to the study, ail emphasis is that of the speaker; 

none has been added by me. 

Qualitative methods suit this study because of its exploratory nature, the s m d  number 

of participants, and the uniqueness of the paaicular dass (Stake, 1994; Yin, 1994). In particular, 

case study is well suited to such a concrete, practical situation (Merriam, 1998; Stake, 1981). 

While this is just one case, a single case can be very enlightening (Stake, 1981). Indeed, the case 

study is the "traditional" type of qualitative analysis (Huberman & Miles, 1994). In such a study 

the main instrument is the researcher, who m u t  bring his own knowledge and empathy to the 



fore to attain a vosfeherz - an f'interpretive" (Smith, 1983) or "empathetic" (Miles & Huberman, 

1994) understanding. There is a strong interrelatiomhip between the observer and the observed, 

with each influenhg the other (Guba, 1981). For this reason, the researcher can not be 

completely objective, although some distance must be obtained. Such intimate contact with 

participants does not appeal to every researcher, but it did to me. 1 felt comfortable examinino O 

myself for my own biases and trying to make my own taat knowledge expficit, since it was 

through these thaï 1 would be viewirig my data. 

By collecting field notes in class and on-ine and comparing them to replies to bi-weekly 

sunreys and final interviews, 1 could examine partiapants' thoughtç, feelings, and attitudes 

from different vantage points for the Length of the semester. Despite nonnal obsemationd 

restrictions a great deal of data was obtauled, allowing for a nuanced understanding of the 

situation With a prolonged time to study the class, issues emerged over the semester that might 

have been missed by a shorter time of engagement, 

Although a qualitative study can never be "proven correct" 1 was obliged to do ail that 1 

could to increase the trusfworthiness of the study (Guba, 1981). Whenever possible, I coliected 

redundant data (Stake, 1994) and triangdated (Yin, 1994; Guba & Lincoln, 1989) responses from 

different participants, or £rom the same person ai different &es, to get a better understanding 

of both static and dyriamic processes. 1 also wrote the findings with as thick description as 

pradcal in order to allow the readers to decide for thernselves how much of this study is 

tramferable to their situations. Ultimately however, 1 c m  only provide my strongest case for the 

tnistworthiness of this study. 

Definitions 

TO understand a key concept of this dissertation - Iegitimate peripheral pariiapation - 
the reader must have some familiarity with several terms. These are outüried briefly here. 

Constnictivism is a theory of leamirig which "proposes that howledge or meaning is 

not fïxed for an object, but rather is constnicted b y individu& through their experience of that 

object in a particular conteut" (Honebein, D e ,  & Fishman, 1993, p. 88). Learning is not an 

abstract activity, but is rooted in the context in which it occurs. 



Situated karning 

Given the understanding of comtrucüvism, m e n t  educational ideas "challenge this 

separatïng of what is lemed fiom how it is leamed and used" and assert that "activity and 

situations are integral to cognition and learning" (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989, p. 32). 

Situated leamuig activities make deliberate use of soc5al and physical contextç in learning 

environments because "the mode1 of situated cognition is based upon the notion that 

howledge is contextiaally situated and is furidarnentally influenced by the activity, context, and 

d t u r e  in which it is used (McLellan, 1996, p. 5). Brown, Collinsf and Duguid, as well as 

McLdan use the ternis situated cognition and situated Ieamùlg interdiangeably; situated 

learning is the preferred fonn for this study. 

Much constructivist research has centered on apprenticeship as a leamïng method 

(Honebein, Duffy, & Fishman, 1993, p. 88). Cognitive apprenticeship is a n  adaptation of 

traditional apprenticeship to formal schoohgf wherein "apprenticeship embeds the learning of 

skills and knowledge in thW social and functional context" ( C o b ,  Brown, & Newman, 1989, 

p- 454). The orientation of the learner in cognitive apprenticeship is more toward leamkg 

cognitive skills and strategies than merely perfomiirig tasks w d ,  so that the primary concern of 

the apprenticeship is how to learn. 

Lave and Wenger (1991) arrived at the term legitimate peripheral partiapation (LFP) by 

reconside~g notions of apprenticeship as situated leaming. Re&ing that a l l  leaming must be 

situated, they came to the holistic conclusion that "agent, adivity, and the world mutually 

constitute one another" (p. 33). They further refined this idea by supercedirig "a view according 

to which cognitive processes (and thus leaming) are primnv [wiwith] a view according to which 

social practice is the primary, generative phenornenon, and leaming is one of its characteriçtics" 

(p. 34). The primacy of social praaice is the hallmark of LPP. Lave and Wenger stress that their 

term is to be taken as a whole, rather than a sum of parts that would imply such possibilities as 

"illegitimate peripheral participation" or "legitirnate central partiapation" but this does not 

imply that the term is not specifically meaningful. In LPP, a leamer takes part in the actual 

community that performs the skills or behaviors being learned (what Lave & Wenger term a 



"cornmunity of practice")- The leamer's partiapation is "legitimate" in that it is authentic and 

rneaningfd to b o t .  the leamer and the communitytY However, as a novice, this partiapation is 

attenuated to be "peripheral" in the sense of not being at the center of the field, or perhaps more 

tellïngly, not at the leading edge. The central defining feature of LPP is this r d ,  social 

involvement in one's field as a leamer. 

Comrnunities of practice are important for legitimate peripherd partiapation The loml 

community for this study cowists of the students participating in this dass, as well as their 

teacher and myself, the researdier. The shidents are the primary partiapants and therefore the 

prime members of the community- The community of practice consists of those engaged in the 

same practices as the primay participants, to whorn their work is addressed and with whom 

they work in their field. For this study 1 assumed that they were graduate students in music, as 

weIl as the general academic music communifyfy 

Collaboration 

Collaboration is an important issue in soc ia l  learning, but it meaw different thuigs to 

different authors, and is often used interchangeably with its synonym "cooperation-" In this 

study, collaboration is used to denote two or more people workuig together to produce a 

common product. Collaboration is differentiated from cooperation, in which two or more people 

work together in a less tangible way, for example in aeating a community or pursuing their 

common good. Cooperation can be M e r  differentiated as inaviduals working in hannony 

toward separate goals, versus a collective action in which individuals work in accord toward a 

conunon benefit. 

Collins (1992) suggests that in order to "begin to develop a science of education" we 

must "determine how different designs of learning environmer& contribute to learning, 

cooperation, motivation, etc." (p. 15). H e  suggestç the car& study and reporting of the 

different variables as welI as the involvement of teachers who provide the courses. Brown 

(1992) concurs, adding that a holistic view of leaming means that "simple controls c m  never be 

entirely satisfactory" due to the many intenvoven aspects in any leamhg situation that lead to 

"highly interdependent outcornes of a complex social and cognitive intervention" (pp. 166-7). 



Refleding these concems, this study is a holiçtic case study of a design experiment which 

intrduces LPP and CMC into a University graduate music analysis course- 

Schenkerian analysis is a system of musical analysis whidi uses modified musical 

notation to present an analyst's vïew of the dynamic musical movernent of a piece of music in 

graphical form. Developed by the Austrian music theorist and teadter HeiMch Schenker (1868- 

19351, it -was the analyfical method used in the course under study. 

Com~uter-mediated communication lCMCl 

For this study, computer-mediated communication (CMC) refers to the conferenàng 

system used, augmented by an external mail  system and a server for hosting web pages. The 

cornputer-mediated communication system for this daçs was LeamLink, a wtomized version of 

the FirsfCZass software. The particular implementation that hosted this dass was referred to as 

the Little Red Schoolhouse, but the participants almost always referred to the system as 

LeamLi&. The email system was the universivs Pine software, and the web server was one of 

the universiYs unix servers. 

Descri~tion of Course Desim and the Class 

The dass studied was a UNversity master's-level dass in music analysis, a required 

course part of a Masters of Music Critickm degree. This was a one-semester course (Septernber- 

December 1999) that met twelve times on Mondays, missing one dass for the Thanksgiving 

holiday. It was a seminar dass that met once per week for three hours. There were eight 

students registered in the course, and its goal was to prepare students to write publication- 

quality papers on music analysis, as welI as to critique such papers. Students learned 

Schenkerian analysis as the main analytical paradigm for the course. 

Use of the CMC system was mandatory, and students were required to enter a 

minimum of two substantive notes per week, in addition to the assignments, articles, and 

aitiques. The assignments were submitted, aitiqued, and discussed on LearnLuik. The journal 

articles were posted to the World Wide Web, but were critiqued on LeamLink. 

In addition to the opportunities for cooperative mutual critique, the students also had 

the option of workuig in collaborative groups for the five assignmentç. Croups of two or three 

students were allowed to request permission to work collaboratively, and were required to 



juste their collaboration to the teadier by outlining the different expertise that each brought to 

the collaboration. A more general cooperative environment was encouraged in the mutual 

critique of the studaits, and th& discussion of these aitiques and general strategies for h t i n g  

and analyçis. 

Role of the researcher 

In keeping with the concept of a design experiment, 1 designed the basic research 

elements of this study with the cooperation of the professor who taught the course. 1 was aided 

in designing the educational aspects of LPP by my doctoral courses in education, of whi& this 

dissertation is the culmination. For the CMC and cornputhg portion, 1 relied on my doctoral 

cousework in Computer Applications at OISE/UT, as w d  as the work which Ied to my 

master's degree from the Department of Computer Science and Systems at MdMaster 

University, and my 20 years of experience using telecomrnURications systems in computing. 1 

also have a background in Schenkerian analysis, includïng severai undergraduate courses as 

well as courses at the master's and doctoral level. 1 hold an Honours Bachelor of Music from the 

University of Toronto, as well as a Masters of Arts in Music Criticism from McMaster 

University. The professor who taught this course and 1 also aeated a multimedia software 

program using Schenkerian analysis (Renwidc & Walker, 1991) and pubiished a paper on it 

(Renwick & WaLker, 1992). 

The design of this course followed upon a pilot study with this same professor, ui which 

CMC was used to facilitate discussion between classes for a dass of senior undergraduates. That 

study suggested several irnprovements that were incorporated into this study. For this course, 

my suggestions to indude dements of LPP with speüal focus on a web-based joumal met with 

the interest and approval of the professor. 1 suggested that the sfxdents be allowed to w o r ?  

collaboratively on their wignments, if they wished, and that they post their assignrnents Exfore 

class for each other to view. This was of speaal interest to the professor, who felt that it would 

aIlow for more interesting discussion duiing dass tune. The concept of the journal changed the 

professor's initial idea of having a term paper as the final assignment into having each student 

write an article for the journal. 1 suggested that each student critique an article and post that to 

the conferencing system as well, and the professor modified this to require each student to 

critique two articles- 



In addition to course design, 1 provided technical assistance on computer use for the 

students and the professor. 1 also acted as the technical liaison wîth the computer staff 

responsible for the conferencing system and the University network I took a small part in the 

musical discussion as a partiapant observer boih on-line and in dass. Also, the Ïnstmctor chose 

an on-line article written by me as the £irst to be critiqued by the students. 

Involvement of the ~rofessor 

The professor who tau* this course specifically requested that his name be used so 

that he and I could publish joint papers on this study. His infonned consent form included this 

provision, and 1 refer to him herein as either *'Dr. Rf' or "Bill." 

Bill had been interested in improving his teaching skills as w d  as utilïzing educational 

technology for years before this study, and he was very interested in working with me on the 

pilot study. After the pilot he felt that the use of CMC had to be required in order for it to be 

effective, and that its use had to be more integrated with the coursework He still felt that it 

could help students work together, and create a community of Like-minded individu&. 

Bill was interested in rnodifying hiç teaching style by adopting several ideas from 

cognitive apprenticeship and legitimate peripherzl participation following o u  planning 

discussions for this course. He provided rnodels of professional writuig throughout the term, 

and the students' own writing gradually became the focus of discussion. His pedagogical 

ernphasis changed from the previous year, away from presenüng analytical tediniques through 

short lectures, readings, and assignments, toward students learning by doing th& own 

analyses, aitiquing one another's work, discwing the critiques, and rewriting. Assignrnents 

consisied of a series of increasûigly complex analytical papers, which were discussed on-line 

and in dass. The course was designed to give students the opportunity to cooperate in a 

community of music analysis, and to collaborate on assignments if they choose. They were also 

required to take part in both on-line and in-dass discussions on topics such as analytical 

heuristics and writing strategies. He also developed his own version of a leamkg contract that 

he posted on his course web site. 

Seeking a more "real world" experience for these students, Bill wanted them to interact 

as a group and to produce something more than just assignments and a term paper. He was 

very receptive to the concept of legitimate peripheral participation, and the notion of a student- 

created journal around which he could focus the entire semester's work. He dso wanted these 



students to use a (-MC system to stay in touch between dasses to discuss their work, and was 

very interested in using cornputer conferencing to organize assigrunent presentations. 

Pedagogi~ally~ he felt that upon leaving the course the students should be able to write a 

publicationquality journal artide, and ail of the assignrnents and readuigs were aimed at this 

goal. Since they were students, he suggested that the potential readers of their journal would be 

music students in other graduate schools. While the subjed of the course was Schenkerian 

analysis, he stressed the need to integrate and synthesize different approaches with Schenkerian 

analysis, as well as to comunicate ideas clearly and concisely. 

Or~anization of this thesis 

The next chapter, the Literature Review shows the relevance of LPP and CMC to 

teaching and leaming at the graduate level, and how these relate specifically to the challenges of 

teaching Schenkerian analysis. Chapter three discusses the methodology used in this study and 

illustrates its applicability to the researdi questions. Chapter four presents brief sketches of each 

of the student partiapants, outIining their relevant experience before this dass as weil as a 

summary of their experiences in this dass. Speafic individual issues are induded here as w d .  

Chapter five presents the speafic hdings of the study with the students' own commerits. The 

findings are divided according to the two logical divisions of the dass, the collaborative work 

on the assignments and the collective work on the journal. Each of these sections is m e r  sub- 

divided to consider the three research subquestions regarding CMC, collaboration, and LPP, as 

well as emergent issues. Chapter six presents a d i s a n o n  of issues Kising fiom this study in 

relation to trends in the Literature, followed by recommendations for teaching and leaming 

based on lessons leamed by the participants. The thesis ends with suggestions for further 

research. 



CHAPTER TWO - LITERATURE REVI[EtV 

Situated Leaming 

The concept of situated leamkg is critical to cognitive apprenticeship. Brown, C o h ,  

and Duguid (1989) argue that f%n~~ledge  is situated, bwig in part a product of the activity, 

context, and culture in whidi it is developed and used (p. 32). LeKNng does not take place in a 

social vacuum (Lave & Wenger, 1991), and so attempts to teach decontextualized howledge in 

a dassroom culture of studeni isolation are often inadequate. It is important that learning 

activities be authentic in relafing to the community of practice as well as the discipline itself, 

since succw within the culture of school often has Little bearing on performance in the adual 

world of practice (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). 

Situaied learning is particdarly relevant to music teaching, where the actual practice of 

music is iaught, rather than just the theory. Students learn music by playing music. They also 

learn the social aspects of "being a musician" even though this is often tacit lcnowledge or what 

Brown and Duguid (1996) c d  "stolen howledge" which is picked up in situ by obsening 

practicing professionals. When ânalyzirig music, the techniques used and the preseniation style 

are heavily dependent on the context in which the analysis is done and the audience to which it 

is presented. 

Situated learning (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989) and cognitive apprenticeship 

(Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989) are based in constructivism, which proposes that 

individuais "construct" meaning through th& encounter with leaming objects in partïcular 

contexts (HoneSein, Duffy, & Fishman, 1993, p. 88). Believing that "learners construct their own 

reality or at least interpret it based upon their perceptions of experiences" (Jonassen, 1994, p- 

34), proponents of constructivism take into accomt an individual's prior experience, personal 

mental models, and beliefs, as filters of what c m  be hown. Situated learning (Collins, Brown, 

& Newman, 1989) builds on constructivist prinaples, req~uruig that "students carry out tasks 

and solve problems in an envirorunent that reflects the multiple uses to whïch their howledge 

wiU be put in the future" (p. 487). 



Withui constructivist cides,  "the apprenticeship model has received by far the greatest 

attention" (Honebein, DufS, & Fishman, 1993, p. 88). Unlike traditional apprenticeship, wfùch 

focuses on attainment of physical skills, cognitive apprenticeship ( C 0 b r  Brovm, & Newman, 

1989) aims to teach thinking and problem-solving ski&. "The method is aimed pnmarily at 

teaching the processes that experts use to handle complex tas ks... Conceptual and factual 

knowledge are exemplified and situated in the contexts of th& use" (p. 457). The focus is on 

cognitive and metacognitive processes, i-e. largely intemal processes that m u t  be extemalized 

to be modeled and emulated. "Thus, cognitive apprenticeship involves the development and 

extemalization of a producer-critic dialogue that students can gradudy intemalize" (p. 458). 

This externalization may be through discussion, the altemation of roles between teacher and 

leamer, or goup problem solving. The "producer-critic" dialogue is partidarly relevant to this 

graduate music analysis class. 

Tasks i n  cognitive apprenticeship are chosen with cognitive goals, i.e. to illustrate the 

power or usefulness of techniques, methods, or procedures, io show th& use in diverse 

settings, or to gradualiy increase in complexity. These tasks are diredly related to the work of 

the domain or field, at a level that both engages and stimulates the student. "Cognitive 

apprenticeship must find a way to aeate a culture of expert practice for students to partiupate 

in and aspire to, as well as devise rneaningfui benchmarks and incentives for progress" ( C o k ,  

Brown, & Newman, 1989, p. 459)- For exampIe, in a music analysis class, the students could 

l e m  to write journal articles and aitique them by writing such artides and critiquing the work 

of their peers, rather than merely reading the work of others. 

In an educational setting, it is the teacher who most often is the expert in the community 

of practice. As rnaster to a group of apprentices, the teacher m u t  model the practice of the 

culture at a level appropriate for the apprentices, then provide them with opportunities to take 

part in the practice themselves. At fissi, the work of the apprentices is dosely monitored and 

corrected by the master. Over t h e ,  as expertise is acquired, the coaching is faded or gradually 

withdrawn to d o w  the apprentice to do more and more without overt guidance. 

Classroom d t u r e  and discourse 

The dassroom culture of haditional didadic dassroom teaching has been f o n d  wanting 

for decades (Knowles, 1975; Brown, CollinSr & Duguid, 1989). For example, McLuhan (1964) 



warns against "the fiutration of the student need for partiapation in the learning process" (p. 

x). Discourse should be widened from teacher-initiated and controIled talk to a more 

collaborative approach, often referred to as "Ieamer-certtered" (Kriowles, 1975; Percival & 

Ellington, 1988). This widening of the discourse is central to the fask of improving teaching and 

leaming (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1999). 

While adaptation to school culture is necessary to succeed in school, it may be at the 

expense of efficient leamïng, or even of understanding (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1996). Some 

students will disguise their own effective problem-solving strateaies to allow the teacher to 

believe that they are using an approved rnethod (Lave, 1988 cited in Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 

1989, p. 36). The attentive student may be aware of a significant ciifference between real-world 

and school experiences, and that success in sdiool often does not lead to success outside 

(Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). This can undermine the entire educational enterprise, and 

may simply lead the student to deade that one set of beliefs is "true" in school, while another is 

true in the actual world (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1987). Such a school culture is not authentic. 

Context and authenticitv 

Students leam more than just course content in a learning situation. Postrnan (1985) 

quotes Dewey (1938): 

Perhaps the greatest of a l l  pedagogical fdaaes  is the notion that a person l e m  only 

what he is studyïng at the time. Collateral learning in the way of formation of 

enduring attitudes ... may be and often is more important than the spelling lesson or 

lesson in geography or history (p. 144). 

Because context is so important in teadiirig and leaming, it must be authentic to both the 

student and the real world. Central to a situated learnirig approach is the notion that what is 

learned can not be separated from the context in which it is learned (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 

1989). Authenticity of context provides useful, active knowledge in a real-world community. 

"Authentic activities then, are most simply defined as the ordinary practices of the cultu~e" 

(Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989, p. 34), in contrast to classroorn activïty situated in the culture 

of schools. 'Within the educationd framework, the authenticity of the learning activity refers to 

the activity of the Ieamer in the learning environment relative to the environment in which the 

leamhg wiU be used" (Honebein, Duffy, & Fishman, 1993, p. 89). In contrast to rote leaming is 



"the constructivist focus on metacognitive processes and on a holistic view of the task" (p. 90) 

which enhances the ownership of learning by the leamer. 

This authentic environment should not be unnecessarily simplified, as Honebein, DufS, 
and Fiçhman (1993) argue that "the understanding developed in a simplified stimulus 

environment iç quite different from the understanding that develops in the fuIl stimulus 

environment" (p. 8). Spiro, Vispoel, Schmitz, Samarapungavan, and Boerger, (1987, quoted in 

Honebein, Duffy, & Fishman, 1993, pp. 94-95) daim that simplification of the environment is 

rnerdy for "convenience" of the educational Systar and c m  give rise to serious errors among 

students. A more complex, or "full stimulus" enviromnent may actually make learning easier 

by situating learning in a meaningful environment rather than in a more abstract and 

decontextualized one. 

To assure meaningful, authentic learning activïty (Brown, C o h ,  & Duguid, 1989; 

Honebein, Dufs., & Fishman, 1993; Savery & Duffy 1995) the student m u t  leam in an 

environment, work at tasks, and face the same types of W e n g e s  that are typical of adivities in 

which the leamhg will be used when mastered. To this end, learnïng activities are best 

anchored to a larger problem or goal, rather than just to a single course (Honebein, Duffy, & 

Fishman, 1993; Savery & 1995). Preferably, this would be "an interesthg or ai least 

coherent goal" (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989, p. 489). As with traditional apprenticeship, 

engagement with the field is a pre-requisite for success. 

A significant challenge of cognitive apprenticeship is the need to "decontextualize 

knowIedgeW (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989, p. 459) so that it can be used in different 

contexts and setthgs, without stripping it of context completely. That it to Say, this is neither the 

"facts without context" approach of the transmission model of education, nor the "single 

context of use" of traditional apprenticeship. Rather, howledge must be applicable in the 

variety of contexts and settings liable to be found in the actual environment of use. 

Soaal construction of knowledne 

Apprenticeship rnethods attempt to endturate students in authentic activities and 

social interactions, as "apprentices enter the culture of practice" (Brown, CoIlins, & Duguid, 

1989, p. 39). Important interactions occur between apprentices, as well as between apprentice 

and master, and others in the field. 



Knowledge must therefore be constructeci socially. Theorists such as Dewey (1902) amd 

Vygotsky (1978) have argued the importance of social interaction for learning. "Skill does n o t  

evolve in a social vacuum" (Riel, 1992, p. 16). As Resnick points out (1988, ated in Brown, 

C o l h ,  and Duguid, 1989, p. a), most people live and work collaborativly most of their Lives, 

and it is the culture of schools that is the exception. Leaming shouid involve c o I l e ~ v e  problem 

solving, cofiontation of misconceptions, and collaborative work skills (Brown, Collins, & 

Duguid, 1989). But who is to collaborate? The stereotypical view of apprenticeship implies the 

master-apprentice dyad, but th& is refuted by Lave and Wenger (1991). Their more inclusive 

view shares the opporhrnity to collaborate among aL1 partiapants, students and teacher, 

apprentices and master, plus any other members of the comrnunity involved- Thus in some 

sense their apprenticeship is with the entire commmity, although a master is still liable to hawe 

an important role. "In contrast with leamhg as iriternalization, learning as increasing 

participation in communities of praaice concems the whole person acting in the world" (Lave 

& Wenger, 1991, p. 49). The community becomes inaeasingly important in those domains (su& 

as music analysis) which no one person can know fully (Sikerman, 1995). CMC c m  extend the 

comrnunity, or ease access to it. 

Multiple View~oints 

Apprenticeship within a communiiy of practice implies a multipliaty of views, and may 

contain elements of several approaches, such as self-directed leaming (Knowles, 1975), 

problem-based leaming (Savery & Duffy, 1995), reaprocal teaching (Brown & Palincsar, 1989)*, 

and legitimate peripheral participation in the professional field (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Soaal 

parhers are important agents of developmental change (Thelen, 1989), and it seems reasonabLe 

to expect that more social partners means greater scope of possible change. Aside from the 

social benefits of learning this way, the base of available knowledge may grow as each student 

contributes hom their own understanding. Progressive discourse is important in research 

(Bereiter, 1994), and whüe it requires a community, it need not be the entire professional 

commUNiy. As the discourse widens, the dassroom ceases to be the sole locus of collaboratiom, 

or Ieaming. 

Lave & Wenger (199:) stress "the multiple viewpoùits that are characteristic of 

participation in a community of practice" (p. 113), and suggest the students' own classmates a s  

appropnate peers. In addition to learning to appreaate multiple viewpoints, induding that of 



the uistructor, the student would gain invaluable experience in evaluating perspectives. This 

social aspect of leaming may contain the greatest opportunity for alternative views and fresh 

input into the educational process. 

To enter a co~lununity of practice, it is essential that discourse engage the learner with 

the community rather than teaching the student to "do school" (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 108). 

Changes to dassroom culture have social ramifications. Critical to leaming is the assumption of 

responsibility for learning by the student, as a self-directed (Knowles, 1975) or intentional 

(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1994) leamer- Such a leamer may be viewed as apprentichg with the 

community, rather than with a single master, even in a dass setting where there is a single 

teadier, since they are entering into the community as a fledgling member. 

Bereiter and Scardamalia (1989) take as a working hypothesis that "the skills a student 

will acquire in an instructional interaction are those required by the student's role in the joint 

cognitive process" (p. 383). The joint cognitive process is a single coherent process whose parts 

are distributed over different people, such as the student-teacher, or apprentice-master, or even 

student-peer (Bereiter and Scardamalia, 1989; Belmont, 1989). At some point, students must 

develop the metacognitive skills to direct and monitor - take ownership of - their own leaming 

(Honebein, hffy, & Fishman 1993; Savery & Duffy 1995; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1991; 

Silvennan, 1995). 

The dyad mode1 of apprenticeship may corne in part from the work of VygotsQ (1978), 

which stressed leaming as a social activity, in whidi al l  uniquely human learning occurs as a 

transfer of responsibility for skills from adult (or more experienced child) to chïld, within the 

diild's zone of pro- development. Belmont (1989) goes so far as to define a diild's zone of 

proamal development as a strictly social construct that only easts as shared with an ins.tructor. 

However, such a construct necessarily makes great demands on the instmctor's time and 

diagnostic capability, and a a y  not be feasible at a higher level of education. 

At the university level students are assumed to a ~ v e l y  try to adùeve th& goals. 

Attainment of intentional goals may happeri in concert with, or even in opposition to, the 

school-imposed requirements for the course. Lave & Wenger (1991) state that "leaming 

understood as legitimate peripheral participation is not necessarily or directly dependent on 

pedagogical goals or offiaal agenda, even in situations in which these goals appear to be a 



central factor (e-g., dassroom instruction, tutoring)" (p. 113)- For them, the learner's strivinp 

after goals is motivated by the value placed on partiapation as well as a desire for full  

participation in practice. 

Intentional Ieaming wodd appear to play a great role in university learning, where 

many earlier supports have been removed from the student (Hewitt, 1996). A typical university 

professor probably does not have tirne to diagnose each student's learning needs. Knowles 

(1975) argues that students must take on more of thïs role to succeed. While such self-directed 

learners might st i l l  require sorne traditional teaching, the monitoring and direction of their 

leamuig go& is the student's own responsibili~. 'Ihis seems particularly hue in music. 

Motivation among music students can be high, since "these students wodd not be in our 

dassrooms if ihey had not already devoted years of their lives to the pursuit of professional 

music careers" (Marvin, 1994, p. 48). 

As accomplishments are s h e d  in a group of self-directed leamers, the standards for all 

are raised, as in a research field (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1994). At the gaduate level, self- 

directed students can act as a researdi team, for even though their discoveries may not be new 

to the musical world, they are new to the members of the class. Scardamalia and Bereiter daim 

that "it is generaily recognized that students constnict th& howledge. This is as true as if  they 

were leaming from books and lectures as it is if they were acquiring knowledge through 

inquiry. A further implication is that aeatung new knowledge and leaming existing knowledge 

are not very different as far as psychological processes are concerned" (p. 270). The distinction 

is almost non-existent when analyzing music h o w n  to oneself. 

Gaîning some mastery of the subject with authentic tasks may lead the leamer to an 

appraisal ofr and reflecüon upon, fheir own leaming- This refiection is one technique for the 

development of self-monitoring of learning, as well as self-correction. "When students do not 

have the oppominity to externalize their informal representations and compare them to those 

used by experts in a doMain, they fail to understand the quaiitative representations that 

underlie fofmalisms" (Glaser, Ferguson, & Vosniadou, 1996). "Thus, cognitive apprenticeship 

involves the development and externalization of a producer-critic dialogue that students c m  

gradually internalize" (Collins, Brown, & 1989, p. 458). 



As students take more responsibility for their learning, the teacher's role changes from 

providing fa& and trançmitting slalls to modeling expert practice, coadung students to 

emulate these models, and fading support as expertise is gained (Colliw, Brown, & Newman, 

1989; Collins, 1996). Coliins, Brown, and Newman (1989) recommend "that teaching methods 

should be designed to give students the opportunity to observe, engage in, and uivent or 

discover expert strategies in context" (p. 481). Observation during modelirîg is facilitated by the 

teacher extemalizing thinking processes that are normally intemal. This can consist of making 

taat howledge explicit or modeling problem-solving strategies Prown, Collins, & Duguid, 

1989). As students begin to engage in the practice, the ieacher a& as coach, giving tips, hints, 

feedback, and other fomis of "scaffolding" supports for leaming (cognitive or physical). As the 

students gain cornpetence, these scaffolds are graduaily withdrawn, allowing more 

independent work Part of the scaffolding rnay be providing oppominities for reflection on the 

content, as well as leaming processes (Savery & DufSr, 1995). 

Lemer-centered teaching requires that the teacher give up some control of the learning 

process to the student (Khwles, 1975; Norman & Spohrer, 1996; Peraval & Ellington, 1988; 

Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1991; Spiro & al, 1988). Silverman (1995) outlines the goals of such 

"studentcentered" leaming: &ai the teacher take a more facilitative role; that students leam 

metacognitive skills as preparation for life-long learning; and that students learn via 

constnictivist collaboration, motivated by tasks situated in real-world activities. If the students 

are to take more responsibilify for leamirig, the teacher must surrender it, taking more the role 

of a master towards apprentices. 

Self-directed leaming is most appropriate with older students since "adults have a 

natural tend- toward self-directedness" (Brookfield, 1988, p. 332) and their breadth of 

experience d e s  learning from peers more valuable (ibid., p. 328). At this level, educators 

exhort students to take more responsibility for their own leaming (Knowles, 1975) while urging 

teachers to facilitate the process (Brookfield, 1988; Benjamin, 1994). This change to the teacher's 

role is not just to another form of howledge trammitter. 

To take a decentered view of master-apprentice relations leads to an understanding 

that mastery resides not in the master but in the organization of the community of 

practice of which the master is part: The master as the locus of authority (in several 

senses) is, after all, as much a product of the conventional, centered theory of leaming 



as is the individual learner. Similarly, a decentered view of the master as pedagogue 

moves the focus of analysis away £rom teaching and onto the intncate structuring of a 

commUN~s leaming resources (Lave & Wenger 1991, p. 94). 

This takes place in a more socially dynamic environment than that of the master- 

apprentice dyad. 

Knowles (1975) suggests that collaboration among students is &O an appropriate mode 

of leaming, provided that it is truly self-directed. This again requires the teacher to surrender 

some control, although as Knowles (1986) admits, there is a long tradition of the transmission 

modd of knowledge at the heatt of American higher education, and acadernia requires certain 

tokens and guarantees of accompIishment. Knowles suggests a compromise, wiih the instnidor 

fnaintaining control în key areas such as presaiption of objectives and assessmentf but with 

provision for "some degree of initiative by the lemers" (p. 149). 

As the self-directed, intentional students take more control of their leaming, the 

teacher's role may become less certain, but not arbitrary. Different students may have very 

different leamhg needs- Lave & Wenger (1991) have shown that a "master" in apprenticeship 

displays a wide range of possible behaviors. Within this range there ïs still room for the 

administrative control, especially of core content and assessment, required by most institutions 

of higher Ieaming. In fact, by commenting only at key points the teacher rnodels the behavior of 

real-world experts in ongoing discussion within thW fields. 

Collaboration and Cooperation 

Cooperation between studenis c m  aid their leaming (Brookfielci, 1988; Collins, Brown, 

& Newman, 1989). "Leamhg through cooperative problem solving is b o t .  a powerful 

motivator and a powerful mediankm for extending leaming resources" (Collins, Brown, & 

Newman, 1989, p. 489). Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989) argue that "leamhg is a process of 

endturating that is supported in part through social interaction and the circulation of narrative 

[and sol groups of praaitioners are partidar1y important" (p. 40). Groups can work in several 

ways. The individual members may undertake one or more of the multiple roles involved in 

any cognitive task, so that they and the group can reflect on the perspective from that role, and 

its aptness. The group is also a good forum for drawing out the misconceptions of its members, 

or ineffective strategies. Holding that knowledge is socially negotiated, Savery and Duffy (1995) 

encourage the testing of ideas against the alternate views of colleagues, as well as against 



alternative contexts. Finally, the members of the group can take part in collaborative acti\5tyI 

fcom collaboratively creating a cooperative environment, to full collaboration on a collaborative 

produd. At the very least, dass members can form a community of practice in which members 

cari partiapate legitimately. 

Such an environment seems well suited to the intentional, self-directed leamer, who cm 

be provided the opportunity for legitimate peripheral participation in a real-world community 

of practice. Graduate-level classes are perhaps the most suitable entry point h to  such a 

community, as Lave and Wenger (1991) point out They posit that the problems of schooling 

rnay not be pedagogical at their most fundamental level, but social. For exnmple, progressive 

discourse can either be cornpetitive or collaborative, but competition may be a poor motivator at 

the graduate level, and may be unrewarding for many students who will refuse to compete 

(Abeles, Hoffer, & Klotman, 1984; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989). Recent thinking in 

business firids advantage in collaboration, even between competitors. "Collaborative advantage 

is defined as the benefit gained by a group of participants as the result of their cooperation 

rather than th& competition" (Ferratt, Lederer, Hall, & Krella, 1995). Silverman (1995) 

contends that "for more mature studentsf competition may be umcessary and sharïng is the 

motivation to leam'' (p. 83). Still, some students may not be as motivated as the rest and Serva 

and Fuller (1997) warn that "social loafing" can be a problem for any collaborative work, 

although it is most prevalent in larger groups of anonymous participants. 

Lave and Wenger (1991) extend the concept of cognitive apprenticeship to indude 

providing opportunities for legitimate peripheral participation as an introduction into a 

commUNty of practice. Rather than teadung the elements of practice in a decontextuaüzed 

classroom settuig, participants undeaake authentic, legitimate tasks at the periphery of the 

field, with the goal of eventuaiiy perforcning more central work. This concept incorporates both 

situated 1e-g and cognitive apprenticeship, but purposely moves learning into the 

professional field. Learning is directly related to the acüvities of the community of practice, and 

its discourse becomes the discouse of the field. 

Lave and Wenger (1991) suggest that the concept of apprenticeship is more than a master- 

apprentice relationship, and a d u d y  involves legitimate participation in the community of 

practice, albeit at an attenuated (peripheral) level while le-g. Rather than transmitting 



knowledge, the instructor in Uiis case provides oppominities and resources for the Iearner to 

take part in the community of practice, beginning peripherally but aiming towards eventual ful l  

participation. '?kt summary, rather than leaming by replicating the performances of others or by 

acquiring howledge transmitted in instruction, we suggest that learning occurs through 

centnpetal partiapation in the learning curriculum of the ambient communiy' (p. 100). Key to 

this participation is access to the community as a functioning, if novice, member. "Newcomers' 

legitimate peripherality provides them with more th& an "observational" lookout post It 

&ally involves participation as a way of learnuig - of both absorbing and being absorbed in - 
the 'culture of practice' " (p. 95). 

Roth & McGinn (1996) argue that legitimate perïpheral participation is not appropriate for 

teadung school childreny but heir critickm certainly does not apply to gaduate-level students, 

who are about to enter the actual field of practice. Legitimate peripheral participation aï this 

level also incorporates elements of expert pradice as desaibed by Bereiter and Scardamalia 

(1993), such as continual improvement of ideas, working at the edge of one's understanding, 

progressive problem-solving, and a continually-rising group standard. Hensdiel(1996) sums up 

much of this with his pririaples that "leamhg is hindamentally social," "knowledge is 

integrated in the Me of communities," "learning is an act of membership," and "knowing 

depends on engagement in practice." 

Winn (1996) criticizes legitirnate peripheral partiapation for requiMg a Me-long 

cornmitment to the subject, rather than ailowing the leamer to gain enough knowledge to just 

"get by." This may be too simple a dichotomy as the situated view sees leamers incorporating 

knowledge into their own framework. Similarly, Tripp (1996) States that legïtimate peripheral 

partiapation requires too great a particula. focus for howIedge to be tramferable. This narrow 

view of sihiated knowledge denies the learnerys active participation in gathering knowledge in 

the most useful form for one's own purposes. 

Com~uter Use and Cornputer-Mediated Cornunication 

The widespread adoption of the Intemet has facilitated communication and 

collaboration in many fields induding education. Comnunities of practice are forrning on, and 

rnigrating to, the Internet. This has ramifications for education. 

The university today must be redefined with new concepts. The Internet dows  

Whtal dassrooms. Digital litmaries provide knowledge repositories. The Web offers 



up-tdate material for seminar discussions. Computer simulation substitutes for 

laboratones. TehoIogy is not simply an add-on service as cornputers or audiovisual 

were before - it touches the very substance of the university, that is, knowledge 

development and transfer (Tsichrïtzis, 1999, p. 93). 

CMC as a medium for learning 

The Intemet is primarily a colll~~lunications technology. It seerns an ideal medium for 

collaborative discourse &out the t h e  or space constraints of face-to-face discourse. Perhaps 

more important for education are opportunities to create Wtual communities on-Iine, or to 

contact existing communities via the Internet. Many professional communities already have 

Internet forums or joumalç that c m  be accessed easily. These are especialiy valuable to graduate 

students who may have heavy time commitments. More local versions of these cari help keep 

students in a class in touch despite different schedules- 

However, as McLuhan (19fX) warns, any medium tends to create a new environment, 

and "environrnents are not passive wrappings, but active processes" (p. viü). Posîman (1985) 

views a medium as a metaphor whïch "makes possibIe a unique mode of discourse" (p. 10). 

Each medium changes the structure of discourse and favors partidar uses of intellect. 

However, each new nediurn requires some tradeoff that is not immediately apparent The 

intended use of a technology may not be its skongest effect, or even a relevant one. While the 

Intemet may not be intended primaxily for education or for collaboration, it may have great 

ben& for both by supporüng social interaction. Silverman (1995) suggests that students need 

an environment that "permits students to express what they leam from the point of view, and 

in the medium, that emphasizes their own strengths" (p. 81). 

CMC is an appropriate technology for facilitating this type of communication so long as 

the students are allowed to express their own viewpoints. Harasim (1989) notes that CMC 

conferencing is student-centered, dowing for a dynamic sharing of ideas between the 

participants. Davie and Wells (1991) concur that the medium empowers learners by dowing 

them a more active role in social construction of meaning as well as a n  equal opportunity to 

contxibute to the discussion. Andrusyszyi (1996) ad& that CMC gives the leamer time for 

reflection, which can lead to the expression of deeper thinking. 

A cornputer conferencing system need not be the exclusive method of communication 

for a dass. Computer conferencing is an effective way to keep students in contact between 



classes, as long as they have easy access. Frank (1999) adds that "blended courses ... allow both 

teaches and students to gain electronic communications skills gadudy." This is an important 

consideration as technology is introduced into the mrricU1u.m.- 

Comvutino as a Communication Tool 

The socid aspect of apprenticeship suggests bendit from a community of apprentices 

leaming fiom one another, but students need contact outside of the classroom to aeate a 

commUNty that resembles the real community of analytic practice. CMC d o w s  thern to take 

part in the community but at the üme and location of their choosing, thus particîpating 

Iegitimately but perïpherally. This partiapation can encompass a number of communities, from 

the local class to the entire field of practice (if they are alI on-luie). 

Socid issues of CMC also affect the teacher. Gunawardena & Zittle (1996) note that 

instructors must establish a telepresmce or "social presence" on-line, which may be an 

additional, unexpected challenge d e g  the change to a more faalitative role. They note that 

this iç an additional stress for teachers who have themselves learned in traditional classrooms. 

However, aside from actually leaming the technology, many of the issues of teaching in a 

conferenckg environment refiect the goals of Iegitimate peripheral partiapation. 

Twes  of Interaction with CMC 

Moore (1989) differentiates between three iypes of interaction in cornputer-mediated 

coxununication environments. These are between the learner and 1) the content, 2) the 

instructor, and 3) other leamers. While the fhst of these is a sine qua non of education, it is 

essentidy a one-way communication from the content provider (Le. the content is fixed). 

Interaction with an instructor provides valuable feedbadc to the educator, as well as a 

communications channe1 that many students and teachers find vital. Kowever, "it is the third 

form of interaction [Le. leamer-leamer], a new dimension of distance education, that will be a 

challenge to our thinking and practice in the 1990s" (p. 3). Moore shows that techniques of on- 

line distance education c m  help the instmctor keep in touch with a large face-to-face dass, as 

well as dowing the students to contact each other. CMC c m  alleviate some of the social 

barriers to leamer-leamer interaction, although we can antiapate that the technoiogy itçelf wiU 

present barriers to some (Presno, 1998). Still, CMC speeds up and extends communication 

within a c o m m m i ~  of practice, even as it re-arranges social structures in that commUNv 

(McGrath, 1990). 



McGrath (1990) notes thaï changes in procedures due to new technologies cari change 

the power structure in a group. In a comrnmity of practice that utilizes cornputer-mediated 

communication, there may well be opportunities for new members to take part in advanced 

discourse, in newsgroups or on-line forums for example. In the dassroom, McGrath points out 

the hope that CMC can enable the "low status" members of a group to participate more fully, as 

the tum-taking which is often monopolized by high status members is eliminated- A new social 

contrad may evolve, which re-distributes opportunities for participation more equitably among 

students. 

While learning may take place outside of the dassroom, it is still not a totally 

independent environmentt Even whde engaged in legitimate perïpheral participation, students 

are still in school, and so the context can not be completely that of a full practitioner. This may 

be inevitable for schooling, for as Riel (1992) notes "educational change won't occur if the new 

educational activity cannot at least initiaUy take place in the context of the dassroom" (p. 28). 

However, such a change can bridge the transition between graduate school and participation in 

the field, by re-orientuig the thinhg of the learner to the problerns and practices of the 

community. In her study of partiapants in cornputer-mediated communication, Burge (1994) 

found that "active and constructive thinking, more than absorption of transmitted howledge, 

governed the cognitive activity desaibed by interviewees" (p. 13). 

In fine, the place of cornputer-mediated communication at the graduate levd might be in 

providing opportunities for cooperative or collaborative work on the edge of a community of 

practice, under the watchful eye of a local expert. 

On-Line Situated Teachinn and Learnin~ of Music Theorv 

Music Analvsis 

"Analysis is the activity that links mind training to ear training and therefore occupies 

the central position in theory teachingrl (Rogers, 1984, p. 74). Rogers (19û4) suggests that one 

only leams arialysis by "doing analysis" (p. 80). While graduate-level music schools in Canada 

have only existed for a few decades (Green & Vogan, 1991), and while a number of different 

techniques are uçed, Schenkerian analysis is the dominant method taught, as it is in the United 

States (Epstein, 1981; Phelps, Ferrara, & Goolsb y, 1993; Rothstein, 1986,1990). Gagné (1994) 

states simply: "Since Çdienker's death some sixty years ago, many prinàples and ways of 

thinking that he first introduced have become an integral part of musical discourse"(p. 21). 



Schenkerian analysis is a method of uncoverîng musical structure beneath its actual sourrd, and 

representing thiç tonal structure graphically, using modified music notation The result is an 

often complex representation of recursive musical f o d  elements. 

Music theory and analysis classes may be good choices for exploring collaborative 

discourse and legitimate peripherd partiapation as a leamhg strategy. Music students tend to 

spend a lot of time tallcing about music outside of dasses and lessons. While not all University 

music courses are classroorn-based, music theory and analysis courses typicdy are. There is a 

strong tradition of apprenticeship in the learning of an instrument and public performance 

thereon, and collaboration is a highly necessary skill for ensemble playing. 

In addition, the wide range of approaches to music theory practically ensures that any 

senior music analysis dass will consist of proponents of a varïety of methods. "Typically, a 

group of students who have done the!  undergraduate work at various institutions will M e r  

significantly in the type and extent of theory training that they have had" (Gagné, 1994, p. 29). 

Interaction between students could help to foster understanding of a number of methods, and 

more importantly, different syntheses of severaI of these methods. At the graduate Ievel, 

students work at the upper end of Bloom's taxonomy (Abeles, Hoffer, & Klotman, 1984), 

dealing with issues of analysis, synthesis, and critique, and collaborative analysis and critique 

which is very dose to the adual practice of a publishirig analyst. 

CMC and Music 

Rather than asking how technology can be used, educators should ask whether it could 

help them to teach more effectïvely. Percival & Ekgton  (1988) conimst the use of technoPogy in 

music with a technology of improved pedagogy. For example, while the 1998 ATM1 Directory 

lists 267 CA1 programs (Murphy, 1998), few are aimed at the graduate level, and none provides 

an opportmity to enter the community of practice or to do collaborative work. Similar 

problems plague curent research on intelligent hitoring systems and other expert systems for 

music ( M e r ,  1990; Schaffer & McGee, 1997), where it is the program designer who 

investigates and critiques musical discourse and defines the d e s ,  not the student. While there 

are undoubtecily potentid benefits in using CA1 to provide personalized leaming experierices 

for students (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989), this potential remains largely unreaüzed for 

music theory at the graduate level. While cornputer programs may be ueful for modeling some 

processes or methods of analysis, they are no replacement for a human master in a cognitive 



apprenticeship, where the amount of scaffolding and timing of fading are crucial but unique to 

each leamer. 

Computer-Assisted Instructional software (CAI) requires a great deal of developrnent 

time and effort, and not much exists for advanced music analysis. In contrast, on-line resources 

and support for music analysts are spreading rapidly, and a more promising use of computing 

is CMC, in whïch the cornputer as a communications facilitator Llliks learners with one another 

as well as with practitioners in the community. Leamers are freed from some of the constraints 

of time and space of a physical classroom, but m u t  stiu leam the tedinology (as m u t  the 

teacher) . 
While CMC can aid in facilitating the exchange of ideas, there can be problems with 

their representation when taken out of the context of verbalized speech. Langer (1942) 

demonstrates the importance of music's own symbology for its meanirig, while McGrath (1990) 

warns of the loss of connotative and syntactical information that plagues email and on-line 

conferencing. To host meaningful musical discourse, a conferencïng system must d o w  for 

graphic (and possibly aural) representations of music in a format that is easy for the non-expert 

author and reader. In th& study of engineering students, Gay & Lentini (1995) noted that the 

luik between particdar activities and the tedinology used was a critical part of how the 

students u e d  a CMC systexn. Their work suggests that to support musical discourse W y ,  the 

system shodd provide capabilities for the representation of musical notation, and sound, since 

these are key technologies for the music communi~. 

Coo~eration and Collaboration in Music Analvsis 

The social aspect of legitimate peripheml partiapation suggests that students might 

cooperate or collaborate with others who have different analytical strengths. In one of the few 

studies done on collaborative leaming of music theory, Hoffman (1991) reported the students' 

enthusiasm for teadiing one another, their M y  discussion, and their problem-solving 

approach. Although the participants were conservatory students of dementary harmony 

workùig on standalone cornputers, it does suggest that there are benefits to collaborative 

leaming of music theory using computing. Practicing analysts find the Intemet an opportunity 

for both cooperation and collaboration as weil as dissemination of their ideas. "The increasing 

possibility of disseminating music-theoretic insights, without huge investment in overhead, 



provides a nurnber of opportunities for a broadened audience, and a broadened set of dialogues 

whidi can mold and hform our own practice" (Cohn, 1998). 

Need for Study 

Given the social leamhg advantages of combining CMC with legitimate peripheral 

participation for teadung graduate-level music analysis, it is surprising to h d  that Little 

researdi has been done. Several issues must be considered. First, there is the novelty of 

collaborative or social work in the music curriculum, save for ensemble playing. The addition of 

CMC merely compounds the newness. Second, there is the difficulty of accepting the newer 

for= of discourse into a milieu in whïch the teacher is the sole authority, as has been the case 

in the traditional training of musicians. It is possible that a change to a more student-centered 

dixourse this late in one's academic career could be interpreted as changing the rules in mid- 

game (Benjamin, 1994). Firally, the lack of basic cornputer skillç by some students and 

professors, as well as la& of internet experïence, may prove a daunting hurdle, although Ross 

(1996) found that while students worry most about th& technical ski11 levels, there was a 

negligible difference in iheir overd contribution. 

One £inal implication of lestirnate peripheral participation is that the students might 

find this way of leamhg more natural and even enjoyable. "Psychologists now have saentific 

verification for a pedagogical prinaple that good teâchers akeady h o w  by experience and 

intuition: students leam better when motivated by their own intrinsic interest in a subject, 

rather than. by extemai systerns of rewards and punishrnents" (Marvin, 1994, p. 47). This point 

alone urges investigation into the matter. 

This study is a first step toward understanding the role of legitimate peripheral 

participation combined with CMC in music analysis at the graduate Level. As such, it is a design 

experiment (Brown, 1992; Colliw, 1992). As C o W  states, it is only by conducting such 

experiments that education c m  begin to become a design science. 

Summarv of Situated Learnin~ in Music Analvsis 

By the graduate level, the student has invested at least 16 years in mostly standard 

dwroom discourse which encourages individual howledge display and discourages 

collaboration as plagiarism. Situated cognition suggests that leaming is individually and 

socislly constructed, collaborative, and context-sensitive. Individual contributions assist the 

group and raïse the comrnon standard, while dancing the status of the individual. At the 



gaduate level, the analogy of a research team working on a peer-reviewed journal is not far 

from actud practice Such practice might aid students into entering the field of music analysis, 

while directing their own leaming to their particulill: goals. It could also create a repository of 

examples and resources for future students (Silverman, 1995), accruing the best from each class 

in the same way as a library full of professional journals. "Universities generate content every 

day through theïr courses and seminars. Then they throw it away. There is a certain charm with 

this approach, but it is not cost effetive" (Tsichritzis, 1999, p. 95). 



CHAPTER THREE - rnTHODOLOGY 

Research Avvroach and Desim 

Introduction 

This is a study of one graduatelevel, UNversity music analysis dass using computer- 

medîated communication to submit, aitique, and discuss assignments designed to help them 

participate in a co~rundty  of legitimate peripheral practice. A qualitative approach (Memam, 

1998; Miles & Hubennan, 19% 1994) was used to concephialize and condud this case study 

(Stake, 1981,1994; Yin, 1994), which was appropriate given its emergent and exploratory nature, 

as well as the small number of participants. The uniqueness of the situation also implied case 

study as a suitable choice. Data collected consisted of field notes from dassroom seminars and 

on-lirie contributions of class members (students, professor, and researcher), responses to 

several surveys, and answers to interview questions at the end of t e rn  

Oualitative Research and the Naturalistic Paradi- 

Qualitative approaches are most often contrasted with quantitative ones, which are often 

asçociated with the positivistic, empincal paradip. Guba (1981) prefers the terms naturalistic 

to qualitative, and rationalistic to positivistic; both pairs are used herein. 

Qualitative methods of research compkment constructivist teaching methods, as both 

are concemed with the context in which le-g takes place (Guba, 1981; Yin, 1994), as well as 

the social elements of the situation. Guba (1981) contrasts the key assumptions of the 

rationalistic and the naturaliçtic paradigms: the nature of reality; the nature of the 

inquirer /abject relationship; and, the nature of "trutb statements." 

In such a case study, each participant has one's own "truth." The naturalistic ontoloo~ 

includes this multiplicity. "The naturalistic paradigm rests on the assumption that there are 

multiple realities, that inquhy will diverge rather than converge as more and more is known, 

and that a l l  parts of reality are interrelated so that the study of any one part necessarily 

influences ail other parts" (Guba, 1981, p. 77). Context plays a key role in defining a naturalistic 

view of reality, in which there is no one absolute truth, or even the concept of a completely 

value-free investigation. "The issue here is not which assumptions are ' m e '  but which offer the 



best fit to the phenornerion under study'' (ibid.). Eisner (1981) put it this way: "Truth implies 

singdarity and monopoly. Meaning impIies relativism and diversity" (p. 9). 

The multiple realities of the naturalistic purview suggest a close link between observer 

and observed. The tacit howledge of the investigator plays a part in leading to msfehen, which 

Smith (1983) d&es as "interpretive understanding" and Miles and H u b e r m  refer to as 

"intersubjective resonance" (1984, p. 20) and "empathetic understanding" (1994, p. 6).  "The 

naturalistic paradigm asserts that the inquirer and the respondent . . . axe interrelated, with each 

influencing the other" (Guba, 1981, p- 77), so that while effort should still be made to maintain 

an optimal distance during research, it is not possible to be totally objective. Rather than 

attempting to maintain an impossible objectivity, proponent. of the naturaliçtic paradiam make 

explicit tacit howledge and biases, and take them as part of the total context- In order to 

achieve some sort of versfehen, 1 had to establish rapport with the participants, and this process 

took time. Over the semester 1 shared m y  positions on research, education, music, Schenkerian 

analysis, and this study itself with the participants, as they shared theirs with me. 

Context plays a key role in defining a naturalistic view of reality, and the n;ultiplicq of 

valid contexts is reflected in multiple views of tntth. For this study, the views of each student 

are assumed valid and important, and so the "class profile" is really a construct of as many 

different views as there were students, rather than one single "group" profile. Viewing the class 

as a collection of interacting individu& gives a richer understanding of their experience, and 

provides a more holistic design (Yin, 1994). The differences between participants were as 

important as their similarities. Enough background was couected for each student to place the 

experience in a personal context. 

Case Studv - 

Case study has proven to be a valuable technique of qualitative research (Merriam, 1998; 

Stake, 1994; Yin, 1994). Memam (1998) states that the single most definhg characteristic of case 

study research is found in the delimiting of the case. Case studies are particularistic (focussed on 

the partidar situation) and are especially well suited to practical problems. They can Maintain 

much of the contêxt of the study, and so are more concrete than other types of study (Stake, 

1981). Yin (1994) posits that "case studies are the preferred strategy when 'how' or 'why' 

questions are beuig posed, when the investigator has little control over events, and when the 



focus iç on a contemporary phenornenon with some real-life context" (p. 1). This study fits al1 of 

these criteria, and its exploratory nature rnakes case study emhently suitable. 

This study iç of the kind that Stake (1981) defines a .  intmisic case study, undertaken 

because of its intrinsic interest for the researcher. It is highly specifïc, but as Stake (1981) avers 

that there is much to learn from a single case. Interactions between eight students as well as 

their teacher can be cornplex. "Often it is better to learn a lot from an atypical case than a little 

from a magnificently typical case" (Stake, 1994, p. 243) - 
The very distinctness of thiç case makes it interesting for researdi. As McGrath (1995) 

points out, it is impossible to maximïze generalizability, precïsion, and realism. This case study 

has been structured to refiect the particulas realities of the students in this dw. Yin (1994) 

states that "case studies, Eke experiments, are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not 

to populations or universes" (p. IO), implying that it Xs fnzitless to attempt to generaLize findings 

to other classes from this single case. "Qualitative researchers usually work with small samples 

of people, nested in th& context and studied in-depth " (ibid., p. 27). Huberman & Miles (1994) 

summarize that "the traditional mode of qualitative analysis has been the sïngle-case study" (p. 

435). 

Yin (1994) does caution that "a potential vulnerability of the singlecase design is that a 

case may later turn out not to be the case it was thought to be at the outset" (p. 41), a particdar 

concern of any emergent design. This is a strength of qualitative methods though, since more 

importantr emerging issues can be pursued rather than beïng abandoned to pre-conceived 

notions of what will arise. 

In addition to the descriptive and exploratory nature of this study, there is an implied 

evaluative component of the efficacy of legitimate peripheral participation and cornputer- 

rnediated communication for this group. Guba and Lincoln (1981) condude that case study is 

the best reporting form for evaluations, since it contaiw thick description, is holistic, and 

lifelike, and can illuminate meaning for the reader by simplifpg the data, as well as 

communicating taut knowledge. 

Ethoerraphv 

The naturalistic parâdigm defined by Guba (1981) is rdated to ethnography, and this 

study is infonned by ethriographic methods. Spradley (1980) defines ethnography as the study 

of culture, and specifically of d t u r a l  behaviour, knowledge, and artifacts. "Ethnographie field 



work is the hallmark of cultural anthropology" (Spradley, 1980, p. 3). Although the 

ethnographer can record words and outward behaviour, he must infer meanings, usually from 

outside the dture.  Participant observation (Spradley, 1980) allows the ethnographer to take 

part, to some degree, in the cultural practice under study. "Moderate participation" (Spradley, 

1980, p. 60) lnaintains a balance between insider and outsider behaviour, where the observer iç 

able to take part in some activities while still maintaining some distance. 

Ethnographie methods are appropriate for this study because it was a study of the 

culture of this particular music analysis dass as it encounters the communiq of practice. 

Fieldwork was required to observe dassroom behaviour, in addition to on-he work. 

Participant observation was partidarly important, as the researdier was also a music analyst, 

and taking part in the discussion made his presence less intwive. This partiapation had to 

remain "moderate," however, as the researcher was conductirig the study, and was not part of 

the class. Researcher participation also shodd have helped the students realize that the 

researcher was not adjudicating their performance in any way, although this was stated 

explicitly during the k s i  class, in the letter of consent to the study, and as necessary thereafter. 

A qualitative study rnay be tightly or Ioosely designed during planning. Too little design 

can lead to coUecting too much data (much of it irrelevarit) while too tighi a design can blind the 

researcher to emergent issues (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Rather than specifving all aspects of 

design beforehand, ibis study assumed that emergent issues would be important. It was further 

assumed that however compelhg ernergent issues mighi be, they would stiU fit within the 

umbrella of the exploration of leaming within legitimate peripheral partiapation, and that the 

use of the cornputer-mediated communication system would have some effect. However, the 

participants were important stakeholders in this process, and their actions were not predictable 

in advance. 

fiberman & Miles (1994) add h t  the life cycle of qualitative studies tends to spread 

the collection and analysis of data throughout a study, with different modes of inquiry at 

different moments. From the first dass, field notes were taken and examined for emergent 

issues, which then became a focus of the next field session. Field observations led to changes in 

the survey questionnaires as well as the final interview questions. 



Pilot Study 

A pilot study of compter-mediated communication use by an undergraduate music 

analysis class was conducted from January to Apd, 1999 with the same instructor as in this 

study. Student use of the CMC system was optional, although sharing information was strongly 

encouraged. The style of teaching and student use of the systern were studied over the single 

semester of the course. 

Over these thirteen weeks it became apparent that the insirucior was quite cornfortable 

using the CMC system, and used it to faaütate his own attempts to encourage self-direction in 

his students. Rather than adapt his teadring style to the technology, the professor used CMC to 

implement his own version of cognitive apprenticeship (an emergent theme not part of the 

original design). As a resrilt of our discussions during and after the pilot study, Bill and 1 found 

that we had cornmon interests in using CMC to provide more fulfiUuig educational experiences- 

Student use of CMC varied from strong interest at the start of term, to Little use just after 

mid-term, back to stronger partiapation in the lasi three weeks, after the instructor gave a CMC 

assignment. The students displayed interest and enthusiasm for collaboration, and yet shared 

information of only Limited value: bibliogaphic references, isolated facts, definitions, but very 

Little analysis or personal insight Despite the good wiLZ of the class, it became obvious that 

cornputer w would have to be mandatory and designed into the structure of the dass for it to 

be more effective. If the inçtructor's hûpes for student collaboration and synthesis of ideas were 

to occur, the assignments and class structure would have to support them as well. 

Another concern kom the pilot study was the students' la& of engagement with the 

subject, and their general perception that it was irrelevant to th& future. Because these were 

senior undergraduates in th& final year, both fhe instnictor and the researcher felt that a 

design experiment (Brown, 1992; Collins, 1992) with legitimate peripheral partiapation might 

be more fruïtful with a graduate class. 

The instnictor's interest in providing students with rd-world experience in &eir field 

matched my interest in legitimate peripheral partiapation. We designed the basic ou the  of the 

course together, with the goal of providing students the opportunity for legitimate peripheral 

participation in the community of music analysis. Assignments were designed as real analytical 

problems of increasing complewity, cuIminating in a final assignment that was to be a 



publicationquality music analytic article- As part of Iearning the process of writing for 

publication, students critiqued articles by th& peers, and each student acted as both writer and 

critic. In addition, there was to be on-going discussion of the process and issues of Wnting both 

analysis and critique. As a publishirig music analyst, the instcuctor acted as a master to the 

student apprentices. Their &al papers were pubhhed in an on-line journal that was prepared 

by the students themsdves. 

While writing articles and critiques directly reflecis professional practice, on-going 

discussion of strategies was just as important for these novices- "If students want to Ieam to 

write better, they need to fïnd people to read th& writing who c m  give helpful aïtiques and 

explain the reasoning underlying the aitiques (most people cannot)" (Collins, Brown, & 

Newman, 1989, p. 480). Since dass time was constrained, and not a l l  students were cornfortable 

in faceto-face discussion, CMC was meant to provide more extended oppomurities for 

discussion and aeation of a supportive environment, 

The iterative nature of the analytic assignments served to inaease complexity gradudy, 

and &O allowed the students to leam the Schenkerian method of analysis by actually 

perfonning it on a variety of musical works. This method of Ieaming was particularly 

applicable to çdienkerian d y s i s .  "Because the approach is fundamentally heuristic rather 

than formal, students cm acquire skill in its application ortiy through analyses of numerous 

works on increaçing leveis of diff idty" (Gagné, 1994, p. 28). By the final assibbnmentr al l  

students had a suffiüent understanding of the method to be able to provide valuable feedbadc 

to their classrnates. 

Both the instructor and 1 monitored discussions to encourage a supportive and 

constructive style of critique, and to dissuade those who might have been disposed to harsh or 

inappropriate criticism. It was hoped that a cooperative emirorunent could be achieved 

collaboratively via discussion and mutual support. More direct collaboration was optional. For 

al l  but the final assignment, students were allowed to work in groups of two or three on a 

collaborative analytical paper. It was hoped that by making collaboration visible - by haWig 

students collaborate publidy in LearnLink - that the stigma of plagiarism would be removed 

from it, as well as the temptation for "social loafing" (Sema & Fuller, 1997). 

The attempt to foster cooperation or collaboration in graduate music students was a 

point of serious concern in this study. Considering that the participants had spent a minimum 

of 15 years in a mostly cornpetitive school environment, and that the coliaborative dass was 



merely one of the courses whkh they are taking, there was some doubt that the students would 

truly wish to collaborate, or leam how to. Preliminary research indicated that coIlaboration 

might not happen, especïally for the better students (C. Cuneo, personal communication, July 

16,1999). Because the students were not required to collaborate on their assignments, 1 paid 

particular attention to instances of t d y  collaborative work and attempted to understand the 

motivations of the participants in undertaking it. 

Selection of Participants and Ethical Issues 

This study was limited to a single dass during a singlesemester graduate course in 

Music Analysis. Participants consisted of student volunteers, and the professor. AU students 

volunteered to take part. Such classes tend to be rather small, and the students had wideIy 

divergent academic backgrounds. Although the case was very interesting, it was uniikely to be 

representative of graduate music students in general, or even in music analysis students. The 

professor was interested in new methods of teaching, and in technology in particular. He was 

an early adopter of technology, and thus not representative of the majorîty of University 

teachers. 

During the first dass session, 1 explained the purpose of the study, and requested the 

students' participation, in person as well as in a letter of infonned consent (Appendix E). AU 

data gathered were kept confidentid, and students remained anonymous. Pseudonyms are 

used for all student partiapants. Students had to sign the letter of consent before being allowed 

to take part in the study. The professor signed a separate letter of infonned consent (Appendix 

F) that allowed his name to be used. 

Instrumentation and Data Collection 

1 attended a l l  of the dass sessions, taking field notes and chatting i n f o d y  with the 

participants. 1 also partiapated in the cornputer conferences, taking field notes and occasionally 

taking part in the discussions. 1 also did bi-weekly sunreys, in the form of written 

questionnaires. As in many qualitative studies, "relatively little standardized instrumentation is 

used at the outset" (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 7). An initial survey (Appendix A) was given 

on-line the h s t  week of classes, designed to uncover student backgrounds in music analysis 

and computing. This was followed by a series of hand-written surveys (Appendix B) given 

every two weeks after this in a more general form meant to uncover student attitudes toward 

the dass in general, and emergent issues in patticular. Emergent issues were addressed by 



changes to the survey on 0ctobe.r 18, November 1, and November 15. A final surveyy was given 

during the last dass of the semester, on November 29, for information about leamirig over the 

semester, and the v&dity of the cwperative and collaborative efforts as w d  as contact with the 

community of practice. 

In the two-week period after the last class, students were asked to take part Ën semi- 

structured interviews (Appenduc C). The professor was also intervïewed after the 1-t dass 

(Appendix D) su that his views could be compared to those of the students. AU ïntemviews were 

conducted in the same room, a conference room on the other side of campus from the  studentç' 

music classroom. 

Qualitative reseaxch differs most radically from quantitative in that its primary research 

instrument is often the researcher (Guba, 1981; Miles & Huberman, 1994). For this smdy, 1 

gathered primary data from student work on-line as well as field notes from the discourse in 

the dassrooa Additional, triangulating information came from survey and interview data. 

Evidence, or data, for a case study may corne from six sources: documents, axchival 

records, interviews, direct observations, participant-observation, and physical artifacds (Yin, 

1994). For this study, documents induded the assigned readings in Schenkerian Analysis, 

assignments, critiques, sample analyses, as well as web pages refmenced in the course. Archival 

records of the conference discussions were saved as tact files. Interviews were condurcted at the 

end of the semester. Direct observation formed the bais of the field notes. Partiapamt- 

obsemation (Spradley, 1980) resulted in the researcher taking part in the discussions in the 

conferencing system, both musical and technical. The notes from the conferencing s ~ s  t an  may 

be considered vitual, if not physical, artifacts. Yin notes that no one type of data is self- 

suffiaent, or inherently supenor to others, and that several *es of evidence cari be highly 

complementary. 

Bounding of the data was a challenge, in order to avoid data overload (Miles - & 

Huberman, 1994). Field notes were taken durhg dasses and typed up immediately afterward, 

so that the immediate context was as fresh as possible- 1 also reviewed them immediately to 

idenbfy the most important themes. Also crucial was the LearnLink database, in whnch 

students, teacher, and researcher placed notes, and which was the repository of the assignments 

that were meant to foster participation and cooperation. On-line records provided a n  audit k a i l  

with which to review historical data as new issues emerged. 



The final instruments for the study were survey forms and interviews. Yin (1994) 

suggests that case study inteniews are "of an open-ended nature" (p. 84), and cautions that 

smeys  alone are very limited in their abiiity to investigate context- They were used here in 

conjunction with other data gathering methods, for tnangulation and summary. Emergent 

design required flexibility, and so wMe general survey questions were identified before the 

study began, it was expeded that they wodd diange as the situation required. The main 

research question of leaming via legitimate peripheral participation in a CMC environmentf 

however, remained intact- Change was anticipated because the dass had not been offered in 

this form before, because the izishuctor was engaged in changing his teadllng style, and 

because the students were individu& whose reactions would dictate the success or faïiure of 

the various components of the course, as well as the emphasis that they might receive. For 

example, discussion might have centered on analytical tedinique, writing style, appropnate 

critiquing form, or several other topiw. Unforeseen interpersonal relationships arose, and 

technical difficulties occurred several ümes. Rigidly designed sweys  and interviews may have 

preduded the opportunity to explore new, unexpected directions that the dass took. 

Final interviews with both students (Appendix C) and teacher (Appendix D) were used 

to gain final impressions and coments, whidi were triangdated with field notes and survey 

responses. The questions for these interviews were somewhat fiuid, since they reflected the 

actual course of events over the entire semester, and attempted to uncover the issues and 

feelings from the students' perspectives. In addition to the common themes of lestirnate 

penpheral participation and computing, the questions addressed each participant's major 

particular concems, from a cornparison of field notes with theV survey answers. 

"Both quantitative and qualitative methods should be used as  the situation warrants. To 

seek an appropriate balance between rigor and relevance seans sensible" (Guba, 1981, p. 79). In 

this study, some basic quantitative mesures were used: counts of on-line contributions to 

gauge participation; the number of collaborative assignments; the size of collaborative groups; 

etc. However, qualitative methods were used to assess the usefulness of the information 

described by such numbers, and to provide context. 

Data halvsis 

Data coUected from the sweys  were triangulated with field notes and on-he 

observations, as weil as with a final interview at the end of term. Preliminary analysis began 



immediately after the first dass, as I studied the field notes for major themes. I used these 

themes to modify the initial set of codes in the database that heId the coded data from the 

instruments. These were reviewed weekly, before each dass. 1 also kept a personal log of 

thoughts, hunches, readions, and specuIations in addition to field notes. 

For the ethnographer, Spradley (1980) notes that "analysis is a search for paffems" (p. 

85). As with other qualitative methods, analysis took place over the entire course of the study, 

and observations became more focussed as patterns emerged- This emergent methodology was 

important to the study. Miles and Huberman (1994) add that "ethnographie methods tend 

toward the descriptive," with speaal interest in "regularities in everyday situations" (p. 8). By 

writing up and reviewing field notes immediately after each dass, I was abie to note and follow- 

up on emergent patterns. Merriam (1998) notes that although educational ethnographies can 

use pre-existing classification schemes, it is more common to derive one from the actual data. 

This was aided by application of the constant comparative rnethod (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) of 

checking partiapants' issues to discover underlying commonalities, as adapted to the 

naturaliçtic paradigm by Lincoln and Guba (1985). Rather than generating theory, this method 

was used to refine emergent hypotheses as well as data categories. 

Of particular interest were the different musical backgrounds of the students (Gagné, 

1994), as well as the2 different views. While they were all Music Critickm students, they had 

backgrounds in music theory, musicology, performance, and even computer science. The 

presence of the researcher in the dassroom required tact on my part to present a non- 

threatening presence. I provided tedinical assistance with the software and computer issues, 

and also help with some musical problems as a participant observer with training in this 

musical discipline. 

Huberman & Miles (1994) recomrnend substantiating a position as weIl as possible with 

data, dedaring biases and assumptions as weil as possible, and induding as much raw data as 

possible so that the readers c m  judge conclusions for themselves. For this study, most of the 

data are the words and actions of the partiapants. Yin (1994) says that "data analysis consists of 

examining, categorizirig, tabulating, or otherwise recombining the evidence to address the 

initial propositions of a study" (p. 102). For this study, 1 wrote the field notes with the research 

questions in mind, as wd as emerging themes. The participants spoke directiy about these 

themes, which were related to their daily actions. Yin suggests that to ensure the highest quality 

of analysis, it should rely on all relevant evidence, indude ail major rival interpretations, 



address the most significant aspect of the case study, and the researcher should bring his own 

prior, expert knowIedge to the case study. As a current graduate student, as well as an dumnus 

of this same Masters of Music Critickm course, 1 was able to identify with the students and 

understand a good deal of the context. 

A qualitative study c m  not be "proven correct." Naturalistic inquirers can anly try to 

inaease the "probability of the study's trustworthiness" (Guba, 1981, p. 88). Natufalists "adopt 

certain other procedures which, while not as theoretically unassailable, neverthel.ess presenre 

the holistic situation" (ibid-, p- &4). Guba outlines four major concems for trustworthiness in 

research findings: truth value, applicability, consistncy, and neutrality. These translate to 

credibîlity, transferability, dependability, and confirmability of the naturalist para- 

The naturalistic approach to truth differs from the rationalistic in that the naturalist does 

not seek a single, A-embracing, general, objective frutti, becaw this paradigm dws not 

assume a single reality upon which inquiry will converge. "Naturalistic inquirers are most 

concerned with testing the credibility of th& findings and interpretations with the various 

sources (audiences or groups) from whidi data were drawn" (p. 80). For this reason I compared 

the participants' statements in dass and on-line with their responses on the surveys, and finally 

in the interviews. I began each seaion of the interview with a suznmary of my condusions of 

each partiapanfs experience and asked them to correct it for me as a method of member 

checking. 

Gedibïlity is enhanced by trianplation, uskg a variety of data sources and verifying 

information from at least two sources (Yin, 1994; Guba & Lincoln, 1989). For this study 1 

compared field notes, inforrnal chat, survey responses, and i n t e ~ e w  statements. Trimgdation 

is defined as "multiple measures that ensure that the variance refleded is that of the trait or 

treatment and not that associated with the measures" (Hubemian & Miles, 1994, p. 438). This 

procedure dowed me to track changes of attitude over the semester. Also, redundancy of data 

collection helped reduce the possibility of misinterpretation (Stake, 1994). 1 realize that 

"independent measures never converge fully,'' since sources c m  be inconsistent or even 

confLicting (Hubernian & Miles, 1994, p. 438). Ço hiangulation is "less a tactic than a mode of 

inquiry" whidi should be built into the on-going process of data collection (ibid.). In gathering 

data, 1 was fortunate to have prolonged contact, which enabled me to ask for clarification or 



amplification as necessary. Whüe Mathison (1988) suggests that trïangulation is divergent most 

often, resulting in "inconsistent, and contradictory evidence that must be rendered sensible by 

the researcher" (p. 13), Yin (1994) concludes that trianplation faS to converge when multiple 

sources are actually addressing different facts (p. 93). These differing viewpoints seem io point 

out the multipliaty of experience in a group, and the imporfance of case study as well as 

triangulation. Different members of a group may have different ideas, and an individual's 

thoughts may change over tirne. 

While generalization is not possible, a completely isolated case with no possibility of 

tramfer may have little utility. To guard a g d t  this, thick desmption of the learning context 

and student reacüons to it are induded, to d o w  readers to decide how much is tramferable to 

their situations. This study remains a partidaristic case study of the general theory of 

legitimate peripheral participation. 

Consistency is necessary for aedibility in the naturalistic paradigrn, although using 

humans as instruments implies variation at the heart of the study. The naturalist believes that at 

least some observed instability is "real"; "thus, for the natuicallst, the concept of consistency 

implies not invariance (except by chance) but trackable variance" (Guba, 1981, p. 81). 

Partiapant attitudes did change over the semester. For the naturalist, dependability is a concem 

for the stabilïty of data. This was addressed by prolonged engagement with the participants, 

triangulation, and member checks. 

Denying that affempts to remai.n objective c m  effect a real separation of observer and 

observed, "naturalists shift the burden of n e u b l i ~  from the investigator to the data" (Guba, 

1981, p. 81). Rather than certq the correctness of the researcher and the method, the 

confirmability of the data produced is the issue. Confirmabiliiy of data replaces the notion of 

rationalistic objectivity of the reseaxcher. Methods of data confirmability include triangulation 

and practicing reflexivity, i.e. intentionally revealing one's own underlying epistemological 

assumptions. My assumptions were divulged as much as possible to the partiapants, espeaally 

as they impinged on conclusions. 

Ultimately, the study c m  only provide its strongest case for being tnistworthy. "One 

cannot muster evidence that will cornpel another to accept the trustworthiness of the study but 

only evidence that will persuade the other of its relative tnistworthlliess" (Guba, 1981, p. 88). 



Researcher's Mefhodoloeical and E~istemoloPical Stance 

Taat knowledge is important in naturalistic studies, and m u t  be made explicit (Guba, 

1981). Regarding this study, I hoId a Masters degree in music, have completed doctoral courses 

in music analysis, and have known the course instnictor for ten years. This may have led to an 

improved umtehen of the situation of graduate students in music as well as the constraints of 

the professor. In this study, I was specificdy interested in the problem of teadiing advanced 

musical analysis better. This stance includes assumptions that the teachïng of musical analysis is 

valuable, that it can be taught better, and that improvements in teadung wül leave visible 

artifacts as w d  as perceptions of improvements by the stakeholders. Legitimate peripheral 

partiapatian was assumed to be possible and potentially valuable, although the students musi 

ultimately take their own initiative. Cornputer-mediated communication was dso assumed to 

be potentially helpful in both leaming and collaboration, based on theory as well as personal 

experience as a student in such a class as well as the researcher in the pilot study. 

Context and taai knowledge required that statemnts and acüons not be taken at face 

value (Altheide & Johnson, 1994). 1 needed to consider whether misinfornation, evasion, lies, 

fronts, taken-for-granted meanings, self-deceptions, etc. were relevant problems in interpreting 

situations. It was not unreasonable to condude that knowledge of the subject matter of the 

course under study would help in evaluating the statements from participants, as well as in 

judging the significance of dassroom interactions. Still, f'words and texts are not the primary 

stuff of the existentid moments" (Altheide &Johnson, 1994, p. 492), and 1 inevitably judged 

some data more worthy of inclusion than others, and some partitipants to be more twtworthy 

than others. This underscored the need for a dedaration of personal bias as well as a carefd, 

refiective interpretation of data, taking into account and "voicingrf ta& knowledge. As Smith 

(1983) w m ,  "our values and interests will shape how we study and discuss r e & v  (p. 10). In 

this case, it &O determined whose realities receive the most attention. 

Regarding methodology, qualitative design was appropriate for this study becaue it frts 

my belief structure and interests. 1 conceive reaüty as a mix of the objective situation, individual 

constructs, and social (group) constructs. 1 did not expect to discover one single reality since 

students are individu& and each dass is unique. I was most concemed with their experience of 

the leaming environment. 



Limitations of this Studv 

The scope of this study is limited by the uniqueness of the partiapants, the smal l  dass 

size, and observational restrictions. A singlesemester, graduate-level University dass in music 

analyçis is rather unique, and the element of mutual criticism made the dass under study more 

individual stiU. In addition, the small number of students argued against the extrapolation of 

generalizable conclusions. Further, whüe 1 took field notes as a participant-observer during 

classes and in the on-line environment, the students had many more channels of 

communication that could not be observed, such as telephone, email, hallway chats, etc. Iri 

addition, al l  of the students shared a cornmon office- Thus observation had to be limited to 

publicly observable behavior and statements plus private conversations in which 1 took part. 

AU of the students in the dass volunteered to take part in this study. 



CHAPTER FOUR - THE PART1:QPAN'TS 

The class consisted of ail eight of the students in a Masters of Music Critickm degree 

course. Al1 were &O taking a course in critical musicology this same semester. The four firsi- 

year studentç were new to this university, while a l l  four of the second-year students had taken 

courses together the previous year. AU of the participants considered - themselves musicologîsts, 

with varying degrees of interest in music analysis. 

On entering the class, all students reported that they were condortable using a word 

processor to do an essay. They had al1 used email, but none of them hiad used a CMC system for 

a course. All of them reported some experience doing collaborative assignnients. TWO stuclents 

(Nishka and Mary) were very enthusiastic about collaboration; four (Hannah, Pasquale, Karen, 

and Norma) were ambivalent; and two (Jane and Donald were somewhat uninterested in it). 

Hannah 

Personal 

Hannah was one of the oldest students (all were under 30), and had a matme, balanced 

outlook. She was rather serious and quiet in class, but got dong well wvith the other students. 

She was quite supportive of everyone in the dass. She exhibited an extxdent Mting style, and 

helped others improve theirs. In dass she seemed a bit unsure of herself, but her classrnates and 

Bill pr-d her insightfd remarks. She lived offiampus, and rarely came to the school except 

for classes, teaching duties, and to access LeamLink. 

Prior emerience 

Hannah had some concem about inserthg graphics into a document. She had browsed 

the Intemet for research. She spent as little tune on campus as possible, but did a l l  of her 

computing in the campus computer lab. She was not fond of technology per se, but 

acknowledged that sorne computer programs were helpful. She womed that she had so few 

computer skills. Hannah was concemed about the efficacy of computing for leaming, admitting 

that she had litde previous experience with the concepts. 



Hannah had done some work in pairs for collaborative presentations in her 

undergraduate work. She enjoyed it, and stated "I find the discussions from such group work 

amazing" (Introdudory survey, Septernber 24,1999). 

Hannah was considering a teaching career but womed about the time it would require. 

She did not want her career to encroach on her "private time" in the evening and on weekends, 

and she resented it when schoolwork did. Even though her "professional goals [were] 

constantly changing," (hterview, Decernber 3,1999) Harinah worked diligently and produced 

an article that Bill found to be "one of the best." She was uncertain whether the course brought 

her doser to her professional goals, but she did enjoy leamuig "a very interesting way to look at 

music" (ibid.) . 
Hannah had some background in music theory, but found her one andysis course 

"conceptually chdenging." She expressed concern over this lack during classes but seemed to 

enjoy analysis. She had not studied Schenk&an analysis, and after reading the introductory 

article Harmah felt that she needed extra study to catch up. 

Summarv of course exrierience 

Kannah was very concerned about creatirig a personal web page that "anyone in the 

world codd se"  but by the time she had posted her article she was very exated to do so. While 

still ambivalentI Hannah expressed a strong appreaation for having learned the basics of 

computing. 

Hannakt fonned the first collaborative team with Nishka and Norma, and also worked 

on the final assignment with Mary, although they did not post their work. On-line Hannah 

shared her insights on çdienkerian analysis, but mostly confiried her analytical suggestions for 

others to similarities to her own piece. She did a good deal of editing for the journal, and helped 

other students with their writing style, but with analytical issues she often felt that she was not 

qualifiecl to aiticize. This was unfornutate because her critique of Donald's paper showed 

excellent insight into his diffidties. Also she felt that she shouid not Say anything if she codd 

not be positive, and this sometimes sounded as if she were apologizing for her insights. 

Harinah did not feel that she had any contact with the "music analysis communiy' even 

up to the end of November, and it was only when the journal was announced that she realized 

how accessible her article was by beirig on the web. She felt part of a strong local cornmunity, 

and found this one of the most enjoyable parts of the course. 



Bill remarked that her papa was a fine blend of traditional and Schenkerian analysis. 

Hannah's article was very well written, with a strong argument buthessed by both traditional 

and Schenkerian analysis. Her Schenkerian graphs were partidarly good. Hanriah probed the 

subtleties of her piece with deft insights to match her analysis. Hannah enjoyed writing the 

journal article, and felt that it gave the students a direction for th& leaming that lasted over the 

entire semester. She felt that this f m s e d  her learning for the whole term. She felt that the 

tedinical aspects took up a good deal of tirne at the end of term, but added that this impacted 

the layout and techNcal teams more than herself. 

Individual issues 

Hannah's analytical style mafxred a great deal over the course. Based on her 

contributions in class and on-lhe, Bill labeled her "one of the class intelleduals." At the end of 

term, she felt that she had leanied a great deal about analysis in the course. However, she felt 

that there should have been more lemes ,  especidy at the start of term, because she was 

uncertain as to what, or how much, she actually knew about Schedcerïan analysis. 

She mentioned time pressure over the semester, but ended up being the first to £inish 

her article. She explained "1 like to work between 9:00 and 5:00 or 9:00 and 6:00 at the latest, and 

1 want everything in a day to fit within that" (Interview, December 3,1999). When she 

complained of t h e  pressure, it meant working beyond 6:00 p . a  She explained that th is  was 

why she woulci not spend hours trying to solve computer problems, but wodd send an email to 

me after 30 minutes of iryïng, and then leave it until the next day. She mentioned that Mary and 

Donald would spend five or six hours on problems in the lab. 

While Hannah was loath to criticize Bill, she did suggest that the professor should 

periodically have breaks, with no use of CMC for a week. 

Norma 

Personal 

Norma was the youngest student in the dm. She was very enthusiastic and supportive 

of her classrnates, although somewhat shy and quiet in class. hTorma lived on campus in 

residence, and was often in the computer lab or the Teaching Assistarit (TA) office. She became 

friends with Pasquale and Karen, who were also on campus quite often. 



Emerience 

N o m  "overcarne a fear of cornputers" during her undergraduate years, (htroductory 

sunrey, September 13,1999). She had used the Internet "in a limited fashion" for research and 

interest, but was still somewhat nwous about cornputer use. Norma reported doing 

collaborative presentations in an English dass. After fading to gain entry in a musical 

accompanist program at another University, she registered in this program and saw her future 

as a musicologist by default. She felt that analysis was important to the work of a musicologist, 

and was therefore of interest to her. 

Norma was the ody fkt-year student to have taken an Analytical Techniques course 

that induded some Schenkerian analysis, but she was only interested in analysis as it bore on 

her work as a musicologist. Outside of dass, several of the other students came to her for help 

with Schenkerian terminology. 

S u m m a r v  of course ex~erience 

Norma was very proud of her achievements in computirig, and noted that at BWs 

colloquium talk she h e w  more about CMC than the other f a d t y  members present. She 

planned to use technology in her teaching, as well as her future term papers and eventud 

publications. 

She was very supportive of others in the dass, encouraging and helping al l  of the others, 

even Mary, who seemed to take an instant dislike to her. She appeared to get dong with 

everyone except for Mary and Donald, who she felt had fraudulently represented himself as an 

expert on Schenker. Nonna formed the first collaborative group with Hannah and Nishka, but 

did the rest of her assignments alone. She helped out with the journal beyond her assigned role. 

She gained confidence in this course, feeling that she could write a professional artide 

after it. She also remarked that she prefened to give others "discussion rather than criticisrn - 
the negative term" (Interview, December 7,1999). She made good fiends in this course with 

whom she expected to stay in touch. 

Nom ' s  artide was a very good analysis, with some good Schenkerian analysis added 

to a more mainStream type of description. Norma felt that the journal was a great help to her 

leaming, especially the process of writhg for one. She was exated to be published, but also 

concemed that a former teacher would criticize her work harshly. 



Individual issues 

She was concenied about her lack of computer skills, and felt that she was "way behind 

everyone else" m e w ,  Decernber 7,1999). Coming from a more rural community, Norma 

was concerned when Mary "considered Fer] a hick from the sticks" (&id.) and so may have 

kept to herself more in this class than was her wont. It is to Nonna's credii that she continued to 

help Mary in this class. 

N o m  Mt that she could "dare to be different," and not have to corne up with the same 

graph as the professor. This led her to question some basic tenets of Schenkerian analysis and 

made her critique more valuable. One comment of hers which tknUed Bill was: "On a personal 

note, I'm beginning to let go of my previous experience with Schenkerian analysïs and not see it 

as necessarily a reducing technique" (note to Mozart - Minuet in C conference, September 25, 

1999)- 

Nishka 

Personal 

Nishka was one of the older students. She displayed confidence in social situations and 

was frank regarding her concem about her analytical slàlls. During this semester Nishka 

undertook another major task outside of the university, and so was extremely busy. 

Consequently she was rarely on campus except to attend dasses. 

Experience - 
Niçhka was fairly comfortable using a computer, and was the only student who used a 

Macintosh. Although she was comfortable using a word processor, she preferred to write out 

drafts longhand. She learned to use a PC in the graduate lab. She was familiar with the Intemet, 

as her live-irt partner was a web designer. She had taken an electronic music course in which 

she used a number of computer music programs. Niçhka had done collaborative analysis 

assignments in pairs and found that they "really helped both of us get a better grasp of the 

concepts" (htroductory survey, September 15,1999). 

Regardhg education, Nishka wished to "keep &ter] options open." Her goal was "just to 

leam." While she avoided discussing her personal goals in terms of anaiysis, Nishka did feel 

thai leaming more about computing was important to her future. Although she had a basic 

undergraduate training in theory, Nishka was self-tomdo~ about analysis because she had 



very little training in music theory before attendhg UniversitytY çhe had never studied 

Schenkerian analysis. 

Summarv of course expsience 

Nishka improved her web design skih, as weil as her general cornprehension of 

computing. Nishka was very interested in collaborative work, and produced two collaborative 

assignments, first with Hannah and Norma, and then with Mary. She was not shy about asking 

for help, especially with arialysiç. Nishka got dong well with all students except perhaps for 

Donald, who she tended to avoid after readuig his fïrst few postings on-line. Nishka was not on 

campus often, but she eamed respect for her hard work, as well as her diligence on the layout 

committee, her laiowledge of computing, and her sense of humour. 

Nishka felt part of a dose-knit cornmunity in the dass, and made friends d u k g  her 

work on the layout cornmittee. In the firial survey Nishka stated that she did not feel that she 

had much to Say to the analysis community and that she lacked the proper "analysis language" 

with which to address them. While she enjoyed the dass, and learning analysis, she was still 

"very much a musicologist" (Survey, November 29,1999). 

Nishka's final papa demonstrated strong writing and reasoning ski& dong with a solid 

analysis and a good Schenkerian graph. Although her approach was not solely Schenkerian, 

Nishka did incorporate it into her argument searnlessly. 

She felt that it was the process of doing the journal and leamhg to write for one that was 

valuable. She also felt that she gained "a greater knowledge both in terms of Schenkerian 

analysis & cornputer learning / publication" (survey, November 15,1999). 

Individual issues 

At the end of the semester, Nishka admitted that at first she had found Schedcerian 

analysis "really bizarre" and was not very enthusiastic about leamhg it. She found computing 

much more interesting. Nishka was more confident in her own abilities. She had directed her 

o m  learning to an musual extent because she had Little thne to spare and also because she was 

very organized. She explained that she did all that was required in the tirne that was required 

because that was just how she was. 'Tm never one to complain about tune, just because you 

shouM be able to do it. When it cornes right down to it, d e  the time!" (Interview, December 9, 

1999). 

Even though she found the requirement to post twice per week "a big source of stress 

for me!" (ibid.) she did average two notes a week over the entire semester. She also stressed that 



the dass was an ewpenaice that needed aII of the components of Schenkerian analysis, 

Leanilink, collaboration, and the journal. 

She fdt that the other professors demonstrated resentment towards Bill for his 

popularity with the students as well as his accomplishments with technology. She pointed out 

that two other professors had failed to use email lists effectively. 

Personal 

In dass Jane was quite quiet, but she displayed a c h  command that caused everyone 

to pay dose attention to her when she did speak. She also displayed good writing skills. Jane 

brought a performer's perspective to analysiç, and performed a piece in the second dass at Bill's 

request She seerned to be a loner at first, although she became quite popular by the end of term. 

Jane was fnendly with all members of the dass and was the only person not to mention 

problems with Donald. 

Emerience 

Jane had a good deal of experience with word processing and was comfortable using the 

Internet for research. She computed from both home and the campus computer lab. She 

reported doing a considerable amount of group work, mostly in pairs but also in groups of up 

to five. She was ambivalent about group work, because although she often found others' 

insightç interestirtg she felt that groups often became unwieldy, and that not everyone 

contributed. 

Jàne planned on a n  academic career and was seeking her own niche combining 

Schenkerian analysis with feminist music criticism. She was unsure of the usefulness of 

computing for learning at the start of term, reticent to collaborate, and uncertain of the value of 

Schenkerian analysis, but she mauitained an open mind. Jane had done a good deal of analysis 

before this dass, but had not studied Scherikerian analysis- She did not know the names of the 

methods that she had studied. 

Summarv of course emerience 

Jane made a dramatic advance in her computirig knowIedge over the semester, which 

pleased her greatly. She felt that this would definitely enhance her career prospects. She was 

annoyed with the technical problems and access disruptions over the semester, but felt that her 

gains made the experience worthwhile. 



Jane collaborated with Mary on two assignments as well as the journal. Jane found the 

collaboration very fruçtrating at times, but ultimately rewarding. 

Jane finished her article on tirne despite some last minute cornputer problems. Even 

though B U  found her Kticle very good, Jane felt that it did not represent her personal vo-ice 

accurately enough and she re-wrote the article over the Xmas holidays and posted the new 

version- Jane felt a part of a strong local community, and saw the journal as the start of her 

career as a publishing academic. 

Individual issues 

Jane had a number of suggestions for future courses that she would also implemp-nt in 

her own teaching: marking on-he participation, havirig hands-on tutorialç, and setting u p  

formal appointments with studenb to keep ha& of th& technical progress. In addition she 

would chose better analytical readings and disniss them more on-line and in class. 

She felt thaï she had to do analysis to learn the method, and that lectures were 

secondary to more experiential leaming. Evert explaining concepts to Mary was valuable for her 

own leaxning, as well as ewposing her to a very different perspective on leaming. The only la& 

she noticed was in termin01ogy, where she felt that she could not really discuss SchenkerZan 

anaiysis using the correct terminology. She brought up this concem on-line, and ended up 

asking Nonna for help privateiy. 

The firçt-year students were all fairly quiet in class, although they all contributed to 

discussions. Hannah and Norma were most active on-line, while Nishka and fane became more 

vocal in class toward the end of the semester. Over the course of the semester, al l  of the ~&rst- 

year students becaxne very friendly. Ali of them were planning careers as musicologists m d  

teachers, although they all had some interest in analysis. 

They were aU helpful to each other and to the second-yen students as well. There was a 

consensus that collaboration was valuable to get to h o w  one another, and to get started with 

thiç diffidt subject. They felt thaï the most valuable collaboration for leaming was just reading 

each other's ideas and seeing their thinking processes. Except for Jane, they a l I  wished they  had 

done more collaborative work The journal was the most exciting part of the course, and w a s  the 

focus for their learning. Tney eudanged ideas freely, and their articles were a l l  very goo& in 

Bill's opinion - he rated them much better than the second-years'. 



They d gained strong computing slalls, although they al1 encountered exasperating 

problems tw. The general feeIing was that this computer knowledge would be more valuable 

for their careers than Schenkerian analysis- There was a residual ambivalence about the 

usefulness of computing for teaching versus the time needed to leam the software and diagnose 

bugs, but there was a consensus that CMC was important for University teadung. 

AU four commented on the tension among the second-year students, and on th& own 

desire to be more understanding and bring a synthesis of approaches to their field. There was 

an underment of distress at the conflict of viewpoints between their two professors. 

Second-Year Students 

Karen 

PersonaI 

Karen had a good deal of self-esteem on campus. In class, she was very confident and 

spoke easily. She held to a question until she understood it, and was not afraid to Say that she 

could not foIlow an argument or explanation- She often sat with her friend Pasquale. 

Emerience 

Karen reported that she used "word processors, as well as email constantly" for both 

personal and academic use (Interview, December 17,1999). She spent a good deal of time on 

campus, in the TA office and the computing lab, although she was equally comforiable 

computing fiom home. She was adept at using the Intemet for schoolwork, personal projects, 

and research. She was also cornfortable with a few computer music programs. Karen had done 

several collaborative projects in both graduate and undergraduate programs. 

While Karen reported a personal interest in analysis, her orientation was towards 

musicology and music criticism. She had a rather vague goal of a universiiy teaching position. 

Karen had taken several theory and d y s i s  courses during her undergraduate work. Although 

she had not studied Schenkerian analysis, Karen had seen Schenkerian graphs. 

Summarv of course emerience 

Karen enjoyed leamirig more about cornputhg as well as gaining experience with CMC. 

Karen collaborated with Pasquale on both parts of the Allegro in Bb assiaonrnentt She felt that 

collaboration was not successful with Uus dass because of the personalities involved, and that it 

likely would be in another class. 



Karen helped to form the local commurüty- She often added helpful remarks to a 

discussion, and was supportive of the others, especially the kt-year students. She brought in 

candy for the class d e r  Hdoween. She seemed to have ocasional problems with Mary, the 

only student more dominant than Karen in the class, and she resented Dondd's lack of 

participation in the dass. Karen was key in her role as "den mother" to the first-years. She 

counseled them not to worry about posting two notes per week. She told thern to post their 

ideas without worrying about polishing them beforehand. "For me that was not an issue, just 

because 1 h o w  that's not an issue for Dr. R" (Interview, December 13,1999). Karen felt that the 

process of doing the journal was more valuable than her actual artide, which she denigrated. 

Karen wrote a good article, but the analysis was not outstanding. Her artide contains 

more musicological than analytical detail, and its outstanding features are its layout and 

effective use of m. Regaeding her paper, she admitted that since analysis was not her field, 

she was not so serious about i t  "So 1 wasn't thinking that 1 was coming up with some great 

analysis or whatever. ... 1 didn't have enough irivested in it, reaiiy" (ibid.). Reading others' 

work, Karen "realized that 1 myself focussed more on the style and layout, rather than content" 

(note to the Dave conference, Septernber 16,1999). She was skeptical of the journal as a real 

publication and of the outside world's interest in their work. 

Individual issues 

Karen was a strong contributor to both classroom and on-line discussions. She learned a 

great deal about computing and a good deal about analysis, but her work does not display more 

than an adequate grasp of Schenkerïan analysis. Karen was somewhat jaded by University life. 

Her goal for the course was to "get the credit" so that she could begïn her thesis work- 

Personal 

Mary was outgoing, confident, and in dass held a point und she got it- Dominant and 

questionhg in class, espeaally regarding her own piece, she seemed to try to irnpress Bill in 

class, and perhaps her classrnates as well. She was &O very concerned about marks and 

grading procedures. All of the others mentioned that she could be annoyingIy dominant in 

dass, concentrating on her own piece too much. In partidar, Mary seemed to dislüce Norma 

and reportedly taunted her for not being sophisticated enough. She was quite defensive at 

times, espeadly with computing and analysis issues. At mid-semester she told me that the 



previous year's students were v q  cornpetitive and she was glad that they were not in her 

classes this year, but in her interview she said she missed their passion and interest in music. 

Mary was sometimes aggressive in dass, challenging B U  for control or in the final dass, 

verbally 'fighting' Pasquale for control of the journal discussion. 

Emerience 

Mary reported strong basic computer skills, induding data base w. She was quite 

conifortable using the web for research or personal interestç. She was on campus fairly ofien, 

and after experïencing access problems from home did a l l  of her computing in the campus 

computer lab. Mary had done a large number of collaborative assignments, "so many that 1 

don't know where to begin!" (Introductory survey, September 25,1999)- 

Mary presented a paper ai a graduate students' conference during the semester, and 

took steps towards organizing a similar conference locdy. She reported having no professional 

goal, but several personal ones, some relating to post-modemist musicology. Mary had 

completed several theory and analysis courses during ha undergraduate degree and felt very 

confident about analysis, although she had little interest in it. 

S u m m a r y  of course experience 

Mary stniggled with computing, especially at the end of term. çhe resented speriding 

tirne learning computer applications, but enjoyed the fieedom to work on her own schedule. 

She feit that computing wodd help her in her career. 

Mary was committed to the idea of collaboration, and she collaborated on the greatest 

number of assignments of all students in this dass. She produced two assignments with Jane, 

one with Nishka, and one with Hannah, which they did not post on-he. She was very active 

with work on the journal, but not very well organized. 

W e  she felt that forming a cornmunity was very important, Mary seemed to alienate 

her dassmates. Her article was good but a little disorganized, seeming to refiect her last-minute 

assembly of her materiah. She took the journal quite seriously, more as an editor than a writer. 

Individual issues 

Mary was pleased to have learned a good deal about analysis, but doubted that she 

wodd ever use this slàll. She attrïbuted her "generous" comments on people's helpfulness to 

her lack of confidence in analysis, adding "in another course where 1 think I'm in my forte, 1 



might not sort of feel that other people are so helpful" (Interview, December 15,1999). Mary 

was the dominant person in dass, monopolizing discussion tirne. 

She felt that none of the students were '%eory experts." She thought that lectures were 

not so useful with this subject, and that it relied on demonstration and practice, but she later 

said that she wished there were more lectures. After the semester, Mary said, "1 woddn't Say 1 

know a lot about Schenker, no, but I would Say 1 learned a lot." 

Personal 

Pasquale was fairly confident in dass, but was often quiet. After some early 

disagreements in dass, which seerned to reflect tensions between Pasquale, Mary, and Donald, 

Pasquale took a low-key and conciliatory stance in dass, und the f ï d  two classes where 

discussion again became somewhat tense. Pasquale was confident of his abilities in computing 

as weil as analysis, but was less sure of himself with Schenkerian analysis. 

Emerience 

He was very of& on campus, in the TA office or the computer lab. Because he had also 

done two years of a computer science degree, and was very comfortable with basic computer 

tasks, he became an "in-house technical support" person for the dass. Pasquale had done some 

collaborative work and was comfortable working with others. He planned to teach at a 

university and to do research. 

Pasquale had a very strong background in theory and analysis from his undergraduate 

degree, induding a course in Schenkerïan analysis, and reported a speaal personal interest in 

music theory. 

Summarv of course ex~erience 

Pasquale reported leamùig a great deal about web design and CMC, whïch he found 

very Uiteresüng and valuable for his career. As the journal developed, tedinical issues became 

more critical, and Pasquale emerged as a leader. He produced excellent work on his journal 

commiffee. 

Pasquale found it difficult to give suggestions to others on their analyses since he found 

Schenkerian analysis to be very complex and hard to master. He felt that others might not have 

tried to help him with theory because he had let them h o w  about his strong undergraduate 

training in music theory and analysis, even though he felt that these skills were now "nis~." 



Pasquale's article was very good, demonstrating his interest in different types of 

analysis. He induded very good Schenkerian graphs. Pasquale was not concemed about 

posting his article, because although he wanted to do a good job he felt that he was not 

publishïng in his true field. He acknowledged in his &st survey that "1 dways thought of 

myself as part of the music analysis camp. Because critical musicology has tended to move 

away from formalist analytical technique, 1 have not been involved until this course." In his 

final sunrey, Pasquale wrote, "1 don't think anyone outside the school will read my paper" but 

he was quite excited when a friend at another institution read it via the Intemet. 

Individual issues 

Pasquale rarely commented on the theory or made analytical suggestions, pref-g to 

make jokes or ironic remarks. Pasquale had definite plans to get his Ph-D., but "won't use 

Çchenker" in his research (Interview, December 13,1999). 

Pasquale had a self-directed philosophy of educationr " 1 guess it's this Spartan view of 

academia: 'Study it yourself!' " (Interview, December 13,1999). He felt that the professor should 

not have to tell him what was important for him to leam. He had a personal style of critique, 

which consisted of a s h g  questions, much different from the others in second year. In dass, he 

adapted what was diswsed to his personal interests. Pasquale found the work on the journal 

the most interesting, with the leamhg of new cornputer skills and using them in the service of 

his musical ideas. 

Donald 

Personal 

After speaking a little in the first class, Donald rarely spoke in dass again until rnid- 

November. Although he kept to himself during most classes, he did occaçionally talk with one 

of the first-year students during coffee breaks. Donald was as uncommunicative on-line as he 

was in dass, and after the semester he was the only one to report making no friends withh the 

dass. He seemed partidarly hostile to Pasquale and Karen. 

Emerience 

Donald daimed to be very comfortable with cornputhg and the Intemet. In his 

introductory survey, Donald daimed to "have experience with both Macintosh and PC 

languages. Perfer [sic] PC'S.~' He added that he was comfortable creatirig essays on the 

compter, and was the only participant who was cornfortable inserthg graphics into an essay. 



When asked about previous collaboration, Donald wrote, "Have worked with teams when 

assignments were outrageously difficult- Çometimes there are advantages to working alone." 

Donald reported a "traditional" background in theory and analysis, but no experience 

with Schenkerian analysis. He announced in the first dass that he intended to use Schenkerian 

analysis for his thesis, which was surprising @ven that he considers himself a musicologist and 

not a theorist Donald planned to earn a PhD. and to teach musicology at a un ive r s -  

Summarv of course exDerience 

Despite hïs daims, he had many problems creahg computer graphics, and did not seem 

to understand the basic graphics formats. He left his work until the last minute, and had a large 

number of computer problems. Donald refused to collaborate with anyone. He did not copy- 

edit his assigned article, and only did one cursory critique of the two he was assigned. He 

denied the existence of a locd community, and only cared about his own entrance into the 

professional community. 

Sice Donald considered the journal "the best part" of the course and he also "wanted to 

get [his] name out ttiere" it is surprising that he wrote such a poor article. In his i n t e ~ e w ,  he 

stated 

1 WANT M Y  NAME OUT THERE! [bangs table] That's what 1 want. And you, Dr. R, 

[the other prof], you obviously have what it takes to get me there, because your name 

is out there. My expectation coming here: Pass me whatever it is that you have so I 

can take the reins and go with it. That's what 1 want! (Interview, December 16,1999). 

Although Donald daimed to take the journal seriously, his artide was well below the 

dass standard. While he blarned the late submiçsion of his article on computer problem, the 

graphs were not very cornplex, and it is the actual text that Bill found most in need of revision. 

Bill, Karen, Mary, an extemal reader, artd Donald himçelf commented on the poor quality of the 

article. 

Individual issues 

He was late with work consistently, and Bill had to tell him to start posting notes on 

LeamLink, and handing things in on tirne. He stopped using L e a r n W  in mid-October, and 

did not do his two critiques; he did only one of his two required copy-editing assignments. 

Donald was censured for skipping a test invigrlation in mid-semester, one of his TA duties. He 

was very quiet in dass until the last two meetings. As the semester progressed, he proved 



incapable of some basic analytical tasks, such as discerning the key of a piece, or understanding 

what constituied a cadence. 

Many incidents suggest that Donald was not truthful in some of his daims. Despite his 

alleged comfort with graphics programç, he had great difficulty in ueating graphics in the 

appropriate format for his paper. He seemed to have little understanding of how to name files. 

He aIso depended on his classmates for a great deal of help which he later denied was given to 

him. 1 was concerned about Donald's verac* whm he told Bill that no one would help him 

with his cornputer problems and yet 1 had seen Hannah and Mary helping him when 1 visited 

the lab to help him, and he had told me that Karen had helped him as well. He even told Bill 

that 1 had not been helping him after 1 had visited the 1ab with him and spoken with him on the 

phone twice. He told me that he had an arduous bus ride to get to the campus, and so was there 

as little as possible, and I arranged a special session with him in the lab, as well as personal 

phone support. 

Donald was the only student not to conplete al1 of the course requirements, and except 

for Jane ail of the participants complained about him. At the coUoquium, Donald told me how 

B U  and he had different analysiç styles and he had to change his to accommodate Bill because 

he was marking him. He felt that Bill's corredons of his work were just "different styles of 

analysis." At the end of the term, Donald was disappointed that he did not leam enough 

Schenkerian analysis in the course to use it for his thesis, or enough terminology to take part in 

a professional discussion. After Donald posted his artide, Bill pointed out to him the text did 

not betray any knowledge of the theories that he was comparing- Donald himself admitted that 

he was disappointed with his paper. 

There was also some resentrnent from Mary, and most others, that Donald was able to 

pass without complethg al l  of the required work, or helping with the journal. Donald's actions 

illustrate an excellent copuig sirategy for passing with the least amount of effort, but a poor 

strategy for actually learning. 

Donald may have leamed the strongest lesson of the semester. Given his interest in 

"gettuig his name out there" as well as his avowed intention to earn a W.D. using malysis, his 

reakation that his work was of inadequate quality rnay have been a breakthrough for him. His 

comments during the semester, and his work, betray no awareness of a level of quality expected 

of him or his pers. Dunng his interview he dismissed the assistance from his dassmates as 

inadequate, and yet felt that they did not need his help. He dismissed Bill's criticism of his work 



as a ciifference of opinion. It was only when considering that the world at large would read his 

paper that Donald realized that it was not good enough. However strong this realization, 

though, he did not d w g e  his paper over the Xmas holidays, as he daimed he would. 

The second-year students had a more jaded outlook that Karen referred to as "my 

second-year attitude." In generd, they did not take the work or others' criticïsms, as seriously as 

the first-year students did. They were more skeptical of the validity of the journal, more cuttirig 

in their criticisrn, and more critical of the professor. Karen, Mary, and Donald al1 felt that they 

had a special relationship with BU. In general, the second year students did not get dong, 

except for Karen and Pasquale, and this affected theh interest in collaboration. Only Mary 

collaborated on more than a single assignment, because she worked with fisi-year students. 

Mary and Donald did acknowledge that Karen had helped them with computing problems, and 

Mary agreed that Pasquale had become a techrucal support resource for the class. 

Like the first-year students, most of the second-yeaxs felt that computing brought them 

doser to their professional goals than did Çchenkerian analysis. While they all felt that they had 

learned a great deal about analysis in the course, their essays are not of equal quality to the first- 

year students. There was often a feeling of "just getting through the course" with them, rather 

than a desire to engage with the material. There waç &O a wider variation than in the first- 

years, from Pasquale who was quite interested in the subject, to Mary who was dearly not 

interested. Donald acted interested but did not do the work, and Karen admitted that she had 

Little interest in analysis. 

All of the students advanced their ability in musical analysis, but their learning of 

Schenkerian analysis was at a rudimentary level. With the exception of Donald, they did f o m  a 

functioning on-line community that helped them with their learning, with heir assignments, 

and with the final journal. Surprisingly, all of the studaits felt that leaming computing slalls 

was more important to their future success than iearning Schenkerian analysis. Collaboration 

was seen as most helpful as an introduction to the subject and their classrnates. Otherwise, on- 

line posting was praised for giving models of writing and showing working processes. The 

joumal was an exciting project because it gave them a goal to aim for, and an audience to whom 

they could present their final articles. 



Bill identified three "intellecîuals" in the class as the best students: Norma, Hannah, and 

Jane. Except for Donald, a l I  of the students took their teadung assistant (TA) duties very 

seriously @onald was reprimanded three times for missing invigilation duties). Jane was only a 

half-time TA, while di of the others were full-time. 



Introduction 

The first half of the course, mtil approximately the end of October, consisted of an 

introduction to Schenker's theory, the cornputer technology, and the other students. Students 

worked on assignments alone or in groups. In November and December the students applied 

Schenker's theory in wxiting theh individual articles and created the journal. Over the semester, 

several important issues emerged, the most important of which are presented here. There were 

several signifiant areas of disagreement between the perceptions of the professor and the 

students. The students felt a distina la& of power in the class, and they reacted to this i n  

several ways. They also related their leaming to thw future careers much more fian t a  their 

curent studies or to the syllabus for their degree program. 

Because the course was logically divided into halves, I present the findings of this study 

in two parts. In order to ançwer the main research question regarding the students' eVpenence 

of this course, 1 organize the data for each half in turn according to the sub-questions on the 

efficacy of CMC, collaboration, and legitimate peripheral participation, as well as emergent 

issues. Due to the holistic nature of this investigation, there is an inevitable overlap between the 

data for these areas, such as the roles of CMC and collaboration in creating the local communi~  

of legitimate peripheral participation. 1 have endeavored to present the data in the most 

appropnate section, with only the most essential references back to it when it adds to the 

understanding of a different question of the study. 

Çeptember and October - Work on Assiments 

Ovenriew of first half of semester 

For the first two months the students were involved in leaming the basics of 

Schenkerian analysis and getting to know one another. They learned fundamental computing 

skills for using CMC and encountered a number of technical problems. Collaboration o n  the 

five assignments was optional. Opportunities for legitimate peripheral participation were 

limited to the formation of a local commUNty, and work within it. Issues that emerged were the 

students' strong interest in relatuig new skills to their careers, and also their confusion a%out the 

marking scheme. 



CMC during: - the first half of the semester 

The students were required to use the computer conferencing system for this course in 

the hope that it would aid their learning and allow them to aeate an on-line comrnunity. 

Because they had Iittle previous computer experience they were gradually introduced to the 

necessary teduiology. During the first three weeks, they were expected to learn to use the CMC 

system, to scan images, and to add the x a ~ e d  image files to their CMC notes, all while 

becorning farniliar with the gaduate students' computing lab. AU of the participants were 

receptive to using CMC for this course. They began to use the conferencing system within a few 

days of the first dass, and usage was steady during the first two months except for periods 

when the system was unavailable. The conferencing software system was somewhat unstable, 

and was often down when the p h a p a n t s  wished to work. 

The participants used the conferencing system to form and maintain their local 

community. Although they had personal contact at least twice a week during classes, they 

reported having almost all of thW analytical discussion on-Luie- They idmtified several benefits 

to their learning, as well as sources of frustration. Marty of the students confused issues of CMC 

with general computing problems, most like1y because most of the participants were relatively 

unfamiliar with computing, and due to the integration of the conferencïng system and the 

Internet for the journal. 

An important emergent concern was the confusion about the markhg scheme for the 

course. Most partiapants were unaware that they would not be marked on conference 

partiapation or assignments unül this was made explicit later in the semester. 

CMC Usaze patterns over the semester 

Here I present computer use over the entue semester, since this most vividly depicts the 

dianges in use over time. Despite havuig Little computing experience, the participants began to 

post to the conferencing system the day after classes began A senes of technical problems 

intemipied access to the system. Figure 1 shows the total number of notes posted by all 

students each day, with Mondays, class day, labeled. (The graph represents the entire semester 

from Çeptember 13 to December 8. The final Monday is December 13.) 



- - -- - 

Figure 1. Number of notes posted per day. (M = Monday) 

Almost every gap in posting coincided with either a server crash or network outage. 

After the first few notes were entered (on September 14) a problem with conference names 

barred the partiapants from posting- This was resolved on September 16, two days later. Two 

days of successfd posting followed, but the server aashed on the first Friday of classes, and 

was down al1 weekend. On Monday September 20 the students were concemed that they were 

"doing something wrong" and 1 explained the crash to them. They resumed work, but the 

server aashed again the next night. Service was then restored mtil October 6, when it was 

down from 8:30 p.m. until 11 a.m. the next day (the next gap in the graph). After only one more 

day, the semer was again uriavailable (either from a semer crash or network outage) Saturday 

and Sunday (October 9 and 10) of the long Thanksgiving weekend, and no notes were posted 

until the fouowing Tuesday. Aside from a network problem on October 19 the system was 

available until a crash on Saturday November 6, when service was restored Sunday evening. 

(The gap fiom November 3 and 4 may be due to work in the other dass or unavailability of the 

computer lab.) In dass on November 8 the students expressed their annoyarice at the 

urueliability of the conferencing system. On November 10 the campus network failed for rnost 

of the day, whidi was seen as a conferencing failure by most of the students. 

The reduction in activity for November and December coincided with the end of the 

assignments and beginning of work on the articles. It also coincides with losses of access on 

November 6,7, and 10. From November 8 to November 17 only one note was posted, by Jane. A 



network outage on November 20 and a semer a a s h  on November 24 intemipted the next two 

posting groups. Classes ended on December 1 and the joumal was published on December 8. 

The nature of the course work in the second half of the semester required fewer actual 

postings to the conferencing system, but the timing of activity did seern to have been uifluenced 

by access problems. On the September 27 sunrey only two students complained about 

conferencing while four praised it. By Odober 18, six praised it while only Nishka complained, 

the first cornplaint regarding access problems on the sunreys. On November 1, four complained 

about access while only two respondents praïsed conferencing, and on November 15 six 

reported "mixed feeIingsf' about conferencing, wïth four people cornplainhg about "cornputer 

gIitches." In the final sunrey, five people reported mhed feelings. Also, while al l  but Donald 

reported a good deal of interaction on the first two surveys, they al l  reported on November 1 

that they were becoming "more sohtary" and on November 15 none reported much interaction 

at all, rdeding the work of writing their articles. The layout conunittee members plus one other 

all reported communicating in person, most Ilkdy their H ï M L  layout work which was done in 

the computer lab. Of the others, only Donald reported "some person to person interaction." 

The partiapants all used the graduate computer lab as their main site for conferencing 

except for Nishka, who worked from home more. Pasquale, Karen, and Jane were comfortable 

working from home as well, while Mary, Hannah, and Donald found access from home too 

slow. Nonna spent a large arnount of time in the computer lab, as did Pasquale and Karen, and 

Hannah and Donald worked in the lab when they were on campus. Although the five who used 

the conferexhg system from home alL complained of the slow response of the web version, 

only Karen downloaded and instalied the faster dient software, despite my offer of help in 

instdhg it. 

Learning cornputhg skills 

The partiapants found learrzing computer skills to be valuable, and also an unexpected 

opportunity to become acquainted and help one another- Everyone but Donald reported that 

leaming computing brought the members of the dass doser together. The participants helped 

each other with cornputkg problems occasionally on-liner but more often in person in the 

computer lab. Pasquale was very comfortable with the technolo~, and he quiddy became the 

main support person for the dass, with a good deal of assistance from Karen. Of the first-year 

students, only Nishka was fairly comfortable with computing. Although she felt that she had 

started the dass "prew far behind" everyone else, she was aduaily giving support advice to 



her classmates during the hrst week and fi& learned to use Netscape Composer. Nishka found 

that howing a Little about computers gave her a diance to get to h o w  otthers and to have 

with them, learnuig about her dassmates and computing at the same timee. Norma, Pasquale, 

Karen, Hannah, and Jane &O mentioned makirig friends while strugglingg in the computer lab. 

Karen noted that she and Pasquale spent a great deal of time in h e  computer lab, often 

helping others. While the first-year students praised her for helping thema, Karen pointed out 

that she usually did not offer musical Mp. 

Cerainly where a lot of face-to-face things were happening were in the computer 

labs! People having problems - teduucal problems! So it wasnf--t leaming, it wam't 

Schenker that 1 was working with people through; it was comptir&-r fhings that I was 

workïng with people. And not always me helping! 1 got a lot off help as w d .  

(Interview, December 17,1999) 

Norma noticed that they collaborated often on computing problemis. 'We did help each 

other a lot when it came to computer things . . . scannuig together, having scanning problems 

toge-. Yeah, it was a support group" (Interview, December 7,1999). 

Interest and achievernent as motivation in Ieamuisr cornputer skLlls 

The partiapants put in a great deal of work in m g  the conferencing systern, as well as 

creating Internet-based articles. While they reported frustration and even anger with access 

problems and "computer glitches" they kept using computers to a large dlegree out of personal 

interest. M e r  the semester they ail reported feelings of achievement and satisfaction in gaining 

computer skills. The first-year students all reported interest in leaming cmputer skills, and 

while Mary was somewhat ambivalent the rest of the second-year s t u d e n ~ ~ ~  reported being very 

interested in cornputing in general. 

Although she had relatively little experience before the dass, Nonna became quite 

profiaent at cornputkg by the end of the term, and described it as one of tthe best parts of the 

dass. Nishka learned computing skills very rapidly, surprising even herseIf. Jane began the 

semester only knowing word processing, but became proficient and comfoortable with the 

technoIogy. At the end of the semester she stated that "it just amazes me how much 1 can do on 

the web now. So, 1 thuik it's great" (Interview, December 14,1999). 

Karen was very enhias t ic  about leaming computing applicatioms. Even Pasquale 

found the use of computing the most exciting part of the dass. He found leaming the basics of 



web design "very important" and felt that graduate students should take it upon themçelves to 

learn the basics of computirig. 

Mary described herself as ''la#' when it came to learning computing; she just did not 

want to do i t  'Tm lazy and 1 sort of want to be outside of that kind of SM and don't want to 

try with i t  So it sort of bothered me that 1 had to iry" (Interview, December 15,1999). Stiu, she 

was pleased that her technoIogical ski& ' k v e  improved a lot." Donald also rather grudgingly 

agreed that the computing aspects had been valuable to leam He did not answer consistently 

about computing on his surveys, but given his inability to aeate a web page until the last week 

of class, he lnust have improved, at least temporarily. 

Hanriah summarized her own progress by saying that in September 

if I'd called home and they said "So what are your classes like?" 1 would have said, "I 

have to use cornputers. I'm so scared!" But at the end of it, 1 think Ill be talking to my 

dad and telling him "Yeah, I'm doing this really cool class, and we do al1 of this 

collaboration on the computer" (Interview, December 3,1999). 

Social factors affecting CMC use 

On-line, everyone was courteous and helpful, except for one hostile respowe to 

Pasquale from Donald. Pasquale's notes were polite and self-effacing, as if he were detemùned 

not to be agressive or argunientative. He noted that he was often "stem" and that in person "1 

probably a few times might have pushed people in the wrong way" (Interview, December 13, 

1999). 

Mary and Donald cut back &as tically after October 14, and while this reduced the 

number of participants it ako left a more homogenous group. Donald stopped replying to notes 

and only read a few sporadicdy for the rest of the semester. He was contradictory on the issue 

of comrnunity, complaining of fnistrated expectations and the "impersonal" nature of CMC and 

yet on his surveys he reported comrnunicating mostly via CMC and that "the [conferenangl 

s j t e m  is good. It has much to offer!" (Survey, November 1,1999). 

Leamina via CMC 

The participants noted several benefits from using the conferencing system that helped 

them to lem.  They reported being better prepared for dass, seeing new perspectives on work, 

havuig models to start on and improve their own work, and having greater opporhmity to take 

part in the class. 



Preparation for cIass 

Duririg an informal discussion at the start of the Novembex 8 dass, Nishka was the fint 

to notice that CMC prepared her better for dass t h a n  just readuig and doing her assignments. 

"Otherwiçe 1 would have had no idea of what was happening in class!" (Interview, December 9, 

1999). Jane agreed that by having her classrnatesr presentations on-line before dass, she was 

prepared to discuss them during dass tirne, and could relate them to the current analytical 

readings for the course. 

Hannah found that 

because of the preparation that you go through in doing LeaniLink iYs a way of 

preparing yourself for class. Because, to be honest, t5e days that we weren't doing 

LearnLink on pieces, 1 didn't feel that 1 had as much of a feeling for the pieces that we 

were discussing that day (Interview, Decernber 3,1999). 

Hannah noted th& this class was using CMC to look forward to the next class, so that 

they ail helped each other prepare fcr a better discussion of the issues. She contrasted this with 

the other dass, in which email discussion had failed, abandoned by the students. 

The only reason that it came to me is because 1 h o w  that our other professor really 

wants us to be having e m d  discussions. Really! But it's flopped! And 1 think that 

some of it has to do with it being aiways in retrospect (ibid.). 

Mary &O remarked on the failure of email discussion in the other dass, attributing it to 

a lack of interest and its being unmarked. 

1 h o w  that email discussions have not worked well in our other dass this year, 

although last year when they were incorporated into the mark ... they happened a lot. 

But then there was [sic] a lot of cornplaints about that, so this year they're not 

incorporated into the mark, and now there are no email discussions (Interview, 

Decernber 15,1999). 

Similady, Karen felt that the dear organization of the discussion t o p 6  helped keep 

discussion going, whereas in the other dass 

it's different. People take the discussion to a different area, and then you're lost. If 

you corne too late then everybody's moved on and you can't go back to that same 

argument.. .. Even if it's five days later, you can still go badc and it's still al1 there. 



Whereas in email, things quickly take different turns, and then you can't really go 

back to something in the same way (Ir~tenriew, December 17,1999). 

More discussion hditated bv CMC 

Karen felt that the conferencing system encouraged discussion outside of class that 

prepared them better for deeper discussions in class time. 

1 think that if it wasn't for this, if it wasn't for LeamLink or email or whatever, you 

wouldn't hnoe these discussions. If it was aU left up to in-class, and then your own 

private t h e  outside - at least in my case, I wouldn't do it. 1 wouldn't spend the üme 

"th my colleagues tooking at my paper, or looking ai my work. That doesdt 

happen; that doesn't happen for me, or that's never happened. So 1 think in that way 

it helps (Interview, December 17,1999). 

N o m  agreed that "it d d  promote communication outside of the class, because really, 

what normal people are going to discuss the use of structural II outside of dass?" (InteMew, 

December 7,1999). Nonna noted that using coderexing 

meant that 1 didn't just draw pretty graphs, which I b o w  1 could do. I've done it 

before. 1 had to adually talk about the graph m d  Say that thiç is what the graph 

means and this is how the graph shows that. And I thought that was really important 

for writing the journal artide (ibid.). 

Pasquale and Karen noted that the ease of attaching graphics was particularly important 

for a dass on Sdienkerian analysis, where the primary product iç usuaily a graphic analysis. 

The ability to post thW graphs dong with a textual commentary, made discussion more 

interesting and informative. Workirig on the first assignment, Hannah wrote "1 found it very 

useful havuig a copy of your graphs to look at while 1 read your text" (Reply to Karen in Minuet 

in C conference, Sptember 24,1999). 

Nishka found these pre-claçs discussions vital, remarking on how new perspectives 

blended with preparation for class for her. 

You could read other people's analyses, and think, "OK, so they see it this way. Why 

would they see it that way? But 1 see it this way." It would either challenge niy 

thoughts or it wodd reinforce them. And so then when we came in io dass, and Dr. 

R would proceed to start from the beginning pretty much and do an anaiysis on the 



board, it was neat to see how it incorporaïed everybody's ideas. So that maybe I was 

right on something, or Donald was right on somethuig else. It was interesthg 

EspeQally since 1 think each of the pieces showed different thùigs (Interview, 

December 9,1999). 

She concluded that the discussion was v q  important to her learning, and that without 

conferencing such discussion would not happen "unless we had class every day" (Survey, 

November 15,1999). Even though the nurnber of messages in some of  the conferences made 

them very time-consumuig, 

1 did find it very useful that our discussions on LearnLink then gave me the 

knowledge to achlally go into class and be able to understand what was going on. 

That was the one thing that 1 thought was very beneficial (Interview, December 9, 

1999). 

Along with the benefits of deeper discussion, there was peer pressure to keep up to date 

as w d  as to post good material. ~Yannah mentioned that there was a "pressure to perform" but 

to "respond even with niundane comments" (Survey, November 15,1999). She felt that both of 

these degraded her tendenaes to reflect before replying and to answer only when she had 

somethirig to contribute. She also res-ted wasting tirne when others posted merely for the sake 

of fulfilling a requùement- Mary reported an intemal pressure to present herself well in writing 

because it was "so concrete" (Field notes, classroom discussion, October 7,1999)- 

New uers~ectives on andvsis via CMC 

By posting thW work on CMC, the students were able to see each otherfs work, as well 

as their working methods. Several partiapants found the unexpectedly rich pers petives on 

music and analysis from th& dassmates to be the greatest learning experïence in the dass. The 

partiapants encountered new perspectives in person as well as on-lhef but ail of those who 

mentioned leaming from new perspectives aedited the conferencing system with facilitating 

them. 

In her interview Norma noted that the peer-review process helped her learning by 

showing the others' perspectives on the same work. 

After doing the peer reviav of Karen's piece, it was nice to be able to read what the 

ofher peer review person said, just to see "Oh, 1 totdiy rnissed that!" or "That's a 



really good point!" So 1 thought that it was a good way to be able to check up on 

what other people had said about the same piece (Interview, December 7,1999). 

Although N'ihka felt that she got little help with her artide on LeamLUik apart from 

Bill, others did help her learning indirdy as she was "trying to understand where they were; 

what kinds of ideas they were coming up with. 1 think that was more helpful for me (almost) 

than any feedback 1 got" (Interview, December 9,1999). 

Hannah felt that the different perspectives taught her to look at a piece of music in 

multiple ways, rather than just her acnistomed m m  addirig, "where 1 did l e m  from my 

colleagues was in reading their posts on the web" (Interview, Deceniber 7,1999). She noted that 

seeing the othersf ideas online gave her an M g h t  into th& thought process. Norma remarked 

on the different styles of analysis thaï others used, finding that Hanriah and Pasquale in 

part idar  showed her new ways of doing analysis. Jane felt sÏmïlarly about N o m :  "I find 

myself reading her messages thinking, That is what 1 should have said, or that is how 1 should 

have explairied what happens"' (Note to Allegro in Bb conference, October 6,1999). 

Mary found that being able to read others' work and see their thought processes was the 

most useful about the conferencing system. She found the work in progress the best use of both 

the conferencïng system and the web. 'Tt helps me see where other people are coming from" 

(Comment, colloquium, December 1,1999)- After only four weeks, she wrote on the October 18 

sunrey that conferencing "gave me înteresüng perspectives" (Sunrey, October 18,1999). 

Jane was surprised that Pasquale had such different views kom her, and that Donald, 

who seemed to have the same ideas as her came up with such differerit conclusions. Karen 

remarked on how Jane's perspective as a performer made the pradical application of Schenker's 

theory a reality for her. She mentioned that from Jane's style of aitique she "learned much 

about my own biases and my own method of aitiquing" (Reply to Jane, Dave conference, 

October 16,1999). 

In a discussion that erupted spontaneously in the final dass session, they explicitly 

discussed the value of these new perspectives. Jane suggested that it was parücularly hard for 

musicians to see 0 t h  points of view, and that their discovery of them in this dass was a 

personal breakthrough. She suggested that they had been imbued with the "Royal 

Consewatory's rigid view" that there waç one right answer to problems of theory, with no 

room for discussion. Mary agreed, and stated that Mis was why she purposely looked for 



different approaches. Donald likened this to Derrida's concept of "le difference" and noted that 

"meanings are uZwqs multiple!" (Field notes, dassroom discussion, November 29,1999). 

CMC ~ostines as models of ~ractice 

The most useful aspect of conferexhg for Jane was modehg her early assignnients. 

We would get our assignment, and 1 would sit there looking at it, and 1 wouldn't 

even h o w  how to start. And then I would look at Lea rnW,  and just by seeing 

somebody doing something, 1 would think "OK, OK, now 1 can start!" (hterview, 

December 14,1999). 

Even though the models were ofteri what Jane would not want to do, they helped her 

formulate her own thoughts. Hannah found some of the others' work to be excellent models for 

analytical writing. Karen found models helpful in coming to grips with the subject. 

You've never done Çchenker before, you don't h o w .  And it's the first thuig that you 

are tuming in Yi a degree and whatever. Of course i fs  good to be with people, and 

sort of get that ... you're on the right track. If nothing eke, even just seeing what 

Pasquale was doing, and 1 see ihat 1 am on the right track. And that's good enough to 

get you movuig in what you're doing (Interview, December 17,1999). 

Enhanced o~portunitv to take part in class via CMC 

Mary and Karen dominated the inilass talk to a great degree, while the first-year 

students were somewhat shy . The more reserved participants found that they were able to take 

a larger role in discussions by using conferencing, and &O that they could do so on their own 

schedule- 

AU of the kt-year students made important contributions to discussions on-he, where 

they were much more active than in dass, and even Pasquale took part more in the 

conferencing system. CMC had a great effect on Nornia's participation in this dass. Norrna was 

shy, and glad that the conference was dosed so that 0th- would not cxiticize them for not 

knowing much about their subject. She found LeamLink to be "a great way" to take part in 

discussion since "class situations are rather intimidating . . . so 1 prefer to just keep quiet and do 

my work" ( In te~ew,  December 7,1999). She explaùied tkat just because she was quiet in dass 

did not mean that she did not grasp what was being discussed and its implications. Other 

students and Bill mentioned that N o m  was a key part of the dass, and yet her major 

contributions were on-iine. N o m  was partidarly happy that they were able to continue their 



discussions when they missed a h s  due to Thanksgiving. This participation extended 

throughout the entire week, and uicluded ail of the other midents except for Donald. 

Nishka, Hannah, and Jane were rardy on campus except for classes, and so the fieedom 

of tirne and space to contribute enhanced the accessibility of the conferencing system for them. 

When asked about her cornmuxücation with others, Hannafi replned, "most of it was on 

LmrnLink, definitely'' (Interview, December 3,1999). Jane answered similarly, "Except for 

working with w, it was only LearnLink" (hterview, December 3,1999). Nishka stated, "I'm 

never really at school, ever, so the personal interaction is probabEy a little bit more diff idt  for 

me" (Interview, December 9,1999). Pasquale was more active on-Iine than in dass, but felt that 

most of his interaction with dassmates was face-to-face, mostly irn the computer Iab- Donald 

rarely spoke in daçs until the last two sessions. His contributions; on-line were his major 

communications untrl then Even Karen, who spent a good deal of time in the computer lab, 

found the conferencing system iiierating. 

It's so hard to work on somebody eise's schedule. Whereas this way you do it 

whenever you feel like it - 3 in the morning, whatever - you can take it at your owm 

pace. It's sort of the best of both worlds, because you st5li get the interaction, but 

without the hassle of having to face-to-face meet with somebody (InteMew, 

December 17,1999). 

Dissatisfaction with CMC 

Mary was less enthusiastic about conferencing, probably because she dominated the 

dassroorn discussion time. Mary felt that she communicated moree in person than in the 

conferencing system because she was more orally oriented. 

1 just find LearnLink very tedious. You get something mut, and then you have to wait 

a day for somebody to respond to you, and then you have another response. I t r s  just 

very time consuming, right? Whereas just to sort out smme lilittle s d  problem, whidi 

takes like two minutes in person, can take days (Intervitew, December 15,1999)- 

She also found it hard to "re-adjust ber] mind to the discussion online. Part of Mary's 

concem stemmed from her diffidty reading from the saeen. S h e  had to print out the notes to 

read thern, and resented having to pay for the paper to do so. 



After his initial skepticism, Pasquale remauied ambivalent about LeamLuùc for his own 

leaming, althou* he did see its value for others. 

For instance, that you are able to foUow three different threads for instance, without 

having to search for thern like in an e m d  system, where there's only one line going 

tfirough, here you could have three at the same time. That kind of thing- So 1 

understand the good things about LearnLink, but ... (Interview, December 13,1999). 

He was unconvinced that it had helped him a great deal. He was very aware of the 

Iimitations of communicating in a text-based environment. The most help he got online came 

from BiU. This could be due to his laiowledge of both computing and analysis; he was 

acknowledged as the class leader in both. 

Problems usina CMC 

The participants reported only two problems with using CMC: the amount of time 

required to learn and use it, and d i f id ty  accessing the system at times. The students reported 

a high degree of frustration from the combination of time pressure and being denied access due 

to system outages. 

Time required for the use of M C  

The participants expressed concems about the amount of their üme taken up by reading 

and writing notes as well as its intrusion on their personal time. Most of thiç concern was 

expressed during the fïrst half of the semester. Time was meritioned as a problem by fewer than 

half of the participants on fhe five surveys (3,Z 4,4, and 3). Other than a few ambivalent 

references by Hannah, only Mary mentioned tîme as a problem more than twice, and Karen and 

Pasquale specifically mentioned that their time pressure was due to an assignment in their other 

dass. Bill also noted that studentç seemed to "&op from sight" when their assignments were 

due in the other dass. For example, on November 1, while four students complained of tune 

problems, Donald and Jane both found that they had ample time that week. That same week 

Norma had her presentation, and Nishka had the flu. Several partiapants cornplained of 

network outages as weli. On Novernber 15, Jane and Donald both complained of time 

constraint. By the final survey the ody participants who complained of time pressure were 

Donald and Mary, who both handed in their assignments at the last minute. 

As she was the only part-time Teaching Assistant, Jane felt that she had more time than 

the others to spend on LearnLink. "1 found that it took a lot of time, but 1 have it" (Interview, 



December 14,1999). During the week of November 15, Jane was the ody person to post to 

LeamLink. She suggested that the arnount of time spent on LearriLink led to reduarig time on 

other activities such as reading the assigned articles, although the poor quality of the readings 

contributed to this as w d .  She sometimes found the number of notes to read overwhelming- 

1 found myself running to LearnLùik to see if anyone said anything about my 

analysis. And then Pd open it up, and there were responses to me. But at the same 

time, there are 15 other respowes that 1 have to read. 8 people responded to Norma, 

and 12 people responded to, weU you know. There's 12 responses to this, but on top 

of mine ... weil, I liked to read the responses to mine, but 1 didn't care about anyone 

else's ... then 1 &O felt obligated to read the others as well. So, 1 would Say thai I liked 

having input right away, other people's input on my stuff, but it was just a lot of 

work. (Interview, December 14,1999). 

Still, she found value in using CMC to share ideas and to see how others thought- She 

summed this up on her Nov. 15 survey as "1 think 1 would miss it [if they stopped ushg 

conferencing]. 1 like lmowirig the others' ideas. On the other hand, it would free up a lot of 

tirne" (Survey, November 15,1999). 

Nishka found that the trade-off for all of the new perspectives and preparation for dass 

with conferencing was that the number of notes to read could be ovenvhelming. She also 

mentioned that some ümes she had to search for notes to respond to, since she was not 

personally compelled to answer any in particular. With her hectic scheduie Nishka found it 

easier when the number of respondents was reduced with the journal work, and felt that it was 

with these aitiques that collaboration was truly worthwhile. 

Intrusion on oersonal time bv CMC 

While some students felt that they should not have to use the conferexhg system on 

their own time during the week, Karen disagreed. 

That was more of an issue I think when we started using emaü in a mandatory way 

in classes. Now LearnLink is just the same thing for me. It was just more of the sarne 

thing. 1 have already corne to ternis with the f a b  that 1 have to be checking email. 

Right? But certainly the first time we were using email, which 1 guess for me was in 

our W d -  or fourth-year seminar classes, where we'd have email discussions - there 

were distribution lists in dass - that was more of an issue then, thinking "Oh my 



God, I have to do ali of this work outside of dass? 1 already did three heurs of a 

seminar; do 1 have to sit here now?" So, 1 think at fist it's a bit of an issue if you're 

not used to doing that as part of your daily routine, or whatever, but for me at this 

point it is so much part of my daily routine, the email checking, so LearriLink was just 

more of the same. 1 didn't h d  it an issue (Tnterview, December 17,1999). 

Mary was the most vocal about computer work intruding on her own time, writing on 

her final survey that she fouid the number of notes to read ovewhelming. "In fa&, I refuçe to 

spend my tirne reading them ail'' (Survey, November 29,1999). Mary was the most reticent 

about using technology. She also found the software too slow to nui from home and resented 

having to corne to the University to read and post She also lost a post during a system crash, 

which soured her thinking on conferencing. Donald &O found conferencing and computing to 

be bothersome, labeling thern as "a hassle" and "a big time-wasterff in his final survey ( S w e y ,  

November 29,1999). In his interview he stated Y think it was useful, but for me persondy I 

though it was just a big time-consumer" (Interview, December 16, f 999). 

Tirne Iearnin~ ~eneral comvutiri~ skills 

As with conferencing, some students were concerned about the time spent o n  

computing in general. Mary also felt that computing was very time-consuming an& that to 

compensate she did not read all of the assigned analytical artides. Jane particularly resented 

wasüng t h e  on computing problems, and felt that her papa suffered because shs had to waste 

üme diagnosing computer failures. 

At the end of term, Hannah felt that she had spent a great deal of tirne devdoping new 

computing sldls, but she felt that were valuable. Hannah managed to keep her expenditure of 

time on computing manageable. 

1 had a lot of computer problems, but 1 never spent six hours strugglùig [witk.] the 

computer. . . . But a lot of people, 1 think because their work spreads out s a  much, that 

if the computer problem is taking five hours then they let it keep spreading out, 

spreading out, spreading out Ftemiew, December 3,1999). 

In th& interviews Norma, Nishka, Karen, Jane, and Pasquale all emphasized the 

importance of managing time well, and none of them reported time pressure at the end of 

semester. 



Karen mainttained that graduate students were responsible for 6inding out what they 

needed to know and leaming it, and that a certain level of computer knowledge shodd be 

expected of any graduate student. She felt that "in this day and age, it should be up to us to 

make sure that we've got the skills that are necessary and if not, figure them out. But figure 

them out early enough in the semester" (Interview, D e c e d e r  17,1999). 

m e r  than the time required and system crashes, there were no problems reported that 

were spedic to CMC. While the participants reported a great deal of frustration frorn computer 

glitches and problems, almost all of these involved either access to the conferencing system or 

problems with creating digitized materïals. The former was disnissed in "CMC usage patterns 

over the semester." The latter induded problems scanning, tramferring files, and namhg files 

conectly. 

Creatina materials on the cornputer 

Students were expected to indude digital images of their analyses dong with verbal 

discussion in their CMC postirigs. All students created their images on regular music paper and 

then scanned these into the computer in the graduate students' computer lab. Scanning images 

was a challenge for all of the partiapants, but most of them learned to do it within two weeks. 

Pasquale noted that problems were often quite simple and induded diffidties scannuig images 

at an appropriate resolution and saving scans with the correct file type and He extension. 

None of the participants had difficulty in creating notes in the conferencing system, or 

induding text from word processing documents. No one expressed interest in adding sound 

files to their notes, and none of the students who had used music software before used it to 

aeate materials for this class. 

Suw~ort and training for learnin~ cornvuter skills 

All students except for Pasquale felt that they had poor computing skills compared to 

other students, and several mentioned that younger siblings would be more knowledgeable in 

computing when they entered university. Most students wanted more support and evplicit help 

with learrüng computing, but Pasquale, Karen, and N'ihka all felt that they were responsible for 

leamirig basic computing skills themselves and had done so already. AU three felt that the 

written instructions and inilass demonstrations were suffiaent to leam the computing skills 

required. They also helped others, espeaaily Mary and Donald at the end of the semester. 



While Nonna, )Xannah, Mary, and Jane wanted more expliat hands-on training, and 

N o m  also wanted night classes in basic computing, only Nishka took notes during in-dw 

demonstrations. When asked what she thought of the ins.tnictional ernails that 1 sent over the 

semester, Jane replied "I never read thea But Pasquale did!" (Interview, December 14,1999). 

Learninn benefits from CMC 

The participants found that CMC helped their leaming by augmenting their in-class 

exyerience in specific ways. It helped to extend discussion throughout the week, and prepared 

them better for the next class than they might otherwise have b e n .  They valued seeing each 

other's work and felt that they learned from it. Some also felt that they had a greater 

opportunity to take part in discussion than they would have had with only seminar hours. 

The students and Bill agreed that by posting original presentations or ideas on-line, and 

having preliminary discussion in the confermcing system as w d ,  the dassroom discussions 

were richer than they wodd have been. The most interactive parts of the classes were the 

discussions of the piece for that week. Even the quiet students usudy took part in these. The 

forward-look- use of conferencing, plus the requirement to use it was helpful at the start of 

term, while the student perception of value in using it kept it gokg. 

Over the semester, all participants noted repeatedly that computer SUS leamed for 

CMC use would be valuable for their careers. Ali participants reported with satisfaction that 

they had enhanced their computer skills. The students' perceptions of the value of learning 

computing changed over the semester. The first-year students were all somewhat concemed 

that too much time was spent on computing at first, but were very pleased with the result by 

the end of term. The second-year students' opinions divided dong sldi levels, with Pasquale 

and Karen unreservedly enthusiastic about computing, and Mary and Donald l e s  so. 

Forming a sewe of cornmunity is difficult when graduate students have different 

schedules, and are rarely on campus at the same time. If the participants were to take part in a 

local community there had to be a way for that community to form virtually, to overcorne the 

time and space barriers of their different schedules. The local comunity was built and 

sustained by the students, with Bili taking a very secondary roIe in it. ï h e  students noted that 

they had discussions that would not have happened outside of the conferencing system. Even 

resolving computer problems became an opportunity to build stronger comxnunity ties. Most of 

the support was for cornputkg issues, morale, and writing style, with little help on Schenkerian 



Analysis beyond personai breakthroughs ("Oh, now 1 get it!"). Most students read the messages 

h m  thW pers, but not the instructional emails that 1 sent. 

S u m m a r v  of CMC use 

The participants were quite enthusiastic about conferencing, especially during the fist 

half of the semester. They found enough value to continue using the system even after they 

discovered that they were not being marked on their contributions. The major benefits from 

CMC as perceived by the students were the leaming of basic computer skills, the sense of 

community on-line, and the enhancement of their Ieaming and their eventual career prospects. 

These outweighed the costs of e*a üme spent leaming computing, and the frustration of 

dealing with computer problems. There was a general feeling that the time spent was mostly 

worthwhile, although most participants would have liked better hdp from their peers. 

Access problems and computer outages were accepted as annoying features of the 

system- In his colloquium address, BiLZ noted that only those students who left their work "until 

the last minute" encountered time problems. Although Hannah expressed concems early in the 

semester, in her interview she said "1 think in the end that time hasn't been such a huge 

problem, because 1 feel fairly on top of things right now" (Interview, December 3,1999). Mary 

felt that people stopped participating in the conferences because they were so busy that "we just 

stopped caring" (InteMew, December 15,1999). However, Nishka, Norma, Hannah, Pasquale, 

Jane, and Karen all felt that they had good time management ski& that allowed them to keep to 

the schedule and Wsh with time to spare. 

Jane summed up her feelings by saying "1 didn't corne out of the dass feeling like - and 
maybe this wasn't the point - that I'm a Schenker expert at all ... But, if it was about a new 

qer ience  of analysis, totally, Leam- contributed to that!" (Interview, December 14,1999). 

Collaboration durine the first half of the semester 

The five musical analysis assignments given during the first half of the semester were 

the major opportunities for collaborative work. Even though Bill did mention that he would 

consider the possibility of a collaborative h a 1  article, no one pursued it. After an initial flurry 

of collaboration, interest slowly faded as the majority of students returned to individual work 

on their assignments. During the last two weeks of October, the students became aware that 

they were not being marked on their assignment work, and collaborative work stopped h g  



with almost al1 individual work on assignments. There were &O 0th- social factors that 

affectecl collaboration, such as the stratification into "first-year" and "second-year" students. 

Introduction to collaboration 

nie participants produced two types of collaborative products: some of the assignments 

posted on the conferencing system in the fist  half of the semester, and the joumal in the second. 

In addition, they cooperatively created a supportive local community that provided its 

mernbers with assistance in learning skills such as cornputer competency and writing style. 

The collaborative efforts of the partiapants took place at speafic times, for specific tasks, 

and in specific places. In some cases the patterns dianged over the semester. They were also 

inauenced by, and conversely influenced, the local community- There were linuts to the 

collaborative interactions from the perspectives of subjed content and social interaction that 

affected the overail collaborative environment. Of part idar interest was the students' concem 

about relevance to their future careers. 

Collaborative assitlfunents 

Seven of the eight participants produced a total of six collaborative assignments. Only 

Donald did not work in a group. The last collaborative assignment was posted on October 13. 

After this, the studentç worked individually on th& assignments and their joumal articles. 

For the £ive optionally-collaborative assignments, seven students worked in groups on 

the first, four on the second, and two on a third. Only Donald did not collaborate on any. The 

following table shows the assignments and the groups that collaborated on them. 

h4INUETINC - aU solo work 

ALLEGRO IN Bb - First half groups: (Hannah, Norma, Nishka) (Jane, Mary) (Pasquale, Karen) 

- Second half groups: (Jane, Mary) (Pasquale, Karen) 

SCHUBERT C MAJOR - ail solo (only Karen, Hannah, Norma, Jane, Pasquale submitted an 

assignment) 

BACH MINüET - first half group: (Nishka, Mary) 

- Second half: no groups 

BEETHOVEN BAGATELLE -no posts! (Mary and Hannah worked on this piece. Mary says that they 

did not post it because no one else posted that week) 

Figure 2. Assignment groups. 



Pattern of Collaboration 

Frorn ttie outset, Mary and Nishka were advocates of collaboration, Hannah and Norma 

were very interested in it, and Pasquale, Karen, and Jane were wi lhg  to try it- Only Donald 

was opposed to collaborative work. 

Bill dowed collaborative assipments as of the second dass, and the seven interested 

participants began collaborating immediately. Bill 'limited the size of groups to "two or three" 

but there was only one group of three. N o m  mentioned in her interview that three was too 

large for a group, and the partiapants found it difficult to ceordinate even such small numbers. 

In their interviews, a l l  seven remarked that collaboration dowed them to become acquainted 

with each other. All of the first-year students found collaboration to be an effective way to start 

working in thk dass. For example, Hannah explaïneci that she collaborated on the frrst 

assignment "because 1 was very insecure about doing analysis for the f ~ s t  tirne" (Interview, 

December 3,1999). Her second collaboration grew out of an interesting discussion that she had 

with Mary, although they did not post the results because, as Mary reported, "no one else 

posted that week" (Interview, December 15,1999). 

The Minuet in C was assigned in the first dass before the participants had a chance to 

form groups. Three studentç did not submit work on the Schubert C Major assignment, anci no 

one submitted anytbing for the final Beethoven assignrnent. Work in the Schubert conference 

(September 27 to October 4) overlapped work in the Allegro in Bb conference (September 22 to 

October 6) .  The fourth conference on the Bach Minuet began immediately after the Allegro in Bb 

(October 8 to October 26), suggestïng that the Schubert was "lost in the shuffie." Events 

discussed below suggest reasons that the Beethoven conference was ignored. 

No collaborative assignments were posted between mid-October and the begjnning of 

writing the journal articles, which began around the first week of November for most 

partïapants. Several students reported becoming more solitary at this t h e ,  and there was a 

shift from addressing the local community via assignments to addressing the wider community 

of practice with their articles. 

The participants were unanimous in reporthg that the difficulty of xheduüng and 

amount of t h e  taken up by collaborative work were the reasons for disconhuing i t  N o m  

described how theh group had corne about through a chance meeting: 

And so the three of us were together, and so we did [the collaborative assignment]. 

And after th&, what are the chances? Nishka rarely cornes in to the office - only 



when w e  have classes, and maybe on other day a week . . . Hanriah only cornes in on 

days she has ciasses and maybe one other day of the week . . . So that affects things a 

little, the fact that we're not in every day. Ifs a ïittk bit difficult to time things 

(Interview, December 7,1999). 

Karen agreed: 

It just takes time, and again, it's like " . . . How much time am I going to have to Nik 

inio this, and how much hstration? And is it worfh what I'm going to get out of it?" 

(Interview, December 17,1999). 

The two students who were deterrnined to collaborate as much as possible, Niçhka and 

Mary, continued to commuriicate i n f o d y ,  especially on their journal articles. They both 

found this very benefiaal because they both andyzed similar pieces and were able to £ïnd 

analyficd simila,rities between them 

There was very little inter-group aitique. It was restriaed to the AIlegro in Bb 

assignment After Hannah, Norma, and Nishka ceased to work together, only Pasquale and 

Karen critiqued assignments togeiher. Although Mary worked in groups with Jane, Nïhka, and 

Hanriah, she pointed out that none of these groups critiqued another group presentation. 

In the two busiest conferences, the individual first-year students consistently responded 

to other groups, whüe three of the second-years did not reply to another group at ail in the 

second one, to which Donald made his only contribution to either. 

Replies to Other Groups 

l Participa n t  

Figure 3. Individual replies to other groups. 



Locations for coflaboratina on ass iment i  

AU students collaborated on their assignments over the telephone or in person, meeting 

in the library or at one person's home. Only the finished assipments were posted on-line, even 

though the students were encouraged to do their work on-line to demorstate their processes. 

(These processes did come out, however, during dixussions on-line and in dass.) For students 

such as Hannah, Jane, or Nishka, who were rarely on  campus, such collaboration was more 

difficult than for the others, who were there more regularly. 

Although all eight students shared the same office, it was the site of very little analytical 

discussion. Norma, Hannah, and Mary each mention one or two isolated incidents of such 

discussion; otherwise it was only a location for social chat Karen explained that the office was 

not a location for analytic discussion because "people come and go a lot ... So ifs not like our 

office is a place to work together. That hasn't been like that, not since I've been here anyway" 

(Interview, December 17,1999). Pasquale said "we hardly e~er t&ed in the office [about school 

work]. ... It wasn't the place to talk about this stuff. -.. The office just wasn't the place for 

academic discussion" (Interview, December 13,1999). Nishka avoided the office because "1 get 

way too distracted ai school, especially in an office with seven other people. Ws just too much" 

( In te~ew,  December 9,1999). 

Pasquale mentioned that there was a lot of discussion of the notes as people read hem, 

and wrote thern, in the cornputer lab. 'We tdked more in the Zab while we were posting to 

LearnLink!" (Interview, December 13,1999). Norma connured. "There was a lof of helping each 

other- . . . We did talk a lot about [music analysis] in the labs, and espeaally when we were doing 

the group work" (Interview, December 7,1999). On the other hand, Mary felt that she 

"collaborated" most in dass, by a s h g  questions that the others were too shy to ask. 

Social factors affectinp: collaboration 

Bill and 1 had hoped thaï the second-year students would help the newcomers adjust to 

the program, but their social history preduded this to some degree. While the firs t-year 

students were a highly cohesive and supportive group, the second-year students were more 

divided and solitary. As Jane summarized it, 'There's tons of tension in second-years. Tom of 

it!" (Inte~ew, December 14,1999). Mary explained the source of some of this tension with 

ambivalence: "Last year the dynamics were very, very different, and we had a lot more 

cornpetition. And there was like a lot more power-trïpping stuff going on. But at the same t h e  

we had really enthusiasüc people, who loved what they did" (InteMew, December 15,1999). Of 



the second-years, only Pasquale and Karen collaborated, and even they stopped &ter doing 

both parts of one assignment together. Pasquale admitted that he should have been more active 

in the conferening system but that he chose to concentrate on his own paper instead. St i l l  

Pasquale and Karen were very active in the conferenchg system a l l  semester, while Donald and 

Mary cut back drastically in mid-October. Pasquale and Karen also became friends with the 

first-year students through their help in the computer lab. Pasquale helped Mary and Karen 

helped Donald but this did not seem to alter the social tension. Karen mentioned that there 

were "certain people" with whom she would refuse to work "They're not big confücts, but it's 

just the kïnd of people, the kind of workers" (Interview, December 17,1999). Mary "was more 

concemed about what Dr. R thinks of my work actually than what anyone else did" (Interview, 

December 15,1999). She also stated that "there are definitely people 1 wouldn't collaborate with 

and ... there are topics whidi I would feel with certain people 1 wouldn't collaborate" (ibid.). 

Donald took part in few discussions even in dass until the last two weeks, when he took 

part in post-modernist debates and also spoke about his piece when asked (which seemed to 

take this to "break the ice"). He seemed to feel that Pasquale and Karen were hostile to his 

views on postmodemism. Donald tned to side with Mary during discussions of post- 

modernism in the last two classes, but she did not reüprocate. Everyone except Jane had some 

cornplaint against Donald. For example, Noma was concerned that Donald was extremely late 

in posting even his first draft article, and so her critique of it was nished. 

Mary felt that she had to "establish trust" with the first-year students and she did 

collaborate with ail of them but Norma, who she seemed to dislike greatly. Hannah was anothex 

strong supporter of collaborative work, but her advocacy was tempered somewhat by her 

decision that "in terms of work no one stood out that 1 would have wanted to collaborate w i t h  

(Interview, December 3,1999). Norma felt that each student brought something different to the 

class, although none of them was r e d y  strong in Schenkerïan analysis. 

One other source of tension came from the professor for their other class, which 

consisted of the same students. Severai students complained that analysis was dended in that 

class and that several arguments from that course seemed to carry over into this one. 

Collaboration and leamhg 

On th& first survey the students reported enjoying the collaborations, as well as being 

better prepared for dass after on-line discussion. Six of the Severi partiapants who tried 



collaboration felt that the experience helped th& leaming. Only Pasquale felt that it did not 

help, and his arguments with his £riend Karen may not have been based entïrely on course 

content. Mary and Nishka were very positive about collaboration before the dass, and even 

moreso after it. Hannah and Norma both enjoyed collaborating, and Karen felt that it would 

have been more useful for her with a different partner. 

Although the students were mostly in favor of collaboration, they only produced six 

collaborative assignments in contrast to thirty-two individual assignments. There was no overt 

incentive to collaborate, as the assignments were not marked, but this was not apparent to the 

students until mid-October at the earliest- There was also confusion as to what was assigned, 

and what constituted an assignment. Only five students posted assignments to the Schubert 

conference, indicating that some felt that it had not been assigned. No one posted an assignment 

to the conference on the Beethoven Bagatelle, for which there may have been two reasons. The 

d y s i s  of this piece was assigned in the same class that the students were told that they were 

not being marked on assignments. Mer the class, there was some discussion in the hallway as 

to whether this assignment was "one of the £ive" or an extra one. The confusion was as to 

whether the two parts of the assignments on the Allegro in Bb and the Bach Minuet were 

separate assignments. The following week Bill was surprised that there were no postings to the 

Beethoven conference, but he was not perturbed by it. 

Karen spoke for al l  seven when she stated that "the sharing of ideas, under whatever 

guise, is important!" (Survey, N o v d e r  15,1999). She suggested, however, that the most 

valuable type of "collaboration" was the interaction within the community, rather than "group 

work on assignments." This echoed a general feeling arnong the partiapants at the end of the 

semester that they had worked on their j o d  articles for most of the term, while collaboration 

on assignments was lunited to two weeks. This reflects the marking structure for the course, 

which aiiotted a l l  marks for the final articles and none for assignments. Given this constraint, it 

is surprising that the students would collaborate at all unless they found real value in doing so. 

ï h e  reasons they gave were becoming acquainted and getong started in this difficult subject. 

After accomplishirig t h ,  each took a more individual stance in a sharing c o m m u n ï ~  of peers. 

Summarv of collaboration 

Collaboration took place over approximately one month, with CMC postings from 

September 22 to October 26. Counting authors rather than papers, there were 13 authors of 



collaborative assignments versus 32 solo authors. While this might be more indicative of the 

amount of work put into each paper, it still illuskates that more than twice as many papers 

were non-collaborative as those that were. While several enjoyed workïng together, especially 

Hannah, Norma, and Nishka, even they produced few collaborative assignments. The general 

feeling was that the time required to coordinate work was not juçtified given the benefit 

derived, and some social tensions ciramscribed the second-year students. 

Bill found the student collaboration brief but fiuitful.. By the end of September, he 

commented that the work on the collaborative assignments surpassed hiç expectations of the 

individual students, and at the end of October he judged those assignments that were done 

collaboratively to be the best submitted to him this year- BLlI felt that this dass collaborated 

more than any other he had taught, and more than he had expected. 

LPP durinn - the first haLf of the semester 

O v e ~ e w  

For the first two months, partiapation was limited to the local community compriçed of 

the class members, the teacher, and myself- The community was formed through the 

interactions of the students, during cooperative work outside of dass hours, during 

collaborative work on assignments, and while working together to solve computer problems 

and leam computer skills. 

Forminp a communitv with CMC 

Although at the start of term only Donald reported feeling "pari of [any] music analyçis 

c o m m u n i ~  (Survey, September 27,19991, in theh final interviews all of the participants felt 

that the conferencing system had aliowed them to form a local commUNty, and al l  but Donald 

found this beneficial. While six feit able to be part of the community of practice, Norma and 

Nishka felt that, as Norma explained it, they did not have "the analytical tools to be a part of 

this community" (Survey, November 29,1999). Benefits ated from this community included on- 

line sharirg of ideas, rich discourse, emotional support, and simply gettuig help when needed. 

Reasons for the effectiveness of the co~~~nuni ty  ranged from the organization of the conferences 

and access to previous information to the ability to attach graphs easily to notes. Concems 

about this community induded the perfunctory nature of some postù.igs, the pressure to 

perform on-line, preference for face-to-face interaction, and lack of response. 



Jane's thinking changed greatly over the semester, from feeling that there was too much 

computing at first to appreciating the ability to communicate with her dassmates and the - 

world. She and Nishka both felt that the turnùig point which made them want to take p e  more 

was when the discussion became less formal and more colloquial. 

From the start, Mary and Donald read few notes in the conferences. After October 14 

Donald stopped posting notes, only reading occasionally, and Mary posted occasionally aand 

read about half of the postings. The rest of the students read most of the posted notes, 

sometimes from each other's screens as they posted in the cornputer lab. Pasquale, Karen,. and 

Norma worked together in the lab much of the tirne, joined by Nishka at the end of the 

semester. They often talked about th& postings as they wrote. Likewke Mary and m e ,  who 

collaborated in person, read few of each other's notes at that time. 

Social factors affecfinpr the Iocal community 

Over the firçt two months, the students formed two separate groups, comprised ofE the 

est-year graduate students and the second-years. The latter were very cornpetitive and 

somewhat contentious. In contrat, the first-year students were a supportive group who dl 

Lüced and helped each other, and the second-year students, as much as possible. Over the &ourse 

of the semester, this milder attitude won out, and al l  of the second-year students reported good 

relations with the first-years, although the relationships among the second-year students d id  

not irnprove. 

Limits of communitv help 

The local comxnunity provided its members with help on general music issues, 

computing problems, and writing ski&, but severai participants noted that they were unbble to 

get much help with Schenkerian arialysis from other students. Cooperation was also 

conshained by students "censo~g" their on-line remarks, as well as by other social factors. On 

the October 18 survey, the students were equally divided between askng another shident or 

Bill for help first. By the end of the semester, a slight majority had deaded that the professor 

was preferable. AU participants except Donald felt that their peers were helpful. 

Beyond speafic course-related help, the first-year students reported receiving a great  

deal of emotional support from others while on-line- Again with the exception of Donald, ail 

students reported feeling a welcome part of the community and receiving some benefit frmm 

this. 



H e l ~  with Schenkerian analvsis from mers  

When students reported that they were disappointed with on-line help, it was most 

often regardkg specific Schenkerian issues. Direct questions might have been embarrassing to 

ask on-line, since it would be admitting a significant lack of howledge. Several students 

seemed disappointed that they had not become "Çchenker experts" in the single-semester 

course, ùidicating that they held unrealistic goals for the course. The most likely explanation for 

the la& of Scherikerian Analysis assistance is simply that none of the partiapants had the 

expertise to offer help with the difficult analytical issues faced in this course. Biu noted that 

such a class usunlly has at least one person who is quite strong in the theory, and that this 

group was an anonialy in his experience. Six participants were new to Schenkerian analysis, 

and the others, Norma and Pasquale, were both unsure of their grasp of the subject Accepting 

that there was little analytical discussion in the TA office, most of the discussion of Sch~mkerian 

analysis m u t  have happened in person. 

Pasquale was reticent about sharing his howledge of Schenkerïan analysis with anyone 

but Karen. '7 guess 1 helped her out a bit. Then again, it was just me and her, so she waç asking 

me 7s this how you do this?' and 1 wodd Say 'No, you should probably do thiç' " (Interview, 

December 13,1999). In his interview, Pasqude correded rny question "You have studied 

çdienkerian analysis before?" to Y have seen it before" (ibid.). He had taken an undergraduate 

course in the subject but felt he had not mastered it. 

I'm a bit indifferent to criüquirig other people's work. Certainly in theoretical things 

like Schenkerian ... you know, their grapl-s or things like that. Critiquing their 

thoughts or what they've w-ritten - their ideas - that's even difficult as well, because 

who am 1 to mitique what they've slaved after or something? (ibid.). 

Norma was similarly unsure of her abilities. Hannah, Mary, and Jane reported getting 

help from Norma on Schenkerian terminology, but always face to face, after class, or in the 

cornputer lab; Norma rarely gave such advice on-he, and was never asked on-Lne. Her 

presence on campus made personal contact easier for her, and she preferred it when possible 

after she bot to know her classrnates. 

Some people would corne to me (because 1 had kind of done Çchenkerian analysis 

before) and they would ask, "What is it cdied when you do this?" and 1 would Say 

whatever it was, and they would say, "That's a great te=! That's totally what it 



does!" and often the id  go "Right!" and look better than 1 did, and 1 gave them the 

idea! And that'sfine (htervïew, Deceniber 7,1999). 

Norma felt that she also got a great deal of help from the others. "Maybe not necessarily 

about the theory, but about the writing style and with the journal. That was invaluable help. Ifs 

really great to have other people read your work. Very beneficiai" (ibid.). She singled out 

Hannah for helping her a great deal with her writing style. 

General aualitv of on-he discussion 

AU of the participants except Donald enjoyed the on-line discussion and felt that they 

learned from usïng the c o n f e r d g  system. There were differences in the quaiity of their 

experiences, and some had individual concems about its effectiveness. 

H m a h  found some of the help from others to be disappointing. Referring to the 

conferencing system, she said " T h e  were some times when 1 felt that 1 wasn't learning because 

not every one would put up really thoughtful responses, and that's what 1 found fruçtrating" 

(InteMew, December 3,1999). Nishka ako questioned the quality of response given. "There 

were â couple of thuigs that were really helpful, but often times I found them almost empty 

comments, and that it was just posting for the sake of posting" (Interview, December 9,1999). 

Karen fel t  that she got most of her help from Ba, and that although she took part in 

discussions "it wasn't like 1 was getting tons of help from people" (Inteniew, December 17, 

1999). "I think that for my journal, 1 only maybe got ... just my two reviewers. Which were 

somewhat helpful, but not ...[v ery helpful]" (ibid.). "1 would Say maybe 3 or 4 people max even 

looked at rny work" (ibid.). Karen fdt thai she was not overly helpful to others, and her own 

view was "If 1 can respond to somebody, great; if 1 can't, 1 don't care" (ibid.). 

Pasquale felt the same way. "Their comments on LearnLink about my work were not the 

greatest. I'm not sayirig that my coxnments for them were anyihing either, though.. .. No, I don't 

think 1 got that much help actuaUy" (Interview, December 13,1999). He met with Bill twice 

"that's two hours. 1 didn't spend anythuig like two hous taking to my coIleagues about my 

work. Certainly not" (ibid.). He also noted that none of them, himself included, was very 

helpfd with Schenkerian analysis (even with his considerable background in music theory). 

Jane did not receive much help with Schenkerian Analysis per se fiom her dassmates, 

but she felt that she learned the jargon of the music community: "1 was totally just admiring the 

lingo!" (Interview, December 14,1999). Jane was impressed with the quaIity of the posted 

collaborative assignments. 



Self-censorshi~ in discussion 

Participants were very careful about what they s h e d ,  and how they phrased their 

cornments. While some of this may have stemmed fiom disinclination to expose la& of 

knowledge on one's part, several of the participants made concerted efforts not to appear 

argumentative or "difficult" in the conferences. Mary, Pasquale, Norma, and Nishka a l l  

mentioned the importance of providing positive feedbadc rather than negative mticism. Also, 

as Pasquale's eulier comments demonstrate, there was a feeling of "who am 1 to crïticize?" 

Hannah found that positive comments sometunes went overboard and made it difficult to 

provide constructive criticism. 

Sometimes 1 fdt weird. 1 thought, "I shouldn't be saying anyllririg!" Specificdy, with 

what's been on my mùid lately with the journalI giving suggestions to people, 1 took 

it seriously. 1 really wanted to make positive suggestions - things that 1 saw that 

maybe could have been done or thought of differently- But then you think "Am 1 

taking on a position of authority by making suggestions?" (Interview, December 3, 

1999). 

More speaficaüy, she felt that her peers restricied their comments to general matters of 

style heavily laced with "cheerleadingff encouragement. She felt awkward providing more in- 

depth comment. 

I'd think "Ifm just sending people these nasty notes about what 1 think they should 

do differently, or what 1 would have done differently, and everyone else is sending 

me these 'great g~eat great' messages." And so there is a part of me that thought, "1 

don't want this!" but there was another part of me that thought, 'Well, maybe this is 

what other people want. Maybe they donTt want this 'rigorouf (1 would c d  it) 

criticism back" (ibid.). 

On the other hand, Nishka appreuated the help. 

1 got some really good positive feedbadc. From one person in partidar [Mary] about 

writing style, and some ideas. And also at the same t h e  veq-, very good suggestions 

about how to improve it and 1 do think that my paper was improved in the end 

( In te~ew,  December 9,1999). 



S a ,  a l l  of the participants would have liked more specific, helpful feedback on their 

postings, and yet only Pasquale and Nishka were able to recognize th& own reticence to 

provide such feedback. 

Self-direction within the local community 

Within the communi~, many of the students exhibited a strong sense of self-direction. 

The students enjoyed Bill's teadung style and hi5 de-emphasiung of in-dass lectures. Several 

students appreciated the more self-directed approach. Karen liked being left to work on her 

own. "Give us enough to get us going, and then be there for us when we need you! Be there for 

us when we f d ,  and then help pick us up" (Interview, December 17,1999). Hannah also 

enjoyed working on her own, and accepted a number of challenges from Bill to explore ideas 

she raised in dass and on-line. She liked how he led them through the process of discovery 

rather than just t e h g  them the m e r .  N o m  added that she worked hard because she 

wanted to improve her understanding of arialysis and "did not want it to be a bird course." 

At times some of the partiapants lost interest in analysis. Karen admitted that there 

were times that she wished Bill would just show them '%ow to Sdienkerize" and "just give us 

the right answer" (ibid.). Mary felt that she needed more direction ai timés, but then arnended 

this by saying "I'm not really sure that analysis is the kind of course where a ledure is really 

helpful" (InteMew, December 15,1999). Jane concurred that it was "dohg analysis" which 

helped her learning. 

Sumrnarv of LPP 

Over the semester, a strong sense of cornmunity developed among the partiapants. 

Only Donald did not find it beneficial. Ali of the other participants drew upon the c~mmunity 

for support While ail felt that help was available within the community, the limits to this help 

were felt differently by a l i  participants. The cornmon cornplaint was that there was not enough 

help with the speofics of Schrnkerian analysis. Conversely, the participants felt that there was a 

great deal of help available for general music analysis issues and computing skills. Mild 

dissatisfaction with on-line discourse was mostly voiced after the semester in their interviews. 



November and December - work on the iournal 

Overview of the second half of the semester 

Dunng the second half of the semester, the students wrote th& journal articles and 

aitiqued the articles of thek peers. They leamed more computer ski& to post their articles to 

the World Wide Web. Alfhough they cooperated on aeating the journal, each was responsible 

for their own article and no collaboration was dowed. During this time, th& focus turned 

outward, to presenting ttiW ideas to the wider community of practice. 

CMC dur in^ the second half of the semester 

Com~arîson with the first haLf of the semester 

Usage ~atterns 

There was a reduction in all of the partiapants' use of CMC duririg the second half of 

the semester. As noted in "CMC usage patiems over the semester," this was partially the result 

of recurrent system problems. It was also partly due to the shift in emphasis to more so l i tq  

work, and the more formal and lengthy articles and critiques. Finally, most participants 

polished their work more to present it to the larger community than they did when presenting 

to just their class. 

The progression from using CMC for assignments to aeating a journal on the World 

Wide Web reflected a move from dependence on the local community to preparing to engage 

with the coxununity of practice on their own. For example, for the first month Nishka preferred 

to interad with others in person whenever possible, but by the October 18 survey she was more 

in favour of using LearnLink for "instant feedback." She noticed that her classrnates and fierself 

had becorne "more soïtary" as they worked on their journal articles, and LeamLink kept them 

in touch during the week when they rarely saw each other in person. Nishka also found that the 

conferencing system kept her motivated while w o r h g  on her own. 

The computer lab remained the most common site for computer access for everyone but 

Nishka. There was more face-to-face work within the journal cornmittees than duririg the 

assignment work, and these meetings were most o f t a  M d  in the computer lab as well. 



Social factors affecthp - CMC use 

The social interactions of the participants were similar to the &st half of the semester, 

but more intense. The four first-year students became doser and more supportive of each other, 

whde the second-year students became closer to the first-year students even as they were more 

distant from each other. Donald withdrew from almost all social contact- 

The courçework was more individuai in the last month of classes, and the general level 

of social interaction between Classes declined- Students concenkated on their own articles, 

discussing them only with their dosest friends. Even the critiques were seen as individual 

obligations not to be publicly disnissed. 

Problems us in^ comwuters for the ioumal 

As in the fist half of the course, there were several problems with creating digital 

materials for the journal. Pasquale noted that the main problems at this tune were fonnatting 

web pages and transferring these to the web server successfully. The former induded a problem 

with WordPerfect translating filename references into uppercase within HTML documents, 

which then did not function properly on the unix web server. Mary and Donald also had 

problems scanning images, naming them, and transferring them to the web semer. 

Because the concept of file transfer was new to everyone but Pasquale and Nishka, there 

was concern among the rest that they did not h o w  what they were doirig, even when they 

were successful. Students relied on Pasquale and Nishka to help themf even though Pasquale 

felt that they could have succeeded on their own. 

Time reauired to create the iournal 

AU of the £irst-year students finished their assignments well before the deadline, and a l l  

of them retracted their earlier concems about the amount of time required. Hannah was 

concemed about the tirne required of the cornmittee members, but felt that she was not pressed 

for time personally. Karen was very pleased to hand in her "first ever early assignment." 

Pasquale also finished on tune, but felt that he might have slighted his other coursework by 

spending too much time on the joumal. Only Mary and Donald fourid the journal too time- 

comumirig. 

Pasquale felt that those who posted late (Mary and Donald) had problems because they 

tried to learn it a l l  in the last week of dass. Mary said in her i n t e ~ e w  "1 just kirid of wasn't 

going to fool around with the tedinology until 1 was done and comfortable, somewhat 

comfortable with my paper" (Inte~ew, December 15,1999). She required a great ded of 



assistance from Pasquale and Karen to meet the joumal deadline, and she m u t  have forgotten 

how to çcan if she had leamed it earlier. Simdarly Donald received a geai  deal of help at the 

last minute from Hannah, Karen, Mary, BU, and me, aithough his paper was still late. 

Summarv of com~utinn use iT1 the second half 

The students posted th& articles to the web semer, fonnatted th& journal, and leamed 

more advanced computing skills to create and format their web pages. Posting their articles on 

the Internet allowed them to present their work to the commUNty of pradice. Most of the 

partiapants felt that this was a means of communication that would be important to th& 

careers, since several music organizations are becoming more accessible via cornputer 

co~unicat iom. (=MC was used for fewer notes, but these were more complex. 

Collaboration durinn the second half of the semester 

Collaboration on the ioumal 

By November the collaborative efforts of the participants centered on the aeation of the 

journal. The participants worked in three groups. The editorial committee included two 

students; two others comprised the layout committee; and three more made up the copy- 

editors. The final student began as a copy-editor, but switched to the layout committee in the 

final two weeks to help balance the workload. Al1 of the participants contributed to its success, 

although Donald did little more than write his article. There was a feeling of community that 

aeated strong bonds among the other partiapants. Hannah described this as a responsibiliSp 

1 thought we were supposed to respond to people, espeady for the journal, and 

when 1 didn't get responses back, then 1 thought 'mat person im't living up to their 

clnss responsibility!' And it doesnft become just about you as an individual, it's about 

you having responsibilities io your classrnates.. . . 

[The journal] definitely gave you a sense of you not being against your fellow 

students, but you're actually for them, and you really want them to write a good 

papa because this is something that you're putting together - together! And so the 

reason you're supposed to respond to two people is because you want to make it 

better, and you want to help each other. You really do. And when you donft get it 

back you think, Why don't you feel that sarne responsibility to me?' (Interview, 

December 3,1999). 



N o m  expressed a similar thought when she referred to the journal as "a collective 

writing, a collective product at the end that everyone would be responsïble for contributing to" 

(Interview, December 7,1999). In contrasi, Karen was less engaged, saying, "1 didn't take it 

hugely seriously. 1 didn't spend hours writing up reviews for people" (Interview, December 17, 

1999)- There was some tension between the five students who spent a great deal of tirne on the 

journal, and the three who were neither part of the editorial or layout cornmittees. 

Individual resoonses 

Jane's 'conversion' 

Jane was the oniy student whose view of collaboration changed significantly over the 

semester. At the start of term, Hannah, Mary, Nishka, and Norma were enthusiastic about 

collaboratirig with their classrnates. Pasquale and Karen were cautiously in favour of 

collaboration, and Donald was not interested. 

Jane was ùutially wary of collaboration, and in her interview admitted that she had 

never collaborated on an analysis before. 

I was going to have a new experience, because 1 never do group work. 1 never, ever 

did ii. And 1 said 'OK, I'm going to do it.' And then, 1 never called anyone aciually; 

Mary cded me - I was hoping that no one would want to work with me. [laughs] 

And then she called me, and yeah, 1 woutd Say that that is what 1 got out of that. It 

was almost like getting experïence teaching. Even though 1 did find it a waste of time, 

and fnistrating, but that part was good (Interview, December 14,1999). 

Jane felt that she got less from the collaboration than Mary did. She found the actual 

collaboration more the-consuming than uçing the conferencing system, where she quickly 

leamed to skini. At the end of term, Jane felt that the collaboration had little benefit for her 

leaming of Schenkerian analysis. However, on refiection she realized that she was able to 

consider music from Mary's perspective as a singer, which was quite different from her own as 

a pianiçt, and this led her to appreciate that her future students would have all sorts of different 

perspectives that she would have to accomi for in her teaching style. She felt that her 

collaboration with Mary had changed her views on teadùng. 

How 1 can make myself understood to someone who's a singer? You h o w  what I 

mean She's seeing it this way; I'm seeing it this way. Ks because my experience is 



different, and so 1 have to change- Ço that I realize when ï'm teadung, maybe in a 

UNversity, ihat Ilm not just teadUng piano majors, I'm teadiuig singing majors, and 

I'm teadiing darinet, whateve. So, you already are aware there is that problem. 

Yourre right. Group work is great! (Interview, D e c d e r  17,1999). 

Donald's refusal to collaborate 

Donald's feeling that collaboration was a waste of time had ramifications for his work. 

Even though he shirked his responsibility to critique Hannah's paper, she wrote him four us& 

notes on his article, the first of which adually solved a problem that he left wolved in his final 

version. This reflected a similar incident from the class. When Donald was unable to understand 

what a cadence was, or how a motivic figure was being used, Hannah said to him "It is like m y  

piece." She tried to explain how she had solved the same problem with her analysis, but Donald 

refued to listen to her. 

LPP in the second half of the semester: the ioumal 

After forrning a local comUNty aided by CMC, collaboration, and working together on 

leaming computing skills, the partiapants prepared to contact and enter into the professional 

corrununity of practice via the journal. In November and the fust week of December the journal 

was designed, all of the students wrote articles, and .di but Donald aitiqued two other articles 

as well. Ali of the participants viewed the journal as a success. Factors influencing the students' 

perceptions induded their enjoyment in aeating the joumal; their own direction of much of the 

process; its benefits to their learning and th& perception that skiUs developed in the process 

would hdp thW careers. 

The shift: to the iourrial and more student control 

Even though Bill explained in the first dass that the journal was to be managed and 

created by the students, and they chose their roIes and comrüttees on September 27, they really 

only began to take charge of the journal in late October. The first evidence of this was Bill's 

handing over of the floor in the October 25 dass to the editors. From this point on, the editors or 

the layout cornmittee took part of each dass to explore m e n t  issues and problems with the 

journal, and to give instructions to the contributors. 

The students controlled several aspects of the journal, with Bill's permission. They 

changed its name, formed their own cornmittees, chose their own roles, and even controlled 

Bill's contributions. Although Bill had narned the joumal "Schenkerian Analysis Forum," on 



November 8 Mary suggested de3eting "Schenkerian" from the title, since "we are using a lot of 

tools ... other than Çchenker" (Field notes, dassroom discussion, November 8,1999). A vote was 

taken among the students, and a new title was chosen. 

When Bill asked if he w d d  be permitted to write an appendix to the journal, the editors 

chose to tlünk about it for a w&, and to consult with th& classrnates before decïding to g a n t  

th& permission. The editors assmed  that they would have the last word on what Bill wrote 

and how it was designated, Le. as an appendix or an article. On behalf of the layout cornmittee, 

one student announced the jourrial's format and polled his dassmates for their opinions, but not 

Bill. He assumed that they had c-omplete control over the formatf and the only suggestion that 

Bill offered was that it would be simplest to exnulate the format of a print journal. 

By the end of November the students were deeply involved in formatting the journal, 

writing articles, submitting critiques, and copy-editing. BiLl stayed on the sidelines, sending out 

cornmentsf suggestions, and appraisals of the work in progress. In the last dass meeting, on 

November 29, Bill allowed an hmur-long discussion of the joumal to evolve, since all of the dass 

members were taking part and tallcing about musical issues as well as the layout. 

Journal committees 

Two students made up the  editorial cornmittee. They diswsed th& work on the phone 

and consulted the others during and irnmediately after class sessions. The layout commiffee had 

help from on other officially, a n d  another inforrnally. They met mostly in the computer lab. 

They discussed layout issues wiM the others present in the lab (which is how the unoffiaal 

member became uivolved) and iri dass as w d .  Because there were a number of widely 

disparate views on design issues, the two original members finally made their deüsions 

unilateraily . 
The rest of the students niade up the copy-editing team. One was originally a copy 

editor, and joined the layout conunittee when editing was done. Donald did not fulfill his 

responsibility of copy-editing his two assigned articles, giving Mary's a cursory check and 

ignoring Nishka's dtogether. Anather was active in copy-editing, but otherwise confined 

herself to offering suggestions to the layout team when she was in the tab with them. Although 

not a part of the team, an unoffiaal member spent a great deal of t h e  in the computer lab and 

considered herself one of the desEgners. 



The Tourna1 and Co~~l~uni t îes  

Although the partiapants felt that the dass, and the journal in partidar, would be of 

benefit to their careers, none felt a part of the larger community of professional practice until 

after the journal was announced. On the other hand, many of the participants reported feeling a 

part of a real community of practice within the dass, and several cherished this experiaice. 

Even though Bill identified the target audience for thek journal as other graduate students, 

most of the other participants considered it to be publishing acadernics. 

F h e r  local communitv formation via the ioumal 

AU of the first-year students indicated that working on the journal gave h e m  the feeling 

of being a local analysiç community rather than just being members of a dass. 

On her final survey Jane noted that she felt part of a music analysis comrnunity when 

getting feedback on her journal article- Ln her interview she mentioned Hannah's help with 

writing and Norma's explmation of terminology, as we.U as Mary's new perspective, and 

Pasquale and Karen's help with computuig- She was &O the only one who found that she and 

Donald agreed on analytical outlook- 

Hannah reported her feelings of community on heï £inal survey. "Outside the class? Not 

at dl. Within the dass, 1 fdt like we were definitely a music analysis comrnunity, helping each 

other, working through common projects / problems" (Survey, November 29,1999). H m a h  

found the local community very rewardùig, espeaally when Bill told them his strategy and 

progress on a review he was wrïting. "I wish we codd have taken that further. It was just r edy  

like a bundi of colleagues gathered around the table with this liead colleague'" (Interview, 

December 3,1999). Norma noted that the different styles that her two reviewers had helped her 

leam, and felt that they were t d y  colIeagues. 

Nishka also reported in her firial sunrey that she felt a part of their own analysis 

community but nothing bigger. She found interaction with others very valuable for learnuig, 

and her annoyance at technical problems was mainly that they kept her from gethng feedback 

from others and getting on with her own work However, Nishka was disappointed with the 

feedback she got on her article and felt that there was little interest in the class in her work. "So 1 

thought Well, I've done my work, and 1 can see what everyone eIse is saying, so I'm stfl doing 

the learning myself.' And that was fine, but 1 felt 'voided' ... a little bit" (hterview, December 9, 

1999). Perhaps part of this was due to her absence from campus most days. Donald however 



denied feeling part of any musical community in his 6nal survey, although he did indicate in 

his interview that he was about to enter the professional communityfy 

Partia~ants' attitudes toward the analvtic comrnunitv of vractice 

Many of the partiapants did not realize that th& artides were accessible by the 

community of practice until Bill sent the announcement to the Sh4T Iist. Along with dation at 

this announcement, some partiapants experienced dread that they would be subjected to harsh 

criticism for this, th& first foray Uito musical aRajytic writing. Others were relatively unmoved, 

skeptical that the journal would evoke any notice in other graduate students or the professional 

comunity. After the cLass ended, a l l  but Nonna and Niçhka felt ready to enter the comunity 

of practice, and several mentioned changes that they would like to help implement in 

professional conduct. 

Pressure from exposure 

Hannah succinctiy phrased an idea expressed by all of the fist-year students regarding 

the actual publication of the journal. "It was 'neatf! I got to tell people in f a r  away places that 

they could look at my stuff" (Interview, December 3,1999). The people that she told were 

f d y  and Mends, and she did not c o ~ e c t  this Wibüity with the wider comn-~UNty of practice 

until BiLI announced the journal to the SMT Est. 

In terms of being part of an intelledual community - beirig up on the web, being 

available to anyone in the world - 1 guess 1 didn'f see how it made us available to 

music anaiysis in a broader sense ruitilI got an e m d  from Dr. R saying that he had 

sent an announcement out to the Society for Music Theory mailing h t .  1 thought "A- 

ha, this is maybe the good that cornes from being on the web, that suddenly you are 

out there." And there's a pressure being out there, because you want your work to be 

good enough (ibid.) . 

N o m  aiso felt that "people all over the world might read this . . . so that's a little bit of 

pressure" (Interview, December 7,1999). She was &O concemed that a former teacher in 

particular would wnte to her "and will point out my numerous mistakes and errors" (ibid.). 

Having her fust published article available in the web journal excited Nishka. 

1 thought that was fantastic. I also think it's great that the end result is an actual 

journal in which we are a l l  published. 1 love that idea, just because it d e s  us realize 



that it is possible. That we are not these "lowly beings" that have no sort of input into 

musical sOaety (Interview, December 9,1999). 

On her November 15 sunrey Nishka wrote that she was concerned that her work was 

not publication quality. This colored her excitement ai its appearance in the journal. 

1 got very d e d  about it. The ody thing that 1 was a Iittle concerned about was the 

idea of having a notice sent to the SMT. 1 was just afraid that we were going to get 

slamrned. 1 meant to wrïte an email to Dr. R asking him to please write a Little 

disclaimer in his emai2; the fact that we're not really theorbis. "Please don't kill us!" 

Because I've seen some of those discussions on SMT get "interesting" so 1 just hope 

that they take into account that we're just lowly beginners (InteMew, December 9, 

1999). 

Mary felt that she was publishing for the only time in music analysis, but she also 

womed that she might be aiticized harshly for her first (and 1st) attempt at writing a high- 

level music analysis paper. 

Donald had a stark realization when the journal was announced to the SMT k t .  

For me, that was a reality check, saying that now, a work thaï 1 produced is open to 

the public. 1 have yet to get into a Ph-D. program, and if someone wanted to look me 

up, there's m y  writing on the web. Let's Say if 1 wanted to go to preferred choice], 

and I said, "Oh, I'm a student of [this university]," well there 1 am. And to me the 

surprise is that 'Wow, it's open to the public. I've published this. And you know 

what? It's redy not up to par." That was my shock; that was a reality check right 

there. . . . I am totally taking this Xmas break and 1 am re-doing a lot of that SM. 

Because, you how, the excuse is that in the real publishing world, you are under 

deadlines and all of that stuff- Well, I'm sorry, that paper can nof sfay in the shape that 

it's in. And itfs a Schenker forum? Uh-uh. SOT. Nope (Interview, December 16,1999). 

Donald did  not change his article. 

Doubis of Tournai's Validity 

Karen and Pasquale were unconcerned about criticism of th& articles since they felt that 

the journal would be ignored by the field, however worthwhile it might have been for their 

leaming. Karen was not engaged with analysis and this colored her view of the journal. "I guess 

people would read it, but maybe because analysis is not my field. So 1 didn't take it as 



se rio us^ (htemiew, December 17,1999). She was not overly concemed with the q d t y  of her 

paper. Many of Karen's comments indîcated her doubt that those outside the dass would read 

the journal- In her interview, on reflection, she softened her tone sornewhat- 

1 could see how a student could corne across it. But 1 don? think that schdars ... like 

you said, the periphery is OK, but the sort of central thing, 1 didn't see it as ever 

coming into contact with my paper . . . @mt] . . . The Internet is a small place in a way. 

A srnail world. 1 guess youfre right that you might be surprised at who d g h t  just 

stumbie across your page (Interview, December 17,1999). 

Pasquale was similarly skepticd. In his November 15 sunrey, he wrote, T m  not sure 

how many people wiIl actraally read any of it" (Survey, November 15,1999). He reitexated this 

in the next survey. Although Pasquale was generally skeptical of the value of the journal to the 

professional con1111unity, in his interview he did think that more volumes would a d d  to its 

validity- "Maybe this can continue, for the next few classes over the next years. M a ~ b e  therell 

be a volume 2 of our little journal. Whidi is good; I think that's good (Interview, December 13, 

1999). Pasquale felt that the professional community would not be interested in the - work of 

graduate sixdents. In particular, he fdt thaï no one would ate it like a "reai journal'- and so it 

was less important. 

Maybe I'm too close to it. And it needs a few more issues for me to Say, "OK, it is 

something, and we did do somethùig good." And maybe somebody wodd look at it 

and Say Wmm. Thatfs land of an interesthg seed of looking at this piece. I've never 

thought of it that way!" And then go off and write their own Little real study (ibid.). 

Intention to chanze the communitv 

The participants were stakeholders in the professional commmity of practice, with 

personal interest in its continuation. All of them felt that they wodd be active in some aspect of 

the commUNty of academic musicians, and they felt that this was at les t  dosely related to the 

community of music analysis. They also demonstrated intent to foster change where they felt it 

was necessary. 

The first-year students also changed the local community, gradually replacin~g the soc id  

tension of the second-year students with their ethos of mutual helpfulness and suppmrt. In the 

final interviews, a l l  participants mentioned the importance of understanding and tolerance. AU 

of the first-year students were alarmed at the visceral rejection of analysis by their oEher 



professor. This was the most distressing situation reported by the students, most vividly 

expressed by me. 
1 think iYs wong that 1 go to [the other prof's] dass, and he says "Bah! Sdienker 

analy~is!~' [pejoratively] and then I go to Dr. R's dass and he says "Gender." whoosh 

[rnakes Bill's 'over m y  head' motion] and 1 think that's wrong, they need to get 

together. That's wrong, it's WRONG. To me it's so unfair to the students. It blows my 

muid to go £rom class to dass to the next I t  blows my mind! (Interview, December 14, 

1999). 

Hannah tried to infuse their discussions with a "humane" quality, which she also 

thought was appropriate for professional writing. Jane and Norma both reported that in their 

careers they planned to stnve for tolerance of other views and a synthesis of analysis and 

musicology, in opposition to the trend to "marginalize analysis" which N o m  identified as 

prevalent in musicology (Interview, December 7,1999). Norma also expressed darm at the 

vituperation aimed at analysis in her other class, and vowed to be "more understanding of 

different viewpoïnts" (ibid.) in her professional work. Iane was concerned about the lack of 

consideration that facdty members gave each other and each other's fields of study. The rude 

chatter during th& coIloquiurn talks partidarly bothered her. 

Mary also felt that there should be more àvility among academics. 

1 think that that is something that academia in general needs to start to pick up on. 1 

think that that's just a larger philosophical problem in the academic, educational 

institution of hierarchies and power versus community. Lt's a larger issue (InteMew, 

December 15,1999). 

As well, Mary felt that the system of acadernic marking had to be overhauled. 

Pasquale wanted to address the rejection of computing by some of the academic music 

comunity. 

That's fine, but 1 don't agree with them at all. And I would hope that some of the 

faculty mernbers would not agree with that either. Simply because 1 think that it's 

very useful to have stuff accessible on the Internet. And 1 think that those of us that 

would hope to go into academics or into some Iand of scholarly field, it's great 

howledge to be able to set up a web site for your dass, that they can go and find the 

information themselves, instead of always hounding the teacher for a course outline, 



or a syllabus, or something. It's on-line, and they can access that information there. It 

d e s  things much easier, I think (Interview, December 13,1999). 

The journal and learning 

Al1 of the students found that the journal process helped th& leamïng in some way. 

Even though Donald found the technology frustrating, he was enthuiastic about the journal. "1 

think that that whole process - 1e-g to do the web page, Iearning to post, leamïng to do a 

journal, learning to publish - to me that was the whole of the learriirig experience" (Interview, 

December 16,1999). 

Some of the participants noted that the journal focussed their leaming over the semester. 

Norma was surprïsed at how little work the joumaI article was, because she had prepared the 

materials and drafts over the term. After correcting her drafts with the help of the critiques, 

there was little to do for the find paper. "I've gained a lot more from this course than 1 have 

from other courses I've taken here so fax" (Interview, December 7,1999). Hannah saw this most 

dearly. On her November 15 survey she noted that she concentrated on her "personal piece" 

that week, and this "gave me a chance to rdec t  on the readings we've been doing to date in a 

more grounded (applied) m e r . "  In her interview Hannah was ambivalent about the efficacy 

of the journal in learning, but felt that it had helped her. 

1 had my doubts at times. But ai the same tune, 1 really Iiked doing it, and 1 think that 

means something. 1 tW it just gave us a direction for our learning. In most dasses, 

the direction is writing your own paper. But, this is where 1 think that doirig a journal 

is significant, or maybe just the way our class did it, 1 don't lmow. But it's not that 

you're just writing a paper, and that you're going to write that paper within a week 

and a half at the end of the year, but you're going to be putting together a journal and 

you're going to s t a a  that process in about October . . .the fact that we were putting 

together a journal was in my mind part of the reason that we started working on our 

pieces so early. Maybe I'm wrong, but it was Lüce "Let's start this process so by the 

t h e  it cornes to actually put together the article, it's not just a paper that you're going 

to write for a dass. Ks somethlig that you've been making a part of your own 

research, a part of your own thinking for a substantial amount of the.'' And, that 

only came to me recently, that idea (Interview, Decernber 3,1999). 

She found that just reading others' articles helped her learning. 



For example, 1 wodd read Jane's analysis and 1 would think, "Oh, that is really 

different from mine." And sometimes 1 would still be stuck on mine, but at l e s t  1 

knew then that there was something different out there (ibid.). 

Mary was the least enthusiastic about the on-he aspect. She found the journal 

interesting and helpful for learning but was distracted by leamirg the technology. Still, she felt 

that as a learning experience the dass was successful. ïhere was also a strong feeling among the 

participants that the process of aeating a journal was a valuable ski11 to obtain. 

Help from other students with the iournal 

The most common reason uted for the journal's efficacy was help £rom others, more a 

collective experience than a collaborative one. This was most often in the form of the peer 

reviews of their artides, since each was required to review two other articles. Part of this can be 

traced to Hannah's suggestion in early October that at least one reader per article be working on 

a simüar piece of music. The resdtant pairs led to successful cross-fertilization, except for one, 

who was stymied by Donald's Iadc of partiapation Two remairring students were not a pair 

because they analyzed dissimilar works by very different composers. 

Appreciation of their peers for their joumal work began to show up on the November 1 

swey .  Nishka noted working with others this week "only in relation to the online joumal-" She 

mentioned becoxning more solitary "mostly because the nature of our work has changed, but 

also because 1 am not at school very often." On the November 15 survey, Nishka wrote that 

while she was glad to have more tirne to work on her piece, she was impeded by tedinical 

"snags" and the disappointing la& of response she received to her analyticd ideas. On this 

same survey, Hannah also complained of a lack of feedback by her reviewers and a la& of 

material from those she was to review. On the November 29 survey, Nishka stated that 

discussions with the author that she reviewed had helped in writing her artide and that author 

reported that she found discussions with Nishka especidy helpful with her artide. In their final 

versions, they ated each other's articles, one in a foohiote, and the other with a hyperlink 

In her interview Jane remarked that she and the author she reviewed helped each other's 

learning because they analyzed simüar pieces and s h e d  bights. Jane found it very helpfw. to 

her learning to critique the work of others. 

First of dl, it makes you read another person's writing- And I think back to my 

undergrad, you don't have that experience of reading other people's work; you just 



do your own. And it's dways really interesting to read how other people write, and 

how they express themselves- And even with Pasquale's papa again, I'm being 

detailed, but it's about the coda, and 1 was so shocked that he didn't thïrtk it was a 

coda! And to me, ifs just obvious, and he said 'Wope! It's not" And I'm like 

[gestures helplessness - laughs]. And he didn't change it. I'm glad he didn't but it's 

interesting. You know, 'Well, sure it is!" And you can actually critique it, or Say 

'Wd 1 like your argument, why you don't think so," or whatever (hterview, 

December 14,1999). 

In the private conferences, there was Little discussion or heip on articles beyond the two 

assigneci critics. Statements in the interviews indicate that this was due to lack of time at the end 

of semester. 

ZRarninn the article-writin~ Process 

Donald and several other participants felt that leaming the process of putting together a 

joumal wodd help their leaming as w d  as in their careers. On her November 15 survey Karen 

stated that she was not sure that anyone would read thW journal, but on the November 29 one 

she called the journal "a wonderful experience, if not for the end product, rather for the process. 

. . . I thought the dass went wonderfully. AU aspects came together to make it m. invaluable 

learning experience" (Survey, Novembex 29,1999). AU of the students mentioned learning the 

journal process as art important and rewarding part of the class. 

On her November 15 sumey, N o m  wrote, "it's great to go through the process. This 

technical howledge will also corne in handy in the future" (Sunrey, November 15,1999). In her 

interview, when asked merely how this class differed from others that she had taken, Norma 

returned to this idea of a collective process. 

I'd always been in a room, writing my essay; send it in; get it marked; send it back; 

"Oh, that's interestirig!"; but here 1 felt that the process of going through everything 

was really helpful and it wiU be useful in the future when 1 am (hopefully some day) 

writuig an article for some magazine. I will know what the steps are, what the 

process is. Even though 1 know that we were not frue to the editorial form, but at least 

1 have a definite idea of the process of copy-editing, and the steps it has to go through 

(interview, December 7,1999). 



Jane &O felt that the j o d  process itself was a great help to her learning, because she 

could give and get input from her classrnates over the tenn, as w d  as seeing how others 

approached the final article. 

1 would Say that 1 diddt get a final product that 1 wanted, but the process part was 100 

times more vduable than a normal paper-writing process. Because, what is it? You sit 

with a bunch of books, in a room, locked; you don? discuss it with anybody. Like [the 

other professor's] paper, for example, no one knows what everyone's topic is about! 

We just kind of sit there and Say, "How many pages is yours? 15?" And then you 

write 2 more. Daughs] No, I'm just joking! But, you know, we actually got to see 

everyone's papa  grow, which is totally different, and very valuable, 1 think 

(Interview, December 14,1999). 

Mary formed a holistic view of the course in which it was impossible for her to consider 

the journal as a leamirig experience without including confaencing and collaboration, because 

they were ali part of the learnïng context for her. Norm and Karen voiced similar feelings. 

Nishka saw ali  of the aspects of the course as a whole, with the journal as its culmination. She 

felt that the keys to doing the journal were consistent work and feedbadc from peers, which 

was "the only way you can leam (Interview, December 9,1999). 

Enjovment Creatim the Tourna1 

Each pariiapant found a great deal of enjoyment or satisfaction in creating the web 

journal. Pasquale pronounced it "very worthwhile" (Interview, December 13,1999) and Donald 

remarked that "to me that was the most exating part of the dass!"(mterview, December 16, 

1999). Nishka noted that she made several friends while working on it, mentioning speàficaiiy 

Pasquale, Karen, and N o m .  Bill allowed the students to choose their own tasks for the journal, 

and they chose those that reflected their own interests. This had a marked effect on their 

enjoyment. AU of the students were pleased at having leamed the process of creating and 

editing a journal. Karen, Norma, Pasquale, Jane, and Nishka were all excited to learn the 

cornputer technology involved in creating the journal, and Hannah admitted that it was 

valuable to how. Even Mary and Donald aliowed that they were glad to have learned the 

computing aspects, even if they dîd not use them in their own teadiing. 

Pasquale was particularly interested in the tedrnicai aspects. On his November 15 

sunrey he wrote, "1 think it is very important to gain the skills of web publishing" (Survey, 



November 15,1999). On his November 29 sunrey, referring to leaming how to aeate web 

pages, he stated "I liked it a lot!" (Interview, Novernber 29,1999). In hiç h a 1  interview, he 

daborated, "1 loved it. 1 thought the web stuff was great, great experience. That was the big 

difference hom any other class" (Survey, Novernber 29,1999). He eluadated a theme that 

several of the ofhers touched on 

1 thought it was great to use the web for h t  stuff. There's not enough of that 

happening, at t .  point. Meaning graduate studies. . . . Certainly in graduate school it 

should almost be an across the board thing. Arid I'm not necessarily saying that there 

should be sort of a forxnal joumal set up, but possibly even dass forums of some kind 

where a dass would post some of th& work or something on the Internet. 1 ihink 

that would be very, very appropriate (Tntemiew, December 13,1999). 

Problems Caused bv the Tourna1 

Even though she was the first to finish her article, one student expressed concem that 

too much work was requïred at the end of the semester for the layout committee, although 

neither of the original members felt that they were under significant h e  pressure. Niçhka 

pointed out that the work was not shared equitably, and that three of them did considerably 

less than the others. Pasquale and Mary also found the work unevenly distnbuted but 

diplomatically declined to Say who did not contribute. 

Pasquale and Karen felt that because there was a flurry of activiv at the end of the 

semestex they were not able to put as much time and effort Ïnto the paper for their other dass as 

they would have Iiked. Donald alluded to this same problem, while Norma, Nishka, and 

Hannah a l l  felt that after £inishing their artides they had sufiaent time for the 0th- paper. 

Summarv of the ioumai as LPP 

The joumal was an academic success, as well as a personal one, for the participants. All 

f e l t  that they had learned valuable things, and there was a feeling of pnde in having created and 

&tien for th& own journal. While there were problems with technology and group dynamics, 

these were outweighed by the benefits according to the partiapants' in te~ews .  The 

participants all mentioned that the local community had enhanced thw learning. For all but 

Donald, the journal solidified the local community, and also was found relevant to the 

participants' careers. 



The students' concem about the larger community of practice shows in theh concerns 

about the journal's reception, their intent to change the (perceïved) comrnunity of pracüce, amd 

their pride in creating the journal. Although only four participants were able to iden- the 

members of their community of praaice, those who did ated musical academia. 

Bill also found the journal worthwMe. "Great! Terrifie! I'm surprised that everyone isn't 

doing it! Ifs just so much fun!" (Interview, December 22,1999). He feLt that the students - 
acept for Donald - wrote better papers than he had expected of them based on their abilities 

coming into the course. He also felt that as a whole this was the best set of papers submitted to 

him by a graduate analysis dass. He attributed this in part to the process of peer review of 

drafts, sinfe he found that students rarely did initial drafts for their papers in past dasses. Biu 

gave the highest grades to the first-year students, the same students who indicated that they 

took the journal most serioudy. Bü1 &O noted that the students moved from a collegial 

community during the assignments to "a more solitary existence" (ibid.) when writing their 

papers. At this time, it was the critiques that kept them in contact. 

Bill presented the journal as a work in progress to the faculty and graduate students of 

his department in one of th& regular colloquia on December 1. Before this talk he gave the 

students a survey of his own. The following are quotes from this survey, which Bill induded in 

his talk, that address the joumal in partidar. 

"The journal was a great incentive and a useful process." 

"The journal is great preparation for future careers-" 

'The joumal was one of the most exciting aspects of the course." 

"The journal works to facilitate quality writing and thinking." 

Reaction of the ~rofessional comunitv to the journal 

An advantage of Intemet pubüshing is that the potential audience is not so fragmented 

as for a single journal, although the readership is Limited to those with Intemet access. Beyond 

this, they need to know that it is available. For this reason Bill announced at the start of term 

that he would inform those on the SMT list of the journal's publication when ît was ready. 

Although the students felt responsible for the journal, none of them suggested an additional 

forum for zumounchg it, and they seemed to accept Bill's judgement that the SMT was the 

appropriate body to inform. 



Bill sent a note to the Society for Music Theory's m a i h g  List inviting thern to pense the 

web journal on December 8. On Febmary 15,2000, a warmly appreaative note was sent by 

Professor Boris Plotrukov of the Professional School of Arts and Institute of Arts in 

Krasnoyarsk, Russia praising the idea and implementation of the journal. After t h a n h g  BÏll 

and the authors, he explained his perceived value of the joumal. 

Though, ui prinaple, w d  aware that analyzïng methods (and teaching analysis) 

prevailing in my country d i f f a  from those common in the USA and Canada, one 

could not dearly identify the points of difference. Studying the works on the Web 

page is very usefd for expanding one's teachïng eyesight (Boris Plohiikov, ernail to 

SMT-kt, February 15,2000). 

He gave detaüed praise of the articles, hding o d y  Donald's to be below the level of a 

masters student. 

The level and depth of analysis differ in partidar works. To be frank, the level of 

the paper on [one composer's piece] corresponds to a regular mid-semester a d y t i c  

assignment of a theory majoring student at a secondary professional school 1 work at 

or an erihance exam sight-dyzing assignment at a graduate school (conservatory 

or an institute). The works on [another composer] are more impressive. To 

generalize, 1 would like to advise that this kind of spreading experience via the 

intemet become common practice of other educationai institutions too. Reading 

ABOUT a work carmot substitute reading THE WORK (ibid.). 

Professor Plotdcov reiterated his praise in a second note to the Society on April12,2000, 

stating: 

This sort of [analytic] information is of great use in narrowly pracücal sense too. E.g. 

yesterday, 1 handed the two texts on Chopin to my undergraduate student (alas, the 

only one that fluently reads English), without any introductory comment, and 

offered her to read the texts, make her own analyses, defirie the difference in 

approach and express her personai opinion on the matter. . . . 

My point is: these are examples to be foIlowed by the others. The prinaple ideas and 

condensed concepts spread in Intemet comprise a v q  important source of dassified 

information for profession& all over the world. 



Let the good exampIe be followed by others (Bo& Plotnikov, email to SMri--&t, April 

12,2000)* 

In addition, John Rothgeb, a noted Schenkerïan theorist, sent Bill a reply to Bill's 

presentation of ternary fonn Bill obtained his permission to append this to his presentation in 

the joumal. nie Society for Music Theory also included a link to the journal kom their web site. 

Emer~ent Issues 

Career 

AU of the participants mentioned at some point the importance of computing, CMC, and 

leamhg the journal process to their careers. As the semester progressed, this theme became 

more insistent in responses to survey questions and in the interviews. 

Im~ortarice of CMC and ~eneral computirie for their careers 

As the semester progressed, the partiapants reported little interest in Schenkerian 

analysis, but more interest in ~onfe r~c ing  and computing in general. This interest was almost 

always Linked to career. While there were frustratirtg problems a d  not enough support, these 

were compensated for by help with leaming but even moreso by the partiapants' perceived 

advantage in the job market. 

AU of the participants felt that knowledge of conferencing or computing in general were 

valuable ski& for their careers, and that this dass enhanced those skiUs. Çeveral partiapants 

who planned to be teachers wanted to use a conferencing system, so long as the dass was s m d  

enough for it to be viable. Nishka, Jane, and Karen were adamant, while Hannah was 

ambivalent, feeling more resigned to needing computer skills to relate to her future students. 

Pasquale and Donald both doubted that they would use conferenhg for teadiing. Mary, 

uwure of her career goal, was hesitant to adopt conferenhg for her future teadiing, but felt 

that it had some merit. 

Although there are thingsfrorn the LeamLink ... The idea of like, you know, during 

the week, being able to share, things like that. Finding a forum in which to share, or 

have discussion (Tnterview, December 15,1999). 

Pasquale, Jane, and Karen noted that some of the introductory courses have hundreds of 

students, and that conferencing might not work in that environment. 



Jane was won over by her own astoruidbg progress in learning cornputer applications, 

adding, "compared to what 1 was tL'uee months ago, 1 just think I'm tremendously capable! It's 

incre&ile to me how much more computer SM 1 know" (Interview, December 14,1999). Mary 

was ambivalent, finding computers both helpful and extremely frustrating. "1 don't Iïke 

computers much, but 1 do ... I love them. Like, G o d  help me, if 1 didn't have my computer for 

my thesis, I'd die, right? So, you know, 1 recognke the value of themfr (InteMew, December 15, 

1999). N o m  felt that her new computer slalls gave her an edge when applying for jobs. 

Nishka was most interested in computing;, and felt that the dass offered "the added 

bonus of leaming more about computers. That's s o  marketable in the future, that 1 was really 

excited about that!" (Interview, December 9,1999). 

Karen felt that ushg computers enhancedl her career prospects. "Even just the scanning 

and that kind of stuff, 1 think that does get me to my  professional goal, whatever that 

professional goal may be" (hterview, December 17,1999). 

The journal process and students' teachingplans 

As with computing, the participants were most vocal about how the joumal process 

would help them in their careers. Everyone mentioned this. In addition to providing them with 

skills and int~oducing them to the process of putting together a joumal, they reported that the 

"real-world experience" of doing the journal gave them practicd knowledge and an example of 

their own work for their portfolios. Several felt doser to th& caxeer goals, even though these 

goals were different. 

Pasquale felt that this would be valuable f e r  any graduate studmt, so that "they would 

h o w  the process, and they can get their stuff out into the open" (Interview, December 13, 

1999). Hannah saw the joumal process as the backbone of the entire course, shaping their work 

over the semester. Nonna stated "1 felt that the pxocess of going through everything was really 

helpful and it will be uçefd in the future" (InteirvEew, December 7,1999). 

All of the participants who planned to be teadiers indicated that they would use a 

joumal in their teaching. In her November 29 survey, Norma indicated that she wodd not 

wish to use conferencing, but would use a web joumal in her teaching. In her interview she 

elaborated on the ideas she wouid take frorn this class. 

Definitely the journal idea. That was invaluable. 1 can not stress that enough! It was a 

real life experience, here we are writing o u  own articles, to be posted in a real 

joumal. How many other people in matching programs across the country cari really 



Say that? Unless they search it out themselves, and do it a l l  on their own - not school 

work tirne. And here I was, getting credif for doing thk, and there it is. Ifs  done! 1 

have a published article in a journal, and "Congratulations me!" Before rny 22& 

birthday (Interview, December 7,1999). 

Karen said in her interview that she would incorporate a web journal in her teadiing. 

Similarly, Jane planned to use a journal for teachïng so her students could see each other's 

work in progress. Pasquale said that he would use a journal in his teaching, but - reflecting his 

reservations - would represent it more as a "student journal" rather than a "real" one, adding 

that it was Ieaming the process that he felt was important (Interview, December 13,1999). Even 

Mary, who had no set career goal, planned to "use a journal" for teaching. 

Donald gave the most passionate reason for using a journal in his future teaching. 

When you corne to a program like this, in a sense it's your heart's desire to get yow 

work out there; get your ideas on the line. Because, there's not much glory in this 

field, but in a sense you want your name known. And so that's my motivation - the 

fa& that 1 can publish And so yes I am going to encourage that in my dassroom. Yes 

I'm going go to Say "You want your work, you want your name out there? Weli, then 

this is what you have to do. And that's good that the class provided me with this 

opportunity to publish 1 can Say that it's my first time. But yeah, I think a lot of the 

things that we did I wodd dqçinifdy use in my own classroom, and the idea of 

publishing period is one of them (Interview, December 16,1999). 

However, because he found the cornputer applications so frustrating, for his own 

teaching Donald planned to use a paper journal. 

Career Goals 

Donald said, "1 desire to be a musicology professor, and 1 desire to have my Ph-D. ... So, 

yeah, the dass has definitely directed me toward my professiond goals" (Interview, December 

16,1999). Karen had little invested in d y s i s  and did not plan to use it or teach it, but even she 

felt that the dass brought her doser to her goal as she learned to use computing and CMC in an 

academic setting. 

Asked if he were closer to his goal, Pasquaie replied, "1 ceriainly a m  because of the 

tedinical stuff!" (Interview, December 13,1999). He probably would not use Schenkerian 

andysis in his future work, "but certauily the tedinical stuff, the web design was invaluable. 



And moved me towards my goal for sure" (ibid.). Jane was very enthusiastic about aeating the 

journal. She explained that is was in actually writing the article, as well as dtiquing others' 

articles, that she leamed how to write properly. She was very interested in becoming a part of 

the professional community, and saw good presentation in the journal as a fist  step. 

Differing student and ~rofessor pers~ectives 

The students had signifcantly different perspectives £rom Bill on issues regarding CMC, 

collaboration, LPP, and the emergent issue of marking. 

Introduction - respect for Bill as a teacher 

Hannah summed up the students' feelings about Bill. "Everyone thinks, "Hail, Dr. R!" 

Even today, when he waked irito the room at the [end of semester] Party, everyone was saying, 

'Dr. R just came in! Dr. R just came in!' Everyone adores Dr. R" (Interview, December 3,1999). 

Hannah felt that Bill was a mentor for her, and that she leamed a great deal from his 

personal integrïty and example. Norma Iiked Bill from the very first class and enjoyed his 

teaching style. She credited his larid demeanor with her staying in the class, since she was 

reduced to tears in her first class in the other course. She felt that he was a mentor to her- Norrna 

summed this up as "He's so great!" (Interview, December 7,1999). Nishka Liked Bill a great 

deal, and admired his personal teaching style. She considered him "a mentor." Jane found Bill 

to be '?and of - not totally but somewhat -a role model" (Interview, Decernber 14,1999). 

Although she did not plan to be an analyst, she admired his teaching style. "Dr. R is redy  great 

that way; his criticism. He says it, but he doesn't make you feel ... I i k  a Zoser!" (ibid.). 

The second-year students were more resenred. Karen felt that she knew Bill very well 

and that he was a "reaiiy good prof but not her mentor (Interview, December 17,1999). She 

was too d te res ted  in arialysis to interact with hirn more than the minimum required, but she 

did enjoy his teachuig svle. Mary was most concemed with what Bill thought of her work, far 

more than any of her dassmates. She also wanted him to think her intelligent- Mary felt that she 

had a personal relatiortship with Bill that transcended student-teacher. Pasquale respected Bill 

and appreaated his help, but felt that "he was just a regular prof.. .. 1 knew that he knew his 

material. But oiher than that, 1 didn't think of myself as 'a student under...'. I didn't think of 

myself as that" (inte~ew, December 13,1999). 

Donald's relationship with Bïil was problematic- He expressed concem over Bill's "poor 

dassroom management" and his "uwatisfactory'' student evaluations for the previous course, 



but then liked his teactiing style (Interview, December 16,1999). He added "I've gone to hirn 

and asked him to be my mentor! . . . He is definitely mentor; he iç definitely master" (ibid.). 

Donald also asked him to supervise hiç thesis, to whkh Bill agreed. 

The students' positive feelings were reaprocated. In the colloquium, Bill comphented 

"the excellent group of students" that made up this partidar dass (Field notes, coIioquium, 

December 1,1999). In his interview he commented that this group handed in the best work of 

any dass that he had taught, and that their grades were "alrnost embmassingly high" 

(Interview, December 22,1999). Still, Bill's perspective and perception of the studentsr learning 

did not always match the students' reported perspectives. The students' perceptions Wered 

from Bill's on rnarlcing, participation, their autonomy in creating the journal, and the 

requirernent of learning technology for the course. Their views were similar on the time 

required, effedive use of conferencing, the usefulness of ledures, and course content. 

Bill deaded to try a "learning contract" for the course. He created a web page that 

detailed his approach, and presented this marking scheme in the £irst dass. He then encouraged 

the students to read the web version and to contact him with any concerns they might have 

about it, but it was not dismsed again in class until October 25. 
- 

Grading will be based on a contract approach: 

In order to attain a grade of A-, a student will complete a term paper with an adequate degree of 

content and presentation on schedule and s e  it through the publication process in S c h k e r  Analysis 

Forum. This involves farniliarity with the literature of the course, development of a satisfactory 

analytical abiiity, ability to dearly present ideas, howledge of and appropriate use of terminology. in 

addition, a student will effectively critique other students' work during the course of the term. 

In order to attain a grade of A, a student wiLl do all of the above, with many areas showing a high level 

of ability. 

In order to attain a grade of A+, a student will do ail of the above, as weii as fulfüling effiaently and 

punctually a role on the publication committee of Schenkeriatz Analysis Forum- 

Grades of B+ and lower are reserved for students who do not fuLfil the above requirements. 

NB: ïhere is no Mt to the number of A+ available!! 

Figure 4. The class learning contract from Bill's web site. 



The students were confused about the marking scheme. Some were surprised that no 

marks were aven for partiapation in the conferencing system. More did not realize that the 

assignments were not marked. Finally, some students thought that their work on the journal, 

not just th& article and aitiques, was to constitute a larger part of th& final mark. At the end 

of October Bill darified to the dass that their mark was to be based entirely on their final article, 

somewhat contradicting his posted polïcy- 

BU'S strategy was to use CMC as a non-judgmental (unmarked) system for the students 

to collaborate. The students wanted th& participation marked, whereas Bill saw it as "getting 

their feet wet." Unf~rtunately~ he did not explain this to the students, nor did he offer them the 

option to negotiate. At the end of tan,  Bill felt that the students did share ideas and leam to 

express themselves w d  in this envir~nment~ and that thiç showed in their final articles. The 

students, though, were proud of thw contributions and wanted credit for ideas that would not 

tuni up in their papers, or would tum up in others' papers when they helped them. 

BU asked for the students' ideas, thoughts, and changes regarding his rnarking scheme, 

but received no feedback. In the October 25 dass he announced that it was " t h e  to re-visit our 

evaluation methodology" (Field notes, dassroom discussion, October 25,1999) but the students 

did not reply and seemed to have forgotten how they were to be marked. Bill suggested that 

they review it from the course web site and contact him with th& concems or changes. On 

October 26 Bill wrote an e-mail to the dass saying that the leaming contract thaï he had 

proposed awarded marks only for "completed work" which he took to mean the articles. Again, 

no one responded, publidy or privately. In class on N-ovember 1, BU referred to his e-mail, 

concemed that he had received no feedbadc and asking if anyone had any concems about 

grading or his note. No one said anything, so he suggested that they re-read the note and let 

him h o w  right away if they had problems with i t  Again, no one responded and the marking 

scheme was not changed. 

In his interview, Bill stated 

1 brought up the topic halfway through the dass. "Now this is what we are hoping to 

do." Hopuig to get them to Say "No, that seems tembly unfair to grade that way! 

And what about al l  of this work we have been doing week by week; shodddt that 

count for somethuig at all?" And 1 invited them on several occasions to speak to me 

in person, or on the email, or any way that they wanted to speak - their feelings about 

it. And according to that, nobody had a problem with it. Which either is great, or 



shows that they are scared to tdk about it or ... But, but, 1 can only read it at face 

value. OK, this is great And then 1 looked again, right near the end of term, 1 read 

that thing again, and 1 looked at the work they had been doing, and 1 thought about 

it. "It seems OK to me." And then I applied it at the end, as accurately as 1 could. And 

graded these people And 1 thought that the grades were fair. niey were high; 1 mean, 

they did good work. By and large, the grades were high; maybe embarrasssingly high! 

(Interview, December 22,1999)- 

Even after the semester, thought that she wodd be marked on "partiapation." 

Donald was &O confused about the marking scheme in his interview. Nishka was concemed 

about the mark being "entirelf' based on the article, espeaally since Donald did not bother to 

copy-edit hers. She felt that BiI! would probably take their work during the term into account, 

even though the markhg scheme did not allow for this. She mentioned that she and Mary 

discussed this, with Mary holding the opposite vie- Mary was most concerned about her mark, 

although she mentioned that she did not care how they were arrived at so long as she got a 

good one, because they were important to the educational system and for sdiolarships. Jane 

noted that if marks were not aw-arded there was little incentive to partiapate in conferenàng, 

and added, "1 thought there should have been a partiapation mark or somethirig" (Interview, 

December 14,1999). On the other hand, Gren felt that marks had Little to do with leaming. 

"Are you doing it just because Dr. R is going to check that you did it? Agah, it's a bit of that 

mentality of people who are too worried about marks" (Interview, December 17,1999). 

CMC issues 

"Two Substantive Notes ~ e r  Week" requirement 

h the first class Bill armounced that the students were respomible for posting "two 

substantive notes" in the conference per week. NO one met this requirement, although all of the 

fïrst-year students and Mary reported feeling pressure to do so and guilt at not fulfïUhg the 

expectation. Reasons ated were lack of postings to reply to; determination not to post for the 

sake of posting; disbelief that this was a serious requirement; and la& of incentive. Other 

factors that affected postings were the clarification that conferencing partiapation would not be 

marked and system failures. The significant dedine in the number of notes posted began in the 

first week of Novernber, just after Bill's second mention of the marking scheme in dass, and at 

the time of two serious cornputer communication disruptions. The extent of the effect of these 



factors was impossible to ascertain precisely, as the students began working on their individual 

arades at this same tirne, and it was expected thaï participation in the conferences would 

decline at that time. 

Hannah noted that non-compliance tended to 

snowball. . . .If people don't put into LeamLulk, you can't respond to them. To a 

certain extent it was that- To a certain extent it was "1 don't have anything to Say. I've 

responded to one person, and 1 don't have anything to Say to the second person! 1 

could write them a response saying '1 Liked your graphies' but 1 might as well not, 

because that's OK to not always be teUing someone something like that" (hterview, 

December 3,1999). 

Norma spoke about the two-note-per-week requirement in her interview. 

1 was anxious originally, but Karen told me "Ifs no big deal! It's just Dr. R Whatever 

you can do is fine. That's just the way he is. He's really easy-going that way. Just as 

long as you show that you've tried to do something, that counts!" (Inteniew, 

December 7,1999). 

Jane suggested that Bill's deckion not to mark LeamLink participation left them with 

Little incentive to take part in discussion. She added that several students, especïally the second 

years were so busy that they decided not to participate f d y  in the on-line conference out of 

time constraint- Since they were not being marked, she felt that there was no incentive for them. 

Karen felt that she should do "whatever it takes to make the prof happy and forget about it" 

(Interview, December 17,1999). Mary refused to read dl of the notes posted, and by mid- 

October posted sporadicdy. While none of the students fulfilled this requirement, the average 

n d e r  of notes per student is just over 25 (25 %) for the semester, almost exactly two per week. 

Res~onsibilitv for learning technologg 

Pasquale, Karen, and Nishka Mt that they were responsible for leamhg the necessary 

computer skills, but the rest of the participants wanted more direct, hands-on training, and felt 

abandoned to some degree. They also felt that they wasted time dealing with computer 

problems that were not part of the course content. 

Bill had a different view. By September 30 he felt that the technical part of computer use 

had been taught, and that it was only a matter of practice from thereon. He felt that there was 



enough support in place for the students, but that they were responsible for Leamuig as much as 

they could on the* own. 

In this technical business, "help" means 'There's no point in me explaining 

everything to you because there's too much to explain and not enough time. You go 

do your stuff- When you get to a place where you donf t now what to do, then that's 

when the resources kick in, and someone cornes and shows you the next step" 

(Interview, December 22,1999). 

Bill was surprised when the students showed little enthusiasm at his suggestion that 

they all put up a personal web page in order to become f d a r  with creating web pages for the 

journal. Bill thought that they would "have fun" aeating their own web pages, but they took it 

as an assignment and only Pasquale and Nishka created more than the simplest page. 

Collaboration issues 

h d a s s  presentations 

Hannah was quite vocal about collaboration. 

We were collaborating on LeamLinkt but what 1 would have Ziked - and its odd to 

request more work! - but 1 would have liked to have had to do a presentation with 

someone in the dass on something perhaps even very small, and then we could get 

up in front of the dass and t a  about it, because 1 think even though that kind of 

collaboration was encouraged there's a certain degree to whidi I think things have to 

be "enforced" (Interview, December 3,1999). 

Mary had prepared a presentation for class on November 22 but declined to mention it 

when no one else had done so. She stated a preference for collaborating more, in person, and 

presenting in dass. Donald agreed that he wanted more discussion in dass, and that they 

should have done presentations in class as well. 

LPP issues 

Lack of ~articipation bv Donald 

Bill felt that participation in conferencing and collaboration was so worthwhile as to be 

obvious to the students, although he did also note that each of them "dropped out of sight for a 

period" during the semester (InteMew, December 22,1999). Donald was the only one who 



refused to collaborate, and the only one who did not hilfill the dass reqyïrements to copy-edit 

two articles and wrïte aitiques of two others. Bill regarded Donald's lack of participation as a 

problem between the two of them, as teacher and student. He &O expressed personal difficulty 

in deaduig on Donald's mark for the course. 

Bill was concemed about Donald from the second w& Donald was very slow in usina 

the conferencïng system, slow to post a note, and then late with every assignment- Bill was soon 

quite frustrated by him. After examïning Donald's posting history, B U  remarked 

1 wondered whether he was just not writing but looking at a lot of stuff, but I think he 

waçn't; 1 think he was doing basically the minimum in both those areas. 1 just wanted 

to make sure of that, so that 1 could understand as much as I could where he was 

coming from (Interview, December 22,1999). 

Some other students fdt that they were unnecessanly penalized when Donald did not 

do his copy-editing (Nishka) or critiquing aane and Hannah). The only consolation they 

expressed was that hiç comments would undoubtedly have been poor. The journal editors were 

also concerned that they were not empowered to compel hirn to perform his duties as a copy 

editor. Some also felt cheated when Donald appeared to pass the course without dohg the 

work that was required, but asked to remain anonymous on this point. 

The only other cornplaint of non-partïapation from the students was that some had a 

lighter load in the creation of the journal, although there was no consensus on who besides 

Donald this included. 

Autonomv of the ioumal 

In the first dass, Bill announced that whüe the journal was a required element in the 

course, it belonged to the students and could be structured as they saw fit. B U  gave them 

control of several key decisions, but several participants felt that they should have had cornplete 

control. Bill did let them decide on the title of the journal (overriding his original title), control 

his own contributions, and design the layout and logo. H e  also allowed them to choose the 

pieces and topics for their articles, design the layout, and critique one another's work without 

his input. He organized the critiquing assignments according to Hannah's suggestion that one 

aitic be workïng on a similar piece. In November dass discussion became increasingly 

dominated by the joumal, and Bill felt that students should figure out much of the process 

themselves, with his added guidance when necessary. 



During th& interviews several of the participants disdosed that they had wanted even 

more control of the journal than they were allowed. Both edito~s mentioned their frustration at 

having to accept poorly written work, and their inability to force rewriting of shoddy work or 

to enforce copy-editing or crïtiquing responsibilities. One was concerned that she was identified 

as the editor, and that someone would think that she chose unworthy essays and so was not 

convinced that the joumal essays should be published and advertised to others. She was very 

concemed that Bill asked people to rnake changes after her editing was almost done, since this 

overrode her authonty. 'Wd, 1 was like really frustrated with that because 1 don? think there 

were clear parameters on that" (Interview, December 15,1999). She felt that one paper 

(probably Donald's) had a number of problems and shodd not have been published, but that it 

was the professor's responsibility to make that decision, not the editors'. (In fact, BiIl did make 

that decision at the start of term, that everyone's essay would be published.) She also felt that 

some students did not share in the journal. The layout comnïttee, though, had a different view, 

and decided on the layout issues without aslang for Bill's input, assumyig that they had the 

authority. 

Karen and Pasquale were concemed that Bill's suggestions for changes to the articles 

continued past the journal's publication deadline. Pasquale found this "a bit out of line" 

(Interview, December 13,1999) and Karen sirnply did not d e  the last set of corrections that 

BiU identified. When Bill spoke of further changes in the colloquium Pasquale aied out, "Lots 

of lu& getting changes at this late date!" (Field notes, colloquium, December 1,1999). Everyone 

laughed but Pasquale noted in his interview that he really did mean it. 

Students chanPing: course content 

The course outline speafied five assignmeents and a final paper using a fairly traditional 

approach to Sdienkerian analysis, although Bill did encourage combining different approaches 

in their analyses. The focus dianged subtly durùig the assignments, and quite sharply in the 

latter part of the semester. 

None of the students saw Schenkerian analysis as important to their future, and most 

chose to synthesize the analysis with their own musicological interests. One attempted to 

contrast Schenker and Réti in his paper; another combined analysis with feminist criticism; two 

employed elements of post-modern thought; one added Hegel's philosophy; and two uçed 

historical methods of investigation. 



The interest that the students showed in their own syntheses of methods, and the quality 

of their work, convinced Bill to trade off some of his intended topics of Schenkerian analysis for 

a broader approach to analysis and critique. The cost for this was less tirne spent on specifics 

such as temiinology and the finer points of Schenker's method. Several students were 

concerned that they had not learned enough terminology to write a M y  Çchenkerian paper, 

but all appreaated being able to make their own combination of analytical approadieç. Bill 

stated in his i n t e ~ e w  

It took some of the weight off of the theoretical component. If this was taught as a 

traditional Schenker dass, you know they would just be hunkeririg down on 

theoretical issues and analyzing al1 terni. Which would be great for me! I love it. But 

for these students with a broad range of backgrounds, a broad range of interests, 

leavening that with other acüvities 1 think is a good thing- It contextualizes it and it 

gives them a break (Interview, December 22,1999). 

CMC proved helpful in leaming and was a benefiaal supplement to the in-dass course. 

It was effective in aiding the formation of the local comrnunity. CMC and cornputing were seert 

as valuable enough to outweigh the htrat ions involved in leaming them. Some of these 

frustrations may have been the result of a flawed local implementation of the FirstClass 

software, but the students were only aware of performance problems with the system. 

Collaboration was enjoyable and somewhat beneficial, although it was not perceived as 

worthwhile when the students became very busy. It was viewed as a lunvy because the 

collaborative products were not marked, and so was not viewed as worthwhile enough given 

the scheduling problems and time it entailed. Still, the coilaborative assignments were some of 

the best work submitted by the participants. 

LPP was felt to be very worthwhile by the partiapants. The local commdty provided 

aid with several aspects of th& leaming, although not significantly with Schenkerian arialysis. 

Presenting thW work to the community of practice focussed their leaming over the semester 

and gave many a sewe of accomplishment when the journal was completed. The journal was a 

successfd way to introduce LPP, which in tum motivated students to l e m  in this class. For all 

participants, the journal was the most rewardùig and interesüng part of the dass. 



Both CMC and generai cornputing were found to lx important skills for the students as 

stakehoIders in their own learning but moreso with an eye to their cmeers. Many of the 

partiapants adniitted structuring their course work to mrvcimize theiir own career interests. 

Enjoyment was also a large part of their motivation for learning. 

Signüicant clifferences of perception between the students and Bill emerged. These 

included the appropriateness of the marking scheme, perceived ineqmalities in workloads, lack 

of control over the journal, and inconsistencies in course managemexnt. 

Plans for future courses 

Bill felt that it was a successful course, and that although somte minor changes would be 

needed, he would teach it in a similar way again. His proposed changes for future courses were 

to arrange more fornial computer tutorials and to use Netxape Composer to aeate web pages. 

He also hoped that the conferencing system would become more stable with time. If possible, 

he planned to indude an external member of the SMT on the editorid board. 

The students had many more suggestions for future courses, unduding a revised 

marlàng scheme that induded participation; a completely student-nirn journal; han&-on 

computer tutonals and detailed instructions. Most were supportive o.ef using conferencïng and 

collaborative assignments again, and suggested keeping the same basic structure. 



CHAPTER SIX - DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

"Legitimate peripheral participation as the core concept of relations of leaming places 

the explanatory burden for issues s u d i  as 'understanding' and levels' of abstraction 

or conceptudization not on one type of leamhg as opposed to anotherI but on the 

cultural practice in whidi the leaming is taking place, on issues of access, and on the 

transparency of the cultural environments with respect to the meankg of what is 

being learned (Lave & Wenger, 1991, pp. 1û4-5)." 

This study was concerned with legitirnate periphed partiapation. A major emergent 

issue was student voice and its implications for teachïng. n e  students were the major 

participants, and they were the ones who partiapated legitimately and peripherally ùi the 

community of practice; BilI and 1 were secondary members of the commuüty who supported 

the students- This concentration on students as the major stakeholders in the course raiçed 

issues of the power of students to direct th& leaming. This in tum suggested refinements to the 

methodology for conducting the study, which helped to uncover emergent issues of importance 

to the stakeholders. The ways in which the students coped with the constraints, a s  well as each 

other, gave a dearer picture of the sometimes nebulous notion of "communities of practice." 

In this chapter 1 begin with a short discussion of LPP as experienced by the participants 

of this study. Next I dixuss issues of power as they relate to university graduate students, 

iriduding several aspects of student voice that impact teadung and learning. This leads in to a 

discussion of the appropriateness of the methodology used in regard to hearing student voice. 

The approach used was crucial to the study, given the attitudes of the students and the 

constraints under whidi they worked. Next 1 discuss emergent issues which tacitly guided a 

great deal of the leamhg in the course: future value to career and present enjoyment in doing 

ihe tasks. 

Having discussed the more personai side of learning, I continue on to the notion of 

communities of practice. Lave and Wenger (1991) have noted that these communities are very 

difficult to define, and so 1 discuss the students' diverse views of their comunities of practice. 

These indude the local community formed within this dass, and other wider ones that they feei 

they have addressed or must address. Implications for teadung and leaming are induded 



within this discussion, since for this study they are incorporated in the students' entry into the 

communities. Also ïncluded are technological issues, since technoIogy bath aided and thwarted 

the students' efforts. 

Lepitimate Peri~herd Participation 

The use of legïtimate peripheral partiapation for this course added interest and 

excitement that made learning more immediate and more focussed for the participants. The 

creation of a journal gave their coursework more focus while it also hdped them to aim beyond 

the immediate dassroom toward th& professional work The atrnosphere of the dass was 

infused with the excitement of being "novice professionals" as opposed to "senior students." 

The initial spark of interest in the jourrial was stoked by the local community, even as 

the xrtembers aimed to leave that community for the larger world of the professional community 

of practice. This larger community also acted to some degree as a "safeq valve" for the social 

pressures within the group, as the second-year students realized that as a group they were soon 

to part. The local community was held together by the use of CMC, as well as by their work on 

the journal, and cornputer tediriology &O allowed them to present their work to the world ai 

large. While CMC is not essential to LPP, this study suggests that it is very helpful, espeually 

for commUNty formation. 

There was a great deal of cooperative, collective work done, but few collaborative 

products were produced. This suggests that the production of collaborative products shodd be 

designed into the course in advance, with speafic incentives for the students, if they are to be 

produced reliably. This study also suggests that such produds are not necessaxy for successful 

LPP, so long as there is a cooperative local community. 

bor tance  of class outcomes for this studv 

Despite their datively poor preparation, the students analyzed more pieces than other 

classes that Bill had taught. He told them in dass on November 22 that they were where any 

other dass wodd have been by December 8 (the end of ierm). The final articles exceeded Bill's 

expectations for the group based on th& incoming knowledge. One apparent reason is that the 

students did several drafts of the final article and had them peer-reviewed - Bill found the 

number of drafts exceptional for his students. 'Ihe partiapants' concem with presenting 

themselves to the community of pracüce led to a higher quality of essay than BilI had seen of his 

graduate students in past years, even though they had a slightly inferïor background in 



analysis. There was also some interest expressed by the professional community after the 

semester ended. 

The course in this study was an academic success in that the students felt that they 

leamed a great deal of value, while the professor felt that all of the students (except for one) had 

exceeded his expectations by a signifi-cant margii. While this does not prove that the design of 

the couse contibuted to this result, at least it does not prove conversely that the design 

hindered learning. It also suggests that the student-led changes to the course content did not 

lead to inferior work, and may have contibuted to the results that so impressed the teadier. 

Student Pers~ectives, Power, and Voice 

Importance of student voice 

While much educational research has been done on learning, very little of this has 

benefited from a full representation of the learners and th& experiences. Lincoln (1995) notes 

that the idea of listening to student voices regarding their leaming is "relativeIy unexplored 

td tory"  (p. 88). Often the reported "experience" of the students is merely the perception of the 

teacher. As this study has illustrated, the teacher's perceptions may differ si&"ficantly from 

those of the students. While atternpting a contribution to this important literature, this study 

has demonstrated that even with the good will and support of a professor students still may not 

feel free to discuss issues of great importance to them s u c h  as marks. They may remain very 

interested in their own learning, but are cautious about expressing themselves. 

Hay (1996a) suggests that legitirnate peripheral participation is an important notion for 

education, and that "with some iwight from the liberatory pedagogist Freire, could and should 

avoid focusing on practice at the expense of inadequately considerkg the student" (p. 98). In 

many ways these students inhabit what Friere (1970) refers to as an "oppressed" sort of "Third 

World where they have been "deprived of their voice" (p. 35). Freire's term is ideological and 

political rather than merely a geographical label, and impiies an absence of power that denies 

any form of resistance. The students' wariness about expressing their true feelings on 

"sensitive" issues in this class illustrates their perceived la& of power. As in any soaal sphere, 

there are tensions and contradictions withui schools that are only exacerbated by combinations 

of power, tedinology, and ideology, all of which are meant to serve howledge. 

If they are not actively seeking their "liberation" in the dassroom it may be because they 

do not redize their position, or possibly have become resigned to i t  It is also possible that after 



spending years in the educational system, "students may not h o w  they have a voice. Or, if 

they b o w  they have on, they corisaously repress it when in the presence of adults in 

authority" (Lincoln, 1995, p. 91)- As Freire (1970) points out such "oppression is domesticating" 

(p. 36). To se& &domf the oppressed "must perceive the reality of oppression not as a dosed 

world from which there is no exit, but as a limiting situation which they can transform" (p. 34). 

Such a transformation, however, must be undertaken by the oppressed as a group, and is 

beyond the scope of a single course in music analysis. However, this idea does shed some light 

on the reticence of the participants to respond even to direct appeals from the professor for 

criticism of his marking scheme- It seems better not to "rock the boat" dunrig the semester, and 

it iç not "safe" to speak freely mtil after the semester has ended- Only then did they speak 

freely, and this was to me as a neutrai party, not to thW teacher. 

BaIance of Dower between teacher and student 

Freire (1970) feels that the teacher must start the reconaliation of this dilemma by 

acknowledging worth in the experience of the student. He warns that "projecting a n  absolute 

ignorance ont0 others . . . negates education and knowledge as processes of inquiry" (p. 38). He 

argues against a pedagogy in which the teacher is seen as the only active agent; the only 

speaker; the sole decision maker; and is invested with authorïty in opposition to the freedom of 

the students. The negative points in this description contrast sharply with Bill's teaching style, 

which featured consultation, some shared authority, and a great deal of intellectud freedom for 

the students. This is the style that the participants praised unanimously. As suggested by Freire, 

Bill had a "profound trust" in his students and their "creative power" and acted as a partner in 

their learning (p. 62). Instead of adopting a transmission view of music analysis, which Freire 

terms "the banking concept of education," Bill chose a more "problem-posing" method which 

assumed the "intentionality" of the students to leam. In the course under study, Bill made each 

piece a "problem" to be solved for both the student and the teacher, and solved these "live" 

rather than presenting a finished "correct" solution. This interactive and flexible style saved the 

students from becoming "creatively stifled" and drew the student into the course activities. It 

also made the course more enjoyable and less formal. 

Legitimate peripherd participation hinges on allowing learners access to opportunities 

to l e m  and practice skills. Issues of access are dosely aligned to those of power. Lave and 

Wenger suggest that issues related to legitimate penpheral participation that must be 

considered further indude "unequal relations of power" (p. 42). This is important for thiç study 



because academia invests the professor with a great deal of power ove  students. Knowles 

(1986) admits that there is a long tradition of the transmission model of knowledge at the heart 

of American higher education, and that academia requires certain tokens and guarantees of 

accomplishrnent. Knowles suggests a compromise, with the insbctor maintairing control in 

key areas such as prescription of objectives and assessment, but with provision for "some 

degree of initiative by the lemers" (p. 149). The teadiirig challenge for this dass was to share 

power while satisfying universiSr regulations. 

McLellan (1996) agrees that allowing leamers access and power is vital, because "ski& 

are honed through practice, where the student moves toward flying solo, without the support of 

a teacher and coach" (p. 11). To be effective, this m u t  be a goal of both the leamer and the 

teacher, but the teacher is much more able to provide access and must cede power. Tnpp's 

(1996) attack upon efforts to 'liberate" students as "the pedagogy of the nardssistic" (p. 159), 

while correctly cautious about passing theoretical fads, misses an important point In any case, 

the student's experience must be less than optimal if the teacher retains all of the power. No 

group cm have the sarne individual needç or interests, and ignoring student voices of dissent 

can only perpetuate this situation. While "liberation" seems to be too extrerne a terrn for Tripp, 

allowing students to take more control of th& leamtg is analogous to modem medicine's 

encouragement of patients taking more responsibility for their own health. Ultimately, the 

students will construct thW own view of the subject, and integrate it into thw own leaming, 

and this study suggests that this desire is a conscïous one. 

While academia places constraints on the corttrol students cm have of their scholastic 

endeavors, as Knowles (1975) notes, there may be more to the problem than regulations. Freire 

(1970) points out the problem with viewing any group as "the other." This view, as has been 

noted by postmodemist thinkers such as Foucault, usudy entails seeing the "other" as inferior 

in some sense. Lave (1996) cites Rornmetveit's point that "any investigation designed to explore 

evidence of 'ideal' problem-solving activiiy is sure to reved the 'shortcomings' of its subjects" 

(p. 97). Both of these points seen to converge on the teacher-student dynamic, wherein the 

teacher may view the student's lack of familiarity with the academic forms of expression as a 

la& of inteüectual capability. Lave notes this same sort of bias when scientists studied everyday 

use of mathematics by "just plain f o k "  and compared them to scientific ideals of mathematics 

"without reference to the intentions of [the] actors" (p. 98). While Lave sees a place for everyday 

and scholastic mathematics in life, she notes that the latter is "blessed with an ideological 



power" (p. 99) not given the former. Evaluating students in this way reinforces orthodox 

procedures but du& the impetus for creative thinking. For this study it wodd be tantamount to 

denying the students any insight into the music that they have proven to know so w d .  

Control of the journal as vower 

Control of the journal was a problem for aany of the students involved with i t  Bill 

retained the prerogative to compel iridusion of all articles written, as w d  as those to set 

deadlines and assign marks. While this was an issue for some students Bill reaily had Little 

leeway on these points and was compelled to follow the policies of his university. Given that 

the professor has certain responsibilities, it is reasonable that Bill shodd have provided the 

outlirie of the course, the assignments, and the marking scheme. It is laudable that he allowed 

the students a gwd deal of input into course content and the markhg scheme. However, it 

appears that this same educational system taught the students not to comment on the =king 

scheme even though all had some concerns aboutit Similar sentiments were voiced regarding 

the journal. For example, Mary remarked that "we were given the oppominity to express our 

concerns. 1 lcnow that 1 didri't because 1 knew . . . that's not what wants to be heard" (Interview, 

December 15,1999). This bears out Lincoln's point that students will of t a  silence themselves 

before a teacher. 

This reflects the gap in power between the students and the professor. The students 

were more successful at effectirig a change in course content, but even the move away from 

"hardcore" Schenkerian analysis foilowed Bill's suggestion that artides synthesize a number of 

approaches. For the journal, there was widespread dissatisfaction with Bill's suggestions of 

changes very dose to the deadüne, but only Karen reftsed to make these changes (although 

Donald did ignore them, promising to do them "later"). When to stop advising on 

improvements to a paper is a pedagogical decision- BiU chose to override the deadline and offer 

last-minute suggestions, which he felt were necessary to d e  certain artides effective. Like his 

insistence that ail artides be accepted for the journal, Bill relied on his years of experience in 

teaching to make his choices. The students resented not being consulted, or not having the 

rationale explained to them, but they kept this resentment from Bill. 

The students wanted more power to enforce cornpliance with course requirements and 

th& own standards- The editors wanted to set a minimum standard for articles to be accepted 

to the journal. Most students felt that they should have had the right to demand that everyone 

complete di of aieir "dass responsibilities" or else suffer severe academic penalty. With these 



options denied tham, the local community provided a degree of peer pressure to maintain a 

good standard of writing as well as to keep up to date with dass work and presentations. Even 

here they were bound by proprïety, which seemed more onerous for the second-year students- 

The studentç were very democratic in makuig group decisions, usually settüng 

disagreements by majority nile. Social conflict might have dampened enthusiasm ai tirnes, but 

it &O helped leamhg by providing different perspectives. Lave and Wenger state that 

"Confict is experienced and worked out through a shared everyday pradice in whkh ciifferhg 

viewpoints and common stakes are in interpIay" (p. 116). Differences are apparent, for exarmple, 

in Jane's understanding and appreüation of Mary's perspective, which was just annoying tfo 

Pasquale, and her amusement (rather than umbrage) at Pasquale's refusal to see her point o f  

view. The participants had diverse perspectives on th& social interactions as well as th& 

communities of practice, and most felt that shaMg these was beneficial. 

Access issues for students 

If leamers are to partake in a community they must have access to that community a s  

well as some control over th& own activities. 

Access 

Issues of access are dosely related to those of power. Hay (1996a) states that it "is not 

uncommon to educational situations [that] the newcomer has little or no ability to make or t-even 

impact decisions concemuig what is taught, how it is taught, and by whomff (p. 93). A mairi 

purpose for the design of this shidy was to provide students with access to the community of 

practice, and many of my concems have already been voiced by Lave and Wenger (1991)- Eor 

example, they state that "the important point concerning learning is one of access to practice as 

resource for learning, rather than to instruction" (p. 85). Bill's deasion to allow them to run the 

journal and select their own pieces for analysis reflects his belief that students learn by actimg 

within the real community. It &O ailowed the students to contact the community of practicce 

with work of their own choosing, and from their own perspective. 

Lave and Wenger (1991) also state that "control and selection, as well as the need f o r  

access, are inherent in commmities of practice" (p. 103). The learners will need these to f u n d o n  

in the professional community, and this dass allowed them to exercise their discretion from. 

within a supportive environment Lave and Wenger also note that schools sequester studerirts in 

"pervasive ways," preventing newcomers from peripherai participation in the community, s o  



that their legitiniacy is as part of the school only. Students leam to be students. A good example 

is the typical ierm paper, which is ~ t t e n  for the teacher's eyes only. Rather than do this, the 

students published their papers publidy for each other and the world to s e .  Lave and Wenger 

continue that "In the Psychology of Literaq, Scrïbner and Cole (1981) speculate that asking 

questions - leaming how to 'do' schooI appropriately - may be a major part of what school 

teaches" (p. 107). This is a concem for many educators (eg. Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1996), and 

one that is particularly pemlaous as a graduating student prepares to enter the workforce. 

Posting the journal on the Intemet made it available to all of those in the various communities 

with cornputer access. In this way computing was an enabling technology, allowing "real- 

world" activity with a public result. 

While this study does accord with many of Freire's concepts of the problems with 

hansmissive views of education, as well as with some of his proposed solutions, there was no 

indication that the sfxdents as a whole would "rise up" en masse to change the system via 

revolution, but rather that the students tended to keep their opinions to themselves and hope to 

"ride out" the course and graduate. Plans for changes to the system were kept safely in the 

future, although the student-led changes in course content were perceived as valuable by 

students and teacher. The students had few qualms in speaking with me at the end of the term 

because they had realized that 1 had no power over them. 

Discussion of methodologv 

The participants in this study were actively involved in their own leKNng and the 

methods of data gathering worked w d  with them. In fad, the prolonged contact with this 

group of interesthg people was very rewarding. Lincoln (1995) states that active learners shape 

the context of their learning, and that there is a need to study how they do this. She notes that 

teachers ofteri underestimate the powers of observation of their students, who are "the primary 

stakeholders in their own leamùig processes" (p. 89). Lincoln suggests that to research 

effectively one must want to hear student voices, and know how to hear them. The latter entails 

asking the right questions, to which 1 would add asking hem in the rîght way and at the right 

time. The timing involves proving one's integrity by "passing" tests gïven by the students, and 

thus gaining their trust. Lincoln (ating Lecompte) notes that this type of investigation involves 

sto~-telluig/ as weil as social activism and critique, and it was m y  experience that sharing in 

these requires mutual respect and confidence. Lincoln continues that "the stance of such 



dassroom research wodd be fairly open ideologicdy, grounded in the possibility of multiple, 

open, competirig, and potentially conflictirtg interpretatiow of the world, multiple stories, and 

multiple possibiliaes for each to use in confionting the world (p. 91). This required a non- 

judgmental attitude to aeate an atmosphere in which it was safe for each participant to tell his 

or her own story. The safety had to involve immunity from personal or acadernic repercussions. 

When Lincoln (1995) calls attention to the need for student voices in educational 

research, she wams that "the research teachers need to conduct, however, will look nothüng like 

conventional saence, which created the conditions for silen&g in the first place" (pp. 90-91). 

While qualitative methods are no longer viewed as unconventional, they were important for 

this study for several reasons. With the students as the main participants in this case study, the 

major stakeholders were thus able to comment directly on their leamhg over the course of the 

semester. The prolonged engagement at the site allowed for longitudinal observation (at least 

over the semester) as well as providuig tune for the researcher to establish trust with the 

researched. It was also important that this researctier was able to speak the 'lingo" of music in 

general, and Schenkerian analysis in partidar, since many of the stones told in the interviews 

assumed a knowledge of it. A semester-long study provided the crucial amount of time needed 

to get to the most accurate representation of student voice possible for this class. There were 

both subtle and gross clifferences between the perceptions of the participants. reflecting the 

multiple realities of Cuba (1981), Lave and Wenger (1991), Lincoln (1995) and others. It was 

important to watch these realities change and mature over the tem, and aiso to see their 

interactions between participants. This gave a more accurate view of the stance of the individual 

participant, as well as a more inclusive o v e ~ e w  much like the "intersubjective resonance" of 

Miles and Huberman (1984). allowing for a more nuanced consideration of the research sub- 

questions. In observing individuals, 1 found that the similarities binding the first-year students 

together gradualiy became apparent, as did the dîfferences separatùig the second-year students. 

The time spent taking field notes in dass gave me a good deal of information from 

which to interpret sunrey responses as well as outlinuig issues for discussion iri the final 

interviews. More importantly, the time in the dass and interaction with the participants 

developed the degree of tnist that made somewhat intimate interviews possible. 1 had to prove 

over the semester that I would not pass on information to BU, and that they shodd have no fear 

of reprisal from t e h g  me things. 1 also had to show that 1 was not there to convince them to 

use computing or collaboration. This trust developed over fime. Theil first aitiques of an article 



that I had written were much harsher than th& later critiques of each other, and a number of 

them apologized for their harshness in their interviews. It took weeks for anyone to respond to 

my questions on-he, and I was oniy gradually induded in discussions duMg the dass break 

or after dass. By the end of the semester, students felt free to joke with me and 1 was invited to 

join in the dis<nissions several times. Nonethdess, the students were still often more open with 

their classrnates than with me or Bill, so that they referred to remarks by others which the 

origiriator had not mentioned to me. 

The bi-weekly survey questionnaires were a vehide for monitoring changes in attitude 

over the terni. They provided important background information for the tailoring of interview 

questions to individual participants, so that 1 could ask each about issues that were important to 

them as well as those planned for this study. The flexibility in the questions for these surveys 

became more important as new issues emerged over the course, such as time pressure, the 

importance of career, disinterest in Schenkerian analysis, reasons for the cessation of 

collaboration, and their more solitary behavior ai the end of semester. While it is tempting to 

think that a longer study (Le. two semesiers, if the course were that long) would have allowed 

for more in-depth investigation of more specifïc questions, it is likely that even more issues 

would have arisen, requiring even more time for their study. It readily becornes apparent that 

no such study could be f'complete" in covering all details and all issues, no matter the la@ of 

time or number of researchers involved. 

The freedom with which the partiapants shared their experiences shows the importance 

they placed on sharing that experience, and &O the value of stories in passing on important 

information- Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989) and McLellan (1996) have stressed the 

importance of narrative for information transfer, and this was borne out in the interviews, 

where many important ideas were related as pari of a speafic, often extreme, inadent Brown 

and Duguid (2000) take this idea further by considering information to be free-standing and 

non-personal, whereas howledge is personal. Knowledge "usually entails a hower" (p. 119) 

whose howledge is situated and so is inevitably bound to the cmtext in which it was learned 

and used. Stories are a very rich way of sharùig knowledge with a feeling for its context The 

more difficult topics became the subjecis of "war stories" that share howledge vivicily. 

The highly-nuanced and qualified answers to questions such as the utility of computing, 

conferencing, or collaboration show that a simple "yes or no" answer would not only miss the 

hue experience of the partiapant, but wodd sometimes misrepresent it. If asked merely "Was 



collaboration us&?" Karen would have said ''No" (or as she did in her final survey "not a l l  

that useful"), but when explauiing her thoughtts she qualified this by saying that collaboration 

was v q  useful, but just not with "the s p d c  group of people" with their personal history. She 

had several illustrative stories to explain her point, involving the traditions of her University 

and the history of the second-year studenis- 

In a different way, contact with Donald over the term helped to understand his 

contradictory survey replies as w& as his inconsistent interview responses. In his case, it was 

partidarly important to me to be able to triangulate with other students', and Bill's, reactions 

to him. Donald had very strong, exnotional stories that illustrated his own perspective very 

convincingly, but upon trimgdation with others' stories it becarne apparent that his view was 

not the generd consensus. Interacting with Karen over the semester led her to ask me 'When 

have 1 ever finished an assignment on time?" I would not know if she had, but her assumption 

that 1 wodd know Ied to the discovery that this was a first for her. Some of the issues were 

dearly upsetting, such as Norma's torrnent from Mary; Norma's tears in her other class; Jane's 

shodc at the vehmence of her professor's rejections of each other's dissipline; Nishka's feehg 

of being "voided; Hannah's fear that cornputers would take over the world; Donald's feelings 

of racial prejudice; and Mary's severe nervousness before the interview. They had to trust me 

enough to share their "war stories" and also the intimate moments and emotions which 

explained so much of their interaction. 1 am deeply gratefd thaï they chose to confide in me. 

It was ako important that 1 re-affumed ai every opportunity that 1 was interested in 

their personal perspectives. Rather than report how good or bad an aspect of the course was, 

fhey tended to respond more p e r s o d y  in terms of leaming or their careers. By maintainhg a 

non-authoritarian and non-threatening integrity, I was able to establish trust with the 

partiapants that led to their sharing stories of an increasingly personal nature. While the first 

few stories early in the semester were rather nondescript, narrative conversations gradually 

became more personal. After a few weeks there were tests of integrity' and £inally more 

personal stories and critiques. 

Emerzent issues: career and eniovment 

Brown and Duguid (2000) find that "people leam in response to need. When people 

cannot see ihe need for what's being taught, they ignore it, reject it, or fail to assimilate it in any 

meanin@ way" (p. 136). They continue that people leam effectively and quiddy if the 



necessarry resources are made available. They cite Lave and Wenger's idea that Yeaming needs 

to be understood in relation to the development of human identity . . . becauçe] the identity 

they are developing determines what they pay attention to and what they learn" (p. 138). WhiIe 

this may be the case in any leaming situation, the participants in this study were often expliut 

in their rejection or acceptance of ideas as a part of their m e n t  plans. The course content 

presented was only one input into their learning. As Brown and Duguid put it "information, 

while a critical part of le-, is only one among many forces at work" (p. 138). 

Career 

Lave and Wenger note that legitunate peripheral participation "is motivated by the 

growing use value of partiapation, and by newcomers' desires to become full practitioners" 

(1991, p. 122). None of the partiapants was ïnteresied in practicing within the community of 

Sdienkerian analysts. The most enthusiastic comments about the subject were "It's fine" fÏom 

Pasquale (Interview, December 13,1999) and Nishka's newfound belief that it was not 

"bizarre." Part of this is because the course was a required one for theïr degree but not of great 

interest to any of thea The participants were unanimously interested in two aspects of the 

course that they felt were important for their careers: the jounial and computing. AU felt that 

the joumal had the most direct importance to their careers as an effective connection to the 

community of professional practice. Although they were not truly engaged with Schenkerïan 

analysis, most were very engaged with issues of writing articles to be published and cornputing 

in general. AU except for Pasquale felt that they lacked computing knowledge that would be 

important for th& careers, and even he felt that he learned "a geai deal" in creating the 

joumal. 

Legitimate peripheral participation may have had an even greater effect than was 

recognized by the partiapants. The students saw its utiliiy in preparuig them for their career 

work, while the professor saw it as a motivating factor as well as a n  effefective means of teaching. 

Brown and Duguid (2000) find that the principles of legitimate peripherd partiapation hold for 

leanùng in the work world, and the idea of situated Ieaming strongly sugests that the 

partiapants will continue to use analysis in synthesis with their other musical interests, as well 

as being more aware of the general context in which they use musical knowledge. The 

dassroom prepares them for a career with more than just "facts." 

nie  focus on career subtly influenced many aspects of this study. Enthusiasm for the 

journal was p r b x d y  interest in learning a new process that was vital for success in academia. 



Similarly, interest in computing derived from a perception of being behind in learning a 

necessary skill. Collaboration was affected as well, since all of the participants felt that they 

would be writing articles on fheir own in the future, and so collaborative work was expendable 

when time was tight. Even those who were interested in collaboration assmed that this was 

more a way of becoming acquainted than a way of working in the future. None mentioned 

doing an article together and none requested to do their final articles in a group. 

Eniovment 

All of the partiapants found the journal "the best part of the class" and a l l  except 

DonaId said that they enjoyed working on it. Even when it b~came apparent that they wodd 

not receive extra credit for dL of the work they put in, the editorial and layout committees 

continued to invest large amounts of time. This enjoyment is reminiscent of Csikszentmihalyi's 

(1990) concept of "flow" in whidi he postulates that the pursuit of an interesthg task that is a 

manageable distance beyond one's current capacity leads to "optimal experience" or pleasure in 

dohg the task. The five partiapants who were key to the journal a l l  believed that it was 

worthwhile, and that they were learning valuabIe skills for their careers. In addition, the 

challenges presented were attainable, another key to fiow. 

For participation to be "legitiaate" there m u t  be meanin@ information 

communicated between the individual and the community. Wolz et al. (1997) state that 

"meanirigful activities take place when students can reflect on what they have done, and when 

they can communicate it to others" (p. 59) but while these are certainly necessary conditions 

they can not be suffisent Leaming must be meaningfui to the learner as well, and not merely 

the demonstration of skillç. The enjoyment expressed by the participants in this study reflects 

their synthesis of personal and academic interests with the subject matter of this course. 

Lave and Wenger (1991) suggest that the concept of "community of practice" needs to be 

addressed with regard to schooling, since the terxn can be inexact and difficult to speafy 

compIetely. As they put it 

a community of pradice is a set of relations among persons, adivity, and world, over 

tirne and in relation with other tangentid and overlapping communities of practice. 

A community of practice is an intrinsic condition for the edtence of laiowledge, not 

least because it provides the interpetive support necessary for making sense of its 



heritage. Thus, participation in the cultural practice in whïch any knowledge exists is 

an epistemological p ~ c i p l e  of leaming (p. 98). 

The participants considered the community of practice for thh class t o  be publishing 

academics, even though Bi11 first presented it to them as the community of graduate students. 

While the membership of the community may be difficult to estabkh preciseely, the activities 

should be clear. With the community of publishing acadernics, the schdarly advities of 

research and publishing are assumed, whether in an esieemed journal or a student-run effort. 

This was a community which was relatively dear to the students, and one wkrüch most saw as 

the locus of their career aims. The go& of the instructor included providing access to the 

community of practice, at least to its periphery, by allowing the students to wri te  publishable 

articles for their peers. The work consisted of real articles Wntten for graduate music students. 

The legitimacy of the work done was the responsibility of the siudent, as was - making contact 

with the community ultimaielyy The quality of this contact was mediated for the individuals by 

th& own degree of interest in the corn muni^, their goals, and future plans. 

Ail eight students wanted to become a part of the music comunity, and six felt that 

they were capable of doing so at the end of this course. Although the participants Jaimed on 

their surveys that they did not feel part of a community other than their local one, their 

concems about the journal may belie thiç. Those who took the joumal most seriously were very 

womed about their reception by "professional music analysts and theorists" and some of the 

others were concemed about having work generally available on the web. If taiey were not 

connecied in some way to a larger community these issues might not exist for - them. More likely 

is that they were entering the comrnunity but unsure as to their status or reception at the time 

since they had received no feedbadc from outside of the pafiapant group. 

Lave (1996) notes that to witness practice first hand requires ''assumin;g that ways of 

thinking and forms of howledge are historically and s o c i d t u r d y  situated phenornena" (p. 

88). She adds that "the discontinuity in performance between work and test settings suggests 

that even mathematical problem solving is situationally specific activity" (p. 9~0). Similarly, 

writing for a public audience raises questions about the assumed knowledge o f  the subject and 

familiarity with methods of one's readers. These are dependent on the author'*s conception of 

the community or commUNties of praaice being addressed. 

Brown and Duguid (2000) extend Lave and Wenger's (1991) concept o f  communities of 

practice. They propose over-arching "networks of practice . . . that link people tto others whom 



they rnay never get to know but who work on sunilar practices" (p. 141). This definition 

narrows the "communÏty of practice" down to "the more tight-knit groups formed, again 

through practice, by people working together on the same or sXmilar taçks" (p. 141). This 

definition dearly separates the wider community of academic music writers in thiç study, the 

network, from the local group of students plus th& professor. The term "network" does 

"emphasize . . . the common denominaior of these groups" as well as their comrnon practîce and 

knowledge (p. 141). It also dows  for the fad that "the Links between the menibers of such 

networks are usually more indirect than direct" (p. 142) and uiclude newsletters, Web sites, and 

e-mail. This relegates the "communities" of practice to "relatively tight-knit groups of people 

who know each ottier and work together d i r d y -  They are usually face-to-face communities" 

(p. 143). This definition, while useful in the business world, is problematic for this study, and 

for academia in general. For example, if the community of practice iç academic music, does it 

add anything to superimpose a network of a l l  publishg academics? If the community is 

academic musicology, what does a network of academic music illuminate? If this definition 

implies that the rlcomunity of practice" is now what has been referred to as a "local 

comrnuni~  and that the "network of practice" is the "professional community" of practice, it 

is merely a substitution of new tenns. Otherwïse, it misses colleagues who may be involved in 

less well-defined aspects of the practice, or others su& as Russian graduate students who the 

participants might never meet but rnight be very interested in their work. In either of these 

cases, they might temporarïiy enter the community, or have a passing interest in one aspect of 

it- Such work need not be face-to-face to be immediate or valuable. 

If the students are actually worhg  with a community of practice in the dass, and yet 

the network of practice is composed of "others who they may never get to how"  we lose the 

middle ground of those further in hom the periphery that these leamers hope to work with 

more dosely some day. Also, the demarcation of network from community requires some 

prescience of the individual's future career. While a binary subdivision is neater in theory, the 

actual situation of the student writers is within a temporary community of practice, en route to 

a more central place in a larger comrnunity of practice, aU located within a larger network of 

practice. no ne the les^^ the concept of a network of pradce iç valuable in delirniting the larger 

scope of the work and procedures of the communities of pracüce, and Brown and Duguid make 

the important point that these networks have "a reach now extended and fortified by 

information teduiology" (p. 142). &y suggest thaï communities may grow by using these 



technologies '%elping people separated by space maintain their dense interrelations. . . . Itfs dear 

that thme are advantages to worlang together, however w d  people may be connected by 

technology" (p. 146). 

The local corrununitv 

Cornrnunitv formation 

Lave and Wenger (1991) propose that comunities are the locus of leamuig, and that a 

leamer is often in multiple comunities at once. 

In our view, participation at multiple levels is entailed in membership in a comrnunity 

of practice. Nor does the term community impfy necessarily CO-presence, a well- 

defined, identifiable group, or soàally visible boundaries. It does imply participation 

in an activity system about which participants share understandings concerning what 

they are doing and what that means in their lives and for their communities" (p. 98). 

The partiapants formed a supportive local conununity that modeled the activities of the 

professional community in aeating their own journal. With this journal they made contact with 

their peers as weIl as the professional community at large. Whüe each student had a somewhat 

different idea of what the "community of professional practice" was for th-, the simüarities 

were most relevant. AU assumed that they were likely to teach, probably in a university setting. 

AU considered themselves to be musicologists foremost. It is likely thaï their commUNties of 

practice are closely linked, if not in fact identical. 

Chanping the local community 

When new members join a community, there is a confLict between the continuation of 

the current status quo and changes that reflect the values of the newcomers. Lave and Wenger 

(1991) c d  this the "continuity-displacement contradictionf' (p. 116). In this study it was evident 

within the local commUNtyfy All of the first-year students wanted their comrnunity to be more 

cooperative and less divisive than the prevailjng culture of the second-year students, while the 

second-year students were more set in their ways. For example Mary, admitting that they were 

rancorous and cornpetitive, bemoaned the loss of p e r s  who "enjoyed what they do." The 

contradiction inherent in the first-year position was that they had to fit in with the existing 

culture, which was not appealing to them. As they became comfortably ensconced, the first- 

years made strides in making the community "nicer" and thus displaàng the culture of 



cornpetition and dl wiU prevalent in the senior students. Also, th& serious attitude to 

improving their own writing to fulfill th& obligations had an effect on everyone (even Donald, 

although too iate in his case). 

Displacement may also be a means to power in the community. As the first-year 

students became more estabhhed in the community their ethos of mutual support and 

responsibility became more of a social nom, placing some of the factious disputes of the senior 

students on the social outskirts of the class. Thus access for d allowed a cohesive group to 

establish themsdves in the community, and as a group to impose th& values on the whole 

dass. 

Jonassen (2000) warns "whoever contrds the teduiology creates the real iv (p. 21). Iri 

this case the students were compded to use the computer systems designated by the teacher, 

but he in tum was required to use what was available on campus. More salient was Bill's 

tumïng over of control of both discussions and the journal itseif to the students, who were free 

to use the technology as they saw fit- it use of technology accords with Pea's (1994) argument 

that such a "tramformative" use of technology c m  transcend a "transmissive" view of 

education Students led most of the on-line discussions, and Bill stayed in the background until 

he was needed or explicitly called for. By being "just one more voice on-line" Bill elevated the 

status of the students. 

This group found thaï the value of conferencing outweighed the fruskation of system 

problems but this was a very emotional issue for the participants. In particular their pleas for 

better, hands-on tutorials on compuüng suggest that ihere is a role that the University is not 

playing to prepare students adequately to take part in a more computerized soaety. This is 

partidarly evident in the studentç' feeling of "being behind" in computing. Their perception 

that hands-on computer learning would help has been confumed by Cuneo (2000). 

Impact of cornmunitv on teachin~ and leaming; 

The importance of modeling for leaming is corroborated by social learning theory 

(Onnrod, 1995, p. 157). The self-efficacy of students is enhanced as they see that they are 

capable of successfully completing tasks that resemble those of the reai world. Both the teacher 

and pers c m  help to set high expectations that cm still be achieved. In this study the students 

wanted the journal to be of a high caliber and felt themseives capable of creating and wriiing for 

such a web periodicd. Part of the modeling of both analysis and journal creation was the 



s h h g  of strategies for success. Metacognitive ski& such as being aware of one's own 

strategies and evaluating thW efficacy fed into discussions on-line and in class. This was 

heightened by a need to explain these strategies and defend them from critique. This s h d g  

made the local commurüty more valuable in the eyes of the participants. 

As a design experiment (Brown, 1992; Collins, 1992), this study atîempted to enlarge the 

contact within that communify, as well as to provide some access to the community of practice- 

Situated leaming is social. In his Foreword to Lave and Wenger (1991), Hanks points out that 

they take the idea of leamhg out of the heads of ïndividuals and into "certain forms of social 

coparticipation" (p. 14). The students came to feel part of the local comrnunity, especially the 

five on the editorial and layout committees. The cornmunity was formed during collaboration 

on the early assipments and grew on-line in the conferencing systea Closer relationships 

were formed during the creation of the journal, and seven of the participants felt that they made 

good fiends during this time. The social nature of leaming was particularly evident as the 

design and layout team taught themsdves, and theh classrnates, the essentials of HTML. 

Several participants felt that the discuçsions that they had on-line helped their learning, 

and that such dixussions would not have occurred without the use of conferencing. The 

community provided its members with help on computing, writing style, and analysis in 

general, but little on Sdienkerian analysis in particular. This was accepted as a social n o m  by 

the participants, although an unpleasarit one. The community also had input into course 

content and h g e d  the emphasis for the dass by unanimous agreement. M e r  a month, the 

students stated on their sunreys that they were just as likdy to ask other students for help than 

to go to Bill. 

Aspe& of apprenticeship 

While a few of the students viewed Bill as a "master" none specificdy felt as if they 

were "apprenticed" to hïm, although everyone expressed an appreaation for his modeling of 

tasks and processes. The case is more one of semantics since many aspects of the teaching and 

learning styles exhibited throughout the semester demonshated the basic tenets of cognitive 

apprenticeship as outlined by Collins, Brown, and Newman (1989). The students were exposed 

to metacognitive tasks characteristic of an expert ki the fieid of analysis and musical writing, 

and they were guided or coadied by thiç expert They were encouraged to extemalize and share 

their thùiking processes, and several reported leaming new skills of selfaitique from the 

critiques of their classrnates. 



Lave and Wenger state that leaming and formation of identity are inseparable (p. 115), 

with "the changing dations betweert newcomers and old-mers in the context of a changing 

shared practice" (p. 49). They illustrate a wide variety of behaviors that can be characteristic of a 

master, and even suggest that I'benign community neglect" is important for allowing the 

leamer to develop an independent identity. çdiooling often thwarts this sense of identity. 

Freire's (1985) concept that "ail human beings perform as intdectuals by constantly 

interpreting and giving meaning to the work and by participating in a particular conception of 

the world (p. xxiii) seems especially relevant to graduate students, who in this study exhibited 

a great deal of interest and investment in refining and expressing their intellectual prowess and 

forging an intelledual identity. Lave and Wenger add that in apprenticeship leamkg, 

"opportunities for learning are, more often than not, given structure by work practices inçtead 

of by strongly asymmetrïcal master-apprentice relations" (p. 93). The students learned to 

analyze by watching B U  do analysis, and then imitating this in thW weekly assignments, albeit 

buttressed by readings and discussion, whïch can be considered typicd apprentice tasks. 

Beyond just presenting examples, metacognitive sirategies were demons-ated, such as how to 

probkmatize an analysis for publication, or Bill's own approach to a critique that he was asked 

to Mie. We see the "dual focus" of the modeling of expert processes that are situated in the 

real-world context of wrïting a journal artide. The students began to imitate Bill's externalizing 

of his thinking processes during analysis, sharing their own thought processes and strategy. 

This was the basis for their praise of "new perspectives" in learning: they saw how another 

would approach the same process from a very different angle. 

While Bill was sometimes slighily embarrassed to think of himself as a "master" to his 

students, his teaching behavior was very often in line with Lave and Wenger's concept of a 

master. As Moore et aI. (1996) point out it is not necessary that " 'masters' only exist outside of 

the dassroom" (p. 216). Indeed thW approach to education involves "having teachers and other 

members of the community provide models of problem solving and reasoning . . . but not as the 

sole method of instrucüon" (p. 216). BU'S approach was similar, sometimes modehg practice 

directly, and other times giving lectures or assigning readings- By the last class, several of the 

students regarded Bill as a representative of the professional community. 

Social factors had impact on learning in a mKlner similar to a real journal. The 

participants had to negotiate responsibilities and procedures, which added realism to their 

work. The students aeated their own version of a "producer-critic dialogue" (Collins, Brown, 



& Newman, 1989, p. 458) by having extemal critics for their work within th& local community. 

By considering th& own critiques as well as those of their work, each student was able to 

intemakize the process of cons.tructively criticizirig their work as well as their processes and 

attitudes. Although the course itself dealt with music analysis, several of the participants 

demonstrated a more critical attitude toward their other academic interests that were included 

in their articles. 

In aeating the journal, the students were largely left on the5 own, to work things out 

among themselves. Lave and Wenger (1991) note that "it se- typicd of apprenticeship that 

apprentices learn mostly in relation with other apprentices" (p. 93). Much of the responsibility 

for leaming is passed on to the commwüty of practice, rather than b&g invested completely in 

the teacher. In this course the students were allowed to gradudy find a comforiable writing 

style and to construct together many of the d e s  of creating a journal. Biu was there to "pi& 

them up when they feIl" as Karen put it They progressed from observers of the community of 

practice in their first readings and assignments to fledgling members with the journal. 

The students who viewed Bill as a master or mentor were mostly first-year students: 

Hamah, Nonna, Nishka, plus Donald. The second-years saw him more as a friend or senior 

coIleague, more of a joumeyman attitude. The general second-year attitude may have been a 

step towards some equaliity with him on entering the field, and the first-year students to a Iarge 

degree emulated this attitude later in the tem. Bill reported that he felt most Like a master to 

apprentices during the journal, when he could hdp them write their papers, and "get to the 

next ievel." He loved doing the journal, finding it a lot of fun and very rewarding. Bill was very 

e x ~ t e d  that Jane re-wrote h a  papa  afier the semester had ended, which he fourid 

unprecedented. Conversely, only the first-year students, and Pasquale at the end of the term, 

seemed comfortable with an apprentice-like role. These five did a good deal of self-directed 

work on th& own, and brought it to Bill for rehement and fomiatting for professional 

presentation. 

Lave and Wenger quote Bourdieu (1977) that the circumscribed form of participation 

usual in schools makes the goal that of complykg with requirements specified by the teacher, 

which in tum engenders "a practice different from that intended (pp. 96-7). Biii's operi-ended 

view of the journal left a good number of the details up to the partiapanis. By not resixicting the 

tediniques allowed for synthesis, several novel combinations were forged. h many ways Bill 

offered thern a learning currinilum "consist[ing] of situated opportunities" for deveioping new 



practice rather than "a presdptive vkw of the -et practice as a subject mattef' (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991, p. 97). Jane, Karen, and Mary a i i  remarked that they learned in this course by 

"doing" rather than being lectured to. This supports Lave and Wenger's view that  "the social 

relations of apprentices within a community change through their direct involvment in 

activities; in the process, the apprentices' understanding and lmowledgeable skills develop" (p. 

94). 

Bill felt that there was a higher level of discussion in this dass than in previous classes, 

and that they "got to an additional level of abstraction" because their on-line discussion 

prepared them better for dass. Several of the students noted this as well. Although none of the 

students but Donald was planning to use Schenkerian Analysis again, several prmduced quite 

acceptable Schenkerian components in thW essays. Norma, Hannah, Nishka, Jane, and 

Pasquale aU had some very good graphs that were well explaïned. Those students that 

produced the best articles were interested in contacting the community of praaice with a good 

example of their work, and were interested in leaming the tedinology to do so. 

Chan~e of course content - 
Because the instnidor waç sensitive to the voice of the students in this class, they were 

able to effect change to the syllabus during the semester. This resonates well with Hay's (1996a) 

call that legitimate peripheral partiapation "should incorporate a more student-centered 

education that meet. the liberatory needs of leamers artidated by Freire" (p. 98)- These 

changes began as what Brown and Duguid (1996) have labded "stolen knowledge": the 

students studied one thing but leamed something else dong with it (by observation). In this 

case while the content of the course was Schenkerian analysiç, the students learned to improve 

their writing and basic cornputer slalls, both of which they found more important than 

Schenkeriari arialysis. Winn (1996) suggests that "the purpose of education is: How to get dong 

without being an expert" (p. 175). He criticizes legitimate penpheral participation for requiring 

"Me-long cornmitmentsr' and aiming for "a higher standard of achievement than most of us 

expect to attain (p. 176)." This wodd certaidy seem to apply to the dass in this study, where 

critics must study analysis, and Winn does go on to apply it to "'required subjects' taught in 

sdiool" (p. 177). This potential conflict was averted in this case because the students were able 

to creativeiy adapt the academic requirement of the course (analysis) to their own interests and 

goals. What began as "stolen hov~ledge'' became part of the new syllabus. 



Winn's point applies more to the participants' leaming of cornputer skills, whïch were 

not overtly taught in this course. The students learned enough to get by, in order to produce the 

journal to th& own standard of excellence. This was accomplished, however, through LPP b y 

the formation of a strong local comnunity, which was in turn strengthened by bonds of 

friendship developed by sharing this hard-won knowledge with one another. 

Winn presents a false aidotomy between expertise and "just getting dong." 

Çcardarnalia and Bereiter (1993) demonstrate that non-experts c m  benefit from the procedures 

and methods of expertise, which can be regarded as a different way of leaming. In the case of 

the participants in this study, none of them planned to become music analysts, but several 

planned to incorporate analysis in their musicological and aitical work. To do this they would 

need to be able to analyze music very competently, and the expert techniques demonstrated by 

Biii could help Uiem to do so effiaently and effectively. Biu noted that his de-emphasis on 

technical matters was an admission that these students were &ely to work as professional 

analysts. This is undoubtedly the case with the majority of students who take this course, and 

yet it was these students' creative solution that allowed Bill to admit the underlying contrary 

assumption. 

Similarly to Wim, Tripp (1996) states that *%gh ski11 in a particular task is usually a 

trade-off with transferability" (p. 159). Here the dichotomy is between expert and nonexpert 

tasks, but education is mare than a series of tasks (as is most expert performance). As 

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1993) show, it is expert processes that are valuable to the student, and 

these can be modeled so that the leamer c m  appropnate as much or as little as is necessary by 

their own situation. In thiç study, processes induded doing a Schenkerian analysis, writing a 

journal article, and critiquing another's articles. While each involved a number of tasks, not 

every individual perfonned the same tasks, nor did they follow the same order for ail common 

tasks. AU of the students felt that their writing irnproved, and that they were capable of w-riting 

journal articles at the end of the course that they could not have written before, so these 

processes must have been learned somehow. 

Strong student interest in a synthesis of methods and approaches Ied to a student- 

directed change in course content. The students were more focussed on their careers than on 

schooling. They used the opportunity of local coxmnunity to skew course content to include 

their major pedagogical interests, and made the journal refled their professional interests rather 

than just Sdienkerian analysis. In a recent presentation (Walker & Renwick, 2000) Bill agreed 



that the students "knew what they wanted to leam and actively took steps to pursue it- 1 was 

happy to go along with it, even modifying the course content, as long as they related it back to 

analysis somehow." The result was h t  there was less Schenkerian analysis taught than BU had 

planned, but there was more synthesis of musicology, criticism, and other analytical 

viewpoints. Bill mentioned in his presentation his goals of giving them "real world" experïence, 

improving th& communications skills, and using technologies in the way they will use them in 

their careers, so that Çchenker was only part of hk goal too. The combination of his flexibility 

and their interest led to the change in course content- 

Bill dowed them a large degree of fieedom, and felt that this was rewaded with a 

higher quality of work than in most of his previous classes. %me of Bill's agreement to focus 

less on Schenkerian analysis reflects the extreme difficulty in teadùng it iri one semester. The 

partiapants noted that one could only leam it by doing analyses, and even though they did 

more than any other of Bill's one-semester classes, no one felt that they had leamed it well. 

Issues with collaboration 

Much of the work that was considered "collaborative" by the partiapants is much more 

akin to Peafs (1994) concept of "collective" work, rather than the production of collaborative 

produ&. Especially with the second-year students, there were some elements of cornpetition 

and coercion that were visible, and Pea's definition encompasses these as well as couaboration. 

Collaboration tumed oüt to be perceived as valuable and enjoyable for some, but for it to 

flourish would requùe some reward (probably marks) to make the tirne required worthwhiIe. 

Collaboration was useful for these students, but only for wd-defined, short-tenn 

purposes. At the beginning of the semester, collaboration helped them to get acquainted with 

each other and the subject matter. It was most helpfd initially in forming the local community 

and then more formally in creating the journal. The students became more solitary as they 

worked on their articles. Since the goal of the course was individual artides, they worked on 

them alone, collaborating again mostly on journal setup tasks. Bill had hoped that they would 

discuss comrnon features with others' work, but there was no incentive to do this. While two 

pairs (Nishka & Mary and Pasquaie & Jane) referenced each other's articles, neither drew 

speàfic comparisow. Also, no one commented on a paper that they were not assigned, 

although Jane and Pasquale did quote from critiques in their papers. Thexe was a progression 

from collaborative work, to a group of individuals in a supportive co~munity, to a more formal 

arrangement of critique and the individual articles. There was a great deal of collaboration on 



creating the journal, especially between the editors @me and Mary) and the layout committee 

(Nihka and Pasquale and later Hannahl- 

By emphasizirig the &al solo articles, Bill m e d  that students would not collaborate 

all semester long, and they knew that it was theY solo performance that would be graded. 

Despite this, they collaborated early in the semester, and worked as a community to share ideas. 

Ultunately, the modehg of the journal process and the marks for the dass did not require or 

reward collaboration, and it was inefficient for the students to continue doing it, except to create 

the journal. 

Professional ~ractice 

As Lave and Wenger suggest, the social relations of the students changed oves time. As 

the semester progressed and their efforts shifted to the journal, several participants found the 

colll~~lunity of practice a focus for their efforts that displaced the more general local commUNty. 

The journal 

Lave and Wenger note that "acceptance by and interaction with acknowledged adept 

practitioners make learnirig legitimate and of value frorn the point of view of the apprentice" (p. 

110). It &O demonstrates to them that there is an arena for their own mature practice. Hay 

(1996b) suggests that creatmg is a vital activity for leamers, and that situated learning is its most 

appropriate educational paxadigm. "A space for the aaivity of aeatirig allows us two important 

types of knowledge: the ability to create a critical response to tradition as well as an opportunity 

to create personal knowledge" (p. 208). This suggests that the students were having an impact 

on the community of practice by the implied critique of its traditions in their articles. This 

liberating activity resonates with some ideas of Freire (1970), who warns against educational 

situations that "minimize or annul the students' creative power." 

The students' sense of identity within their fields grew as they became more adept ai 

analysis and at writing. They were all concerned that their final articles reflect their personal 

interests and their stance on music. "If the person is both member of a community and agent of 

activity, the concept of the person dosely links meaning and action in the world" (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991, p. 122). The exatement of the students seems related to their entry into the real 

communiw although this might have been attenuated by the lack of feedback from that 

communify Specifïcally, there was concem as to whether theIr journal would be accepted, but 



while such acceptance is important to future issues of the joumal, it is secondq  regarding 

leaming in this class. 

Part of the journal's importance for leaming is modeling- Hanks (in Lave & Wenger, 

1991) says "quite siiriply, if 1e-g is about inaeased access to performance, then the way to 

ma>amize leaming is to perform, not to talk about ii" (p. 22). This was the basis of having 

students post and critique their assignments from the st&- As these tasks became more 

demanding, writing for the coxnmunity and expecting critique were accepted parts of the 

process. Only Donaid, who stopped taking part, stated a preference for more talk and less 

performance. As Hanks recognizes, it is possible for a learner to become a master of managing 

the Ieaming situation rather thm the performance ski&, and this is what tests of performance 

are mearit to guard against This suggests that it is partidarly important for students to take 

part in the CMC discussions, as well as the collaborative (or at least coUeciive) work. Donald 

did neither and his performance was not satisfactory: to Bill, his peers, or himself. 

The concept of a journal as part of learning is not unique to legitimate perïpheral 

participation. Scardamalia and Bereiter (1994) find value in student-run joumals as focal points 

for construction of knowledge as a collective goal as well as a means of extending these 

activities to the larger comrnunity outside the particular school. While noting that "discipline- 

based joumals hamess an enormous amount of energy" (p. 271) they also caution that "the 

whoie journal process could easily be degraded into just another form of schoolwork" (p. 273). 

The goal of contribukg to knowledge rnust remain a dear goal. In this study the participants 

invested a good deai in original thought precisely because they perceived that their work would 

be judged by the larger co~~ununity, as part of th& entry into professional Me. A number of 

participants pointed out the difference between their work on the journal and "ordinary 

schoolwork" or "a iypical term paper." 

The peer review process was m a a l  for maintaining student ownership of the journal, 

and their learning. The ait icai  stance taken in reviewing another's work can then be mirrored in 

a more reflective consideration of one's own work. In this way the intentional learner becomes 

Freire's (1985) "subject of the ad" or critical reader. The participants expressed th& 

appreaation for this critical approach as new perspectives as well as specïfïc feedbadc on their 

articles, although the suggestions were not aiways accepted, and rarely accepted uncriti~dy~ 

Freire (1985) states that "the act of study, in sum, is an attitude toward the world" (p. 3). In 

writing their articles the partiapants confronied the (constructive) critickm of their peers as 



well as their perceived expectations of the professional community, and they unanimously 

found it a liberating experience. Even their apprehension about the reception from the 

professional co~lununity refieds Freire's concept of the "fear of fkedom" as opposed to a cozy 

and passive acceptance of the statu quo. The complete attainment of Freire's (1985) "act of 

studyf' which "implies not merely aitical penetration into itç basic content but also penehation 

irito an acute sensibility, a permanent inteliedual disquiet, a predisposition to investigation" (p. 

3) - even though he refers to a book rather than a subject - is beyond any single course of shidy. 

M e  students were encouraged to question both the theory and its approach, we can only 

hope that they will continue with a "predisposition to investigation." 

McLellan (1996) highlights Norman's (1993) call for providing oppominities for 

reflection iri learning, finding similarities with Csikszentmihalyi's (1990) concept of flow for 

"structuring leaming experiences that capture both experiential and reflective dimensions of 

cognition" (p. 9). This imputes to critique an even greater role in providing fodder for reflection 

at a level capable of providing intense, "flow-Likef' experiences of learning- Both the layout and 

editorïal cornmittees r m k e d  on getting so engrossed in the journal that they "lost track of 

M e . "  

This study does ameliorate the inevitability of Scardamalia and Bereiter's (1994) 

criticism that "the knowledge-advartce criterion, universal in scholarly j o u d s ,  is foreign to the 

wrïting students do in schools, even in graduate sdiool" (p. 272). It was an aim of this study to 

discover whether this group of students was able to create a journal which truly did advance 

knowledge in a meanin- way, and it was based on their concept that a suitable audience 

would be other graduate students, which would also make true peer-review viable. This may 

have been easier in music analysis and music criticism than in other areas since both are 

relativdy new fields. Many major works of past centuries have not been analyzed in depth, and 

each such analysis iç considered a contribution to knowledge at some level. Music criticism is 

meant to reflect its tulies, and so contributions to the field cm advance knowledge by reviewùig 

earlier work in Light of current scholarship. 

In faci, the fùial journal gained praise both as a student journal, and as a journal in its 

own right- Reasons for this may indude that web-based journals are relatively new, and so this 

may be one of the few that the critics have encountered. nie participants' experience was doser 

to Freire's (1985) view of "humanistic education" wherein, in opposition to a transmission of 

facts, "education . . . is the authentication of knowledge by which leamers and educators . . . as 



ones filled with 'intention' join in the quest for new howledge as a consequence of th& 

apprehending exMing knowledge" (p. 115). 

Student motivations were similar to Scardamalia and Bereitefs list of desires for 

pubhhing academics: gaining recognition, having impact, and partiapathg in the discourse of 

the field (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1994, p- 272). Because this was a first effort, the partiapants 

downplayed these to an extent, but emphasized that it was the benefit to their careers that made 

the journal most immediate to th& leaniirig. Even their critique of their pers was as much the 

leamirig of proper procedure for the future as a social activity. 

As a teaching and leanùng tool, the journal was a hybnd of real-world relevance with 

dassroom instruction included. The students had a good deal of autonomy but were not 

abandoned to theh own devices. Classroom teadùng and legitimate situated leaming are not 

dichotomous, as Tripp (1996) daims. His suggestion that situated learning is analogous to 

immersion teaching of languages does not apply to every situation. At the graduate level, the 

communities of school and work are doser than ever, and dose enough tu interact in 

meaningfui ways to utilize the best of both worlds in leaming. 

Enterinpr the community 

When Hanks suggests that "leamirig is a way of being in the social world, not a way of 

comirig to know aboutit" (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 24), he echoes the students' position of 

being aware of the academic community but only starting to become active contributors to it. 

AU of the participants felt that they knew what the academic commmity was, and wanted to 

become a part of it, but at the outset doubted that they would. They were much more confident 

after forming their local COII~II~UN~~, and working on the journal. The students had a fairly 

unfonned view of the commmity of practice, but it seems strongly aligned with the academic 

community. It is not surprishg then that those with academic aspirations have the most definite 

views on that comniunity. 

There was also a gerieral concem that not mu& terminology was covered in the dass, 

and that this would restrict the participants' access to the cornmunis. of practice. The lack of 

terminology, as evidenced by the final articles, poses a problem since that lmguage is a part of 

praaice. As Donald pointed out, they did not have the vocabulary to really take part in serious 

Schenkerian discussion, and yet they made little effort to learn it. This was not so much a 

problem w i t h  the local community, where the concepts could still be used with some extra 

explanation In articles for the comrnunity of practice however, such terminology is vital. Lave 



and Wenger (1991) distinguish between -8 within and taUang about a practice (p. 109). Talk 

within can include "exchanging information necessary to the progress of ongoing activities" as 

well as sharing stones and community lore. "For newcomers then the purpose is not to leam 

from talk as a substitute for legitimate peripheral participation; it is to l e m  to talk as a key to 

legitirnate peripheral participationfr (p. 109). For example, Jane did not feel the need for ledures 

so much because "iYs doing" Schenkerian Analysis rather than talking about it that helps one 

learn. The articles do not use a stridly Schenkenan vocabulary, and yet some sophisticated 

Schenkerian concepts are demonstrated in the discussion. This suggests that the termînology is 

stil l  necessary for fuiler participation in the comUNty, but as we have noted the comuni ty  of 

Schenkerïan analysis was not the goal of any of the participants, and so the slighting of 

tenninoIogy might be just economical time management. Another type of temiinology for 

designating pitches was agreed upon when the participants felt that the la& of a standard 

posed a barrier to their discussion. 

Toward the end of the ïerm, as the students began to see Bill as a representative of the 

community of publishing authors rather than just as their professor, they seemed to view 

themselves as candidates for the coxrununity of practice. Hannah felt that he acted as a "senior 

colleague" to a group of colleagues. Jane found a new respect for him after reading one of his 

articles, and hoped to write as well herself. 

Technoloy 

Lave and Wenger (1991) emphasize the importance of apprentices interacting with the 

tedinology of practice, arguing that to participate fully means to take part in the technologies 

associated with the field, as w d  as the social structures and relations detemUned by these 

technologies. In fa&, they argue that the fype of participation depends on the form of 

participation enabled by the use of the salient technology. The use of computing satisfies the 

dictum that leaming the teduiology is more than merely acquiring technical skiUs; it is a way to 

partiapate more directly in the CU1tural life of the commUNtytY Hay (1996a) points out "the 

power afforded by computers to make the connections between the students' activities of 

knowledge cons~c t ion  and the comrnunities of practice" (p. 96). McLellan (1996) affirms that 

"teduiology-rdated skills are increasuigly central to Iearning in an age when human lives are 

immersed in electronic technologies" (p. 12). She proposes that leaming can occur in the actual 

work context or a "highly realistic or 'wtual '  surrogate." 



Lave and Wenger (1991) speak of the 'tramparencf of the tedinology allowing for 

engagement with the field without too much interference from the technology itself. "The term 

fransparerzcy when used here in connection with technology refers to the way Ï n  which using 

artifacts and understaridhg theîr significance ïnteract to become one learning process" (p. 102- 

3). The "visibility" of the technology allows it to become a topic of discussion. 'IInvisibiüty of 

mediating technologies is necessary for allowing focus on, and thus supporthg visïbility of, the 

subject matter. Conversely, visibility of the signiricance of the technology is necessary for 

dowing its unproblematic - invisible - use" (p. 103). Most of the partiapants lacked computing 

experience, and so the technology was hi@y visible. They did have a very positive attitude 

toward leaming the technology, and this gave its visibility a positive aspect so that even dealirig 

with cornputhg problems became an opportunity for engaging with the comrnunity. A good 

deal of collaborative work was done solving such glitches. However, some dass time was 

required for students to leam to use CMC and &O to create web pages. Until this becomes the 

nom, students are unlikely to take it upon themselves. Some of the class time was arguably 

regaïned since presentations and preliminary discussions on-line dowed more Ïn-depth 

discussion in the dassroom, but this gain was not perceived by the students until it was brought 

to t .  attention. In addition the participants were able to host more discussion on their own 

interests in their own conferences, although this was limited rnostly to them and their assigned 

critics. 

Chanpingi the ~rofessional communitv 

Lave and Wenger (1991) remind us that "co~~ununities of praaice are engaged in the 

generative process of produàrig their own futureJf (pp. 57-8). As the first-year students caused 

changes in the local cornmUNty by displachg the older culture, so the entire local c o m U N t y  

can be expected to have some effect on the wider communïty of practice. This would imply that 

they would change the field of practice in the future, whidi is well beyond the bounds of study. 

While it seems probable that they would have some influence, we must remember that "daims 

about the definition of a community of practice and the communi~ of practice actually in 

process of reproduction in that location may not coincide - a point worth careful considerationJf 

(Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 99). Hanks (in Lave & Wenger, 1991) also suggests that the 

apprentices wiu shape and change the fidd, and this intention is evident in the partiapantsf 

critical stances toward the coxrununity of praaice. The students effected change in their course 

and their work on the journal started a discussion of student joumals on the Society for Music 



Theory's mailing Iist On a more personal level, confronting the community of practice 

solidified several of the students' sense of identity within their field. 

Studentç are enterhg and leaming about the practice of the c o m m u n i ~  as weU as 

beghning to establish their own identities in it. They have a stake in its continuation and its 

development Several differences of perception between Bill and his students suggest potentid 

changes to the community of pracüce. The students had less interest in detailed malysis, 

viewing it as an adjunct to more general des&ption, than did Bill. They also expected more 

specific training on what Bill considered suppIementary topics, induding computing and 

editorial practice. Also, whereas BiIl was regarded as an innovator ai the university, a l l  of the 

students planned to adopt ai les t  some of his innovations in their teaching- 

Hay (1996a) goes a step furfher, suggesting that students "can aeate or be a part of the 

creation of a new community of practice . . . become a part of severd communities of practice . . . 
h d  new and creative ways to diange the prabice from a peripheral position . . . [or] find new 

and aeative ways into the center of the community of practice" (p. 96). LaudabIe as these goals 

are, Hay's approach implies a plan of longer term than is allowed by a single-semester course, 

but his point is well taken that the leamer is liable to impact different communities from those 

considered duririg the course. (For example, Nishka now works in computing.) 

Bill's strategy of synthesizing the student's primary academic interests with the analysis 

for the journal was fruitful. "In coneast with 1e-g as internalization, learning as increasing 

participation in commdties of practice concerns the whole person acting in the world (Lave 

& Wenges, 1991, p. 49). This emphasizes "the inherently socially negotiated character of 

meaning" (ibid., p. 50). This very issue was a topic of discussion in the lasi two dass sessions, 

where the general feeling was that the "meaning" of music was a consensus of the opinions of 

writers on music. As the discussion evolved, the students seemed to feel that the very validity 

of Schenkerian analysis was open to debaie, and their final papers do not delve into the theory 

in much detail. Their own syntheses assume more importance, and some aspects of the theory 

are ignored. As Lave and Wenger (1991) note, "what is learned is problematic to what is taught" 

(p. 41). This is particularly evident in this study, where the students were taught Schenkerian 

analysis, and yet it is only an undercurrent for most of the papers. 

DuMg the semester, the partiapants negotiated the place of analysis in their thinking. 

Once it became apparent that synthesis was truly encouraged, analysis became a tool, albeit a 

pre-ednent one, to be used in the senrice of describing and crïtiquing music and musical 



practice. This illustrates the contention of Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989) that "meaning iç 

not invanant but a produd of negotiation within the comrnuni~  (p. 33). By fomiùig their own 

community of practice, as well as venturing uito the periphery of professional practice, the 

students began to use such tools as praditioners do, rather than for assignments as students 

would. In this course, the students' work was not finished with their analysis of a piece, but 

continued through placïng the findings of this analysis into the context of their musicological or 

critical stance on the piece under study. Such are "authentic practices" by the standards of 

Brown, Collins, and Duguid because they are "the ordinary pradices of the culture" (1989, p. 

34). The successful performance of the partiapants was within their own culture of practice, 

rather than within the nmow bounds of school. The next step is toward a more ïnvolved 

participation, rather than a diqunct leap into a new milieu. 

Impact of W P  on teachina and learning 

The usefulness of legitimate peripheral participation for leaming in this study resonates 

with the recent work of Brown and Duguid (2000). Referring to h-:his sort of simultaneous 

working, leamingr and communicationf' (p. 126) they note that this type of leaming is 

particularly appropnate to graduate school, where "they form leaming communities capable of 

generating, sharing, and deploying highly esoteric knowIedge" (p. 127). For optimal learning, 

students require more thm lectures and readings because they are not "leaming about" but 

rather "leamhg to be." "Leaming to be requires more than just information. It requires the 

ability to engage in the praaice in question" (p. 128). The goals of these students reflect their 

desire to take part in the music community, and not to just leam about it. 

Brown and Duguid (1996) present the central problem of using fegitimate peripheral 

partiapation for teaching when they ask, '%ow can these situated theones be operationalized?" 

(p. 47). By reconceptualizing leaming, they note that teaching m u t  also diange its concep tua1 

basis, since "a situated approach contests the assumption that Ieaming is a response to 

teadung" (p. 48). The Ieamer's perspective is the important one, since as they note somethuig is 

learned during teachingr although it may not be what the teacher meant to pass on. For this 

reason "what is learned can never be judged solely in temis of what is taught" (p. 49). They 

maintain that the pracüce of stolen knowledge is to be encouraged, since much of the implicit 

knowledge of a subject can not be made fully expliat, and c m  only be learned taatly. The social 



aspect of leaming dictates that communities of practice are circumsa5bed by their activities, so 

that it is not a contrast of the individual student coming up against the whole wider world. 

For this study, there were many aspects of professional practice that differed in subtle 

yet important ways from regular schooling- The students learned analysis not just as another 

subject, but within the context of the practice of journal publishing- Beyond merely learning to 

arialyze, they Ieamed to write up their hdirigs professionally, to take and give &ticism, and to 

find an appropriate voice for these. These are thkgs that "need to be kept dose to and reflect 

actual, ongoing practice" (p. 50) if they are to be meanin@. Far from constricting teaching 

practice, this can be seen as liberating for the teacher since "even though instruction is minimal, 

quite complex pradices can be l emed  effectivdy and easily where the social context is evident 

and supporüve" (p. 50). The l emer  then needs to "situate the decomposed task in the context 

of the overd social practice" (p. 52). By this standard, the course in this study was "situated" in 

that the analysis taskç were rooted in the publication of a real journal. Rather than slightirig the 

subject of Schenkerian andysis, the subject itself was integrated into the social re&ty of the 

leamers, and so from their viewpoint it was made wful rather than in&- From a teachîng 

perspective, it is reasonable to accept that some well-integrated knowledge of the use of 

analysis is better than a higher level of skill that is isolated from a specifïc context of use. For 

students with little interest in analysis per se, such teaching would be a waste of the thne of a l l  

concerned. Brown and Duguid state that "designers and instniaors need to make available as 

much as possible of the whole rich web of practice" (p. 53) for their students. This indudes the 

physical, social, and historical aspects of the situation in which the leaming is to be used. It is 

important to ground teadiing in the leamer's reality, rather than replicate the traditional 

dassroom where "only replicas and not the real thing are on display (p. 55). 

Bill's teaching method for this dass revolved around the students' involvernent with the 

journal, rather than his lecruring. Most of the students responded very favorably to this 

"leaming by doing" approach. Hay (1996a) States that "Lave and Wenger's acknowledgement 

of the historicd and 'situational' aspects of learning is an important step away from . . . abstract 

'instruction'" (p. 91). The studentç' experience in this study corroborates this idea. 

During the planning for this study, Bill displayed a keen awareness that the students 

would not be arriving "tabula rasa" but rather would have different, complex musical 

backgrounds. The teadiing challenge was to find a way to foster each studentrs unique learning 

needs within a single dass. The intellectual situation of each student would demand a different 



"zone of proximal development" in Vygotsky's (1978) tennino1ogy, or what Harley (1996) refers 

to as a "fusion point." Harley defines this as residing "between a studeni's previously acquired 

personal howledge - created from the histon~ty of personal experience - and new knowledge 

substantively defined by the collective agreement of experienced practitioners in a howledge 

commUNty" (p. 113). This study suggests that even more is happening at this point. The 

students were actively synthesizing information from fheir analysis course as well as their other 

music course, and combinirig this with th& academic interests into a richer, more variegated 

whole. The final articles represerit a wide spectnun of influence and interest, with Schenkerian 

arialysis as the only common thread. The "histonciiy of personal experience" is not a static, 

complete package to be added to, but rather an active process that feeds back into the learning 

process by choosing information to assimilate and the manner in which to do so. 

Bill's avoidance of "spoon-feeding" the students follows Lave and Wenger's caution 

about "didactic caretakers." They wam that if the teacher assumes responsibility for motivaüng 

the leamer, rather thm allowing the learner to assume it, the focus tends to change to the 

teacher acting as an agent 02 diange upon the malleable student. Self-direction as the "steaLing" 

of knowledge and legitimate peripheral participation add a new facet to the idea of intentional 

learners, in that the intention is not just to learn fa& or skills, but to participate more M y  in 

the social commUNty of pradce, and in doing so to acquire an idatity in that culture. The 

danger that schwl presents is learning to display howledge (Le. duririg tests) rather thart in 

order to gain knowledge. All students exhibited some interest in talang part in the professional 

community, even though such participation was not encouraged in their other dass. 

Beyond a simple presentation of Schenkerian halysis, Bill's teadung style was notable 

for allowing the students to question the basic tenets developed by Schenker. This led to some 

interesting discussion and several profound insights. Lave and Wenger (1991) note that 

legitimate peripheraüty is important for developing "constmctively naïve" 

perspectives or questions. From this point of view, inexperience is an asset to be 

exploited. It is of use, however, only in the context of partiapation, when supported 

by experienced pracfitioners who both understand its Limitations and value its role 

(p- 

Bill felt that the students leamed a great deal and appüed it to their personal interests, 

and he appreciated the self-direction of the students in pursuuig their goals. 



Even an interested and popular teacher can have a very different view of dass issues 

from the students. Rather than sirnply learning the materid, graduate (and perhaps 

undergraduate) students may be adapting it for use in their own interesfs, whïch in itself is a 

worthwhile goal of education. Flexibility may lead to spthesis in student work. They were 

fortunate that Bill was so open to rno-g his course, since their interests were so different 

from his. 

Imvortance of cornvuter bain in^ for lemers 

Brown and Duguid (1996) state that it is "important not to isolate the technol~~g-" (p. 52) 

in leaming because it Ïs a part of the situation, so important that knowledge of it may be gained 

by "theft" if  need be. In this study the learners made it a part of th& social learrting and 

resented not receiving credit for the considerable work that they dÏd to learn computing. The 

ski.& that they acquired should be useful far beyond this single course, and it was this 

recognition that motivated some of them to leam on thW own. Brown and Duguid note that 

"the means to build connections between learners and fo the world of full-blooded practice are 

essential" (p. 53). In this study, the conferencing system and the Web were used for such 

connections. Hay (1996a) also notes that technology can be an important link "to comect 

students to commUNties of practice" (p. 98). 

AU participants identified computing sküls as very important to their future careers, and 

yet none had been adequately trained to create a web page. None had used CMC for classes 

before this, and it would be the only one using CMC that they would take for this degree. Also, 

they put in a great deal of work to learn cornputing and wanted to get credit for this. They did 

not feel, as Bill did, that they should leam it for their own interest's sake. While they may be 

among the last classes to enter university with no computer knowledge, they found that afier 

this dass they h e w  more about computing and CMC than many of their other professors. Bill's 

perspective that the students codd leam most of the computing skills on their own seemed 

more a result of limited time and resources than sound pedagogy. However, it is unredistic to 

expect students to leam a i l  of the necessary computing skills in a single graduate course on 

music analysis. 

Simple problems were vexing due to a la& of experience. Basic computer haining for ail 

students would deviate most of the problems creating materials Assignhg adequate technical 

resources could deviate many of the most fnistrating problems of access by assuring that the 

semer was monitored and re-staried as soon as possible after a crash. 



Wolz et al. (1997) note that "fnistrating distractions may have a legitimate place when 

no other economical alternative existsff (p. 59). This was borne out in the participants words - 
that problems were not "that bad" - and iheir actions, in choosing to continue usuig the 

conferenhg system rather than making further attempts to arrange face to face meetings. 

For teaching, Lawhead et al. (1997) note that "the Web" cm be a useful t o d  for teaching 

by "examining the capabilities afforded by the technology and using these appropriately" (p. 

35). They find that appropriate uses of technology are the extended reach of an institution to 

students, improved timeliness and quality of comunication between teacher and student, and 

improved interaction between students (p. 36). This study corroborates these poinfs in using 

technology to suppoa a face-to-face dass. It also supports the view that inappropriate uses for 

technology are to Save the teacher tirne and effort and to make courses easier to maintain. 

Recornmendations from lessons learned 

An advantage of qualitative research is the richness of detail that can be obtained from 

the participants. Rather than attempting to discover general truths of wide applïcability, a 

qualitative case study can provide an inilepth look at a particular phenornenon with enough 

description to suggest applications for readers that neither the author nor the partSapanis might 

have imagiried. It is iri this spirit that 1 present a number of recommendations for practice 

gleaned from this study. Rather than presenting quantifïably justified practices suitable for any 

context, these recommendations stem from Lessons that were learned by the particSpants. These 

lessons indude many learned by Bill and me, often when we made mistakes and had to rectïfy 

them, or when we found that a good idea did not work out in practice. As in many teadiing 

situations, the teacher leamed as much as he taught. 

A benefit of allowing students greater opporhmity to voice th& opinions h that we can 

share the lessons that they have leamed and are willing to teU us. We cari also l e m  about 

ourselves from them. Many of the suggestions for improving teadUng are from the students in 

the class, as a result of their experience as students as well as their reflection on th& own 

teaching practice. Here again the recomendations are tnily lessons learned durin. this 

particular study. These lessons cover the researdi areas of CMC, collaboration, and LPP as well 

as general teaching practice and doing research on teaching. These are the lessons fhat we 

learned. 



Seek the students' opinions on class matters. Although it may take fime to convince 

them that you really do value their input, the students are liable to have excellent suggestions 

for irnproving dass W e  as w d  as the syllabus of the course. Hannah's suggestion about 

aitiquing similar articles had a profourid effect on leamhg in this study. 

Pose problems to be solved. Present assignments as problems, and teach students the 

process of finding s i d a  problems in their own work. Consider th& solutions before 

preseriting your own- 

Don't ignore enjoyment in Iearning. At the graduate level, students may have a strong 

motivation for leamhg because they enjoy doîng what they are interested in. Give them 

opportunities to work on what interests them and try not to block enjoyment. Share your own 

enthusiasm with them. 

Make assignments, especially journal articles, relevant to the students' future 

working environment. Explicitly relate goals for the class with the students' acadernic or career 

goals. There is less a feeling of "work" for an assignment that has benefits that the student feeis 

are important- This may also transfer a feeling of ownership for the task to the student 

Concentrate on process rather than just on products. Demonstrate applications of 

howledge beyond merely passing the course- While the students expressed disdain for doing 

yet another term paper, they were excited to leam the process of wrifing a journal artide. 

Student Relations 

Give students credit for previous learning, common sense, and pride. If a student's 

name is to be attached to some work, thaï student should have as much control over it as 

possible. If one student has power over or responsibdity for another's work, the relationship 

should be made dear dong with a mechanism for settling disputes. Remernber that in a 

graduate course the student has learned a great deal already. 

Don't underestimate the importance of being fair and consistent. Consider carefully 

al l  exceptions to rules. One uneamed pass degrades the work of the others. 

Monitor workloads and as much as possible baiance them. Try to stop social loafing 

early. This is especiaiiy important if coliaborative assignments are to be marked. 

Give appropriate rewards for work that must be done, whether assigned or not. If 

students have to learn new skills, such as computing, either they should be rewarded in some 

way or the skills should not be required. For example, a dass journal could be "published in 



print, although it would be more difficult to distribute. Alternate arrangements might also be 

made for the students to submit thw articles as word processing documents, with a teadung 

assistant to aeate the on-line jourrial. 

Discuss the students' goals for their learning with them. They may not be the same as 

yours but they may be compatible with yours- You rnay have to ask whether the m e n t  course 

fits into these, and you may not get truthful m e r s ,  but it is worth a try. 

Check carefully that course requirements and the markîng scheme are not 

contradictory. Do not omit mandatory class requirements from the marking scheme d e s s  the 

class could not reasonably be expected to function without them. 

Student Power and Voice 

If students are to have input into marking scheme, do it early. It is probably better to 

devdop it in dass rather than have hem aitique a pre-existing one. That way they are not 

"criticking" the teacher's work 

Discuss absolute constraints that must remain non-negotiable, such as the professor 

assigning marks or required content in a class. Give the students Limits for th& power- 

sharïng, but explain those lunits. As future professors, most of the participants understood that 

there were limits within which Bill had to function, and yet none of them knew what those 

limits really were. 

Research 

Be careful to separate the research function from the evduation and assignrnent of 

grades. If the researcher is £eh to have power over the participants, they are more likely to try to 

answer "as they should." 

Understand the subject, the jargon, and the background of the sub ject under study. 

Discussions often induded implicit understanding of basic music theory concepts, and many of 

the most important stories required knowledge of i t  Lack of understanding aeates barriers 

with the students that can inhibit trust. 

Even a very popular teacher may not hear the true feelings of students with 

"something to lose" on sensitive issues such as marking or fairness of treatment. Irrational 

fears due to feelings of powerlessness can not be dispelled by rational discussion in dass. 

Collect data over the semester and analyze while going along. For exarnple, students 

were generally more in favor of collaboration while doing it than in retrospect at the end of 



t e r a  Also, ideas and feeüngs change, and participants forget how they felt at certain timg. The 

patterns of change can be revealing. 

Prolonged engagement is vital. This study could not have been accomplished with just 

a questionnaire in the first class and interviews after the term. The participants had to get to 

h o w  me before they would trust me with th& valuable feelings. 

Make every effort to get to know the partiapants. As the major instrument in a 

qualitative study, the researcher must earn the trust of the partiapants to get the best data. 

Collaboration 

Decide whether you want collaborative products, or a cooperative environmenk 

Getting students to collaborate is di f f id t  enough when you know how you want them to. 

While students may find collaboration enjoyable, there should be some other reward in it to 

keep them motivated when other priorities confiid. You may be able to help CO-ordinate 

meetings, or even give up some class tirne, such as a slightly longer coffee break 

Set dear goals for collaboration and reward students for their contributions. A major 

objection to working in groups is that one's contributions were not sufficiently valued. Setting 

expedations for contributions and rewards for their attainment cm help to diffuse social 

tensions and limit social loafing. 

Consider making collaboration optional. Collaboration may not be the ody mode1 for 

the erttire class. 

This study suggests that legitimate peripheral partiapation helped bridge the gap hom 

University to the real world, and that the students took advantage of it. The entry to that " r d  

world" was exating, if somewhat tentative, and it was greatly faalitated by the local 

community and the process of creating a journal. 

LPP - Local Communitv 

To encourage a local community, the teacher must sometinies be absent and allow the 

students to lead their own learning. The local comrnunity works w d  as a community of 

equals, and it is best if the students invite the teacher to take part 



Don't expert students to teach one uiother if none of them h w s  the subject W e  

students will help one another willingly, there are limits to what they can do. While a great deal 

can be learned by doing group research, groups can stiIl reach impasses as an individual c m .  

Try to uncover and defuse (or work around) social tensions. While this is difficult, it is 

important not to let social problems undermine educational objectives. Letting students choose 

their own groups can help them avoid those they would rather not work with. Remember that 

students can be remarkably resilient, as Nonna showed by helping Mary with her article. 

Assignrnents should lead up to the final article to b d d  skius as well as confidence. A 

single project can structure leamhg over the entire semester so long as it is approached from 

different viewpoirits or different levels of depth. Successive drafts cari lead to deeper inçights. 

Peer review can pmduce better articles. At the very least it will lead to more drafts, and 

it c m  aid in fostering a reflective attitude to one's own work. 

Make an effort to ktegrate the students' own interests as welI as their previous 

knowledge. Interest is a powerful incentive to leam, espeaally in graduate studies where the 

basics have already been mastered. It is acceptable to make dear that a better result is  expected 

from giving students latitude in thiç way. 

Point out that the students' articles are their own. Their names are on them, and the 

work reflects on them. Conversely, the credit is theUs. This helps to free the concept of leaming 

from the walls of the school. It &O dernonstrates a conaete use for leaming while addùig to a 

student's portfolio and résumé. 

Arrange for an extemal reader to critique the journal. It is too easy for the journal to 

become a play exerQse which is little more than a term paper. By demonstrating outside 

interest, the reality of the community of practice becomes more vivid. 

If possible, get feedbadc during the semester, and in time for re-writing. The students 

in this study would have benefited from a more interactive contact with the professional 

community. When feedback came, the class was over. 

LPP-Communitv of Practice 

Students should be encouraged to discuss their concept of their own community of 

practice. They are liable to be very interested in how different communities work, and yet 

embarrassed by their la& of howledge of t h e n  This might be approached as simply as asking, 



"For whom are you writing your article? Who do you hope wilI read it?" Others might respond 

better to considering th& eventual work environment The teacher can demonstrate a few 

widely divergent examples to illustrate that diversity is acceptable or even desirable. 

Guest speakers from the community of pracüce may help define different 

comxnunities. It is much easier to envision a comunity by having a representative member. 

This could be more effective if the students chose or nominated the speakers. 

Share yow own story if you are comfortable doing so. The students were faschated by 

how BiU entered the corrununity of practice and how he went about writing his own artides and 

critiques, but he had to volunteer this information The students aU seemed io feel that it was 

not their place to ask. 

CMC 

Make students' responsibility for learning ancillary computing skills clear - for them 

and for yourçelf. Do not inadvertently impose an unnecessarily large burden. 

Allow students time to get comfortable with the technology and with each other on- 

line, Exped things to be a bit stiff at first, but provide opportunities for becoming acquainted, 

and not just with the teacher. Some apparently social reticence may in fact be discodort with 

tehology. 

Adcnowledge that skimming is appropriate. Students can be overwhelmed easdy by a 

large number of notes. Not everyone may be comforiable skimxûng, so it is good to suggest that 

they ka& important threads and skim the others. Skimming is better than just not reading- 

Consider formal appointments to track computing progress. If the class is small and 

the studertts are uncomfortable with computing, this might be desirable. Some students may 

procrasünate due to fear or lack of basic skïlls. 

Try to prepare students for technical glitches and service outages. Take these into 

account when they violate deadlines, and let students h o w  you will take them inio account. 

The students in this study were quite understanding about problems but only after they h e w  

their cause. The feeling that they were to blame cause much undue anxiety for t hea  

If certain standards are mandatory, such as so many notes per week, make 

consequences for missing the standards clear and apply them immediately. Rexnember that 

non-compliance tends to "mowball." Some tolerance should be @vert to individual situations, 

especially where everyone has a conflict with another dass, for exarnple. 



Encourage peer-to-peer support whenever possible. This has social ben&ts as well as 

learning ones. Different students can gain confidence by sharing expertise in different areas. 

This dass was probably atypical in that the best analysis student was also strongest in 

compuüng skills. 

Discuss the topics for the week to corne. Work toward the next class, not from the last 

one. This will prepare students for dass, give them a chance to refresh what they will need to 

how, and will have better cornpliance than a retrospecüve "post mortem" of the previous 

class. 

Acknowledge contributions to discussions on-line, especiaiIy from those who are 

quiet in class. Incorporate these into lessons if possible. Encourage others to share new 

perspectives that they have gained from each other. Show appreciation for the studenb' 

investment of their own t h e .  Let students know that contnbuting on-line iç as valuable as 

contributhg in dass, d e s s  there are reasons that they should contribute in person- 

Mark partiapation sornehow if it is mandatory. If it is not, do not penalize those who 

do not take p a .  

Choose software that allows stnimired discussion and archivkg. Conferencing helps 

to foster on-going discussion if archived postings are easily reixievable and available for the 

duration of the course. This also hdps studentç to b 3 d  on each otherfs arguments and can lead 

to collaborative work. 

Tutonds should be hands-on. Most students tune out one lectures or demonstrations of 

technology that they do not understand. Most will not read instructions first either. 

Provide support for difficult tasks. If digitized graphics or H e  transfer are necessary, 

arrange for a teaching assistant with these skXUs to be available at times convenient for the 

s tudents. 

Future research 

This single case study illustrates the value of legiümate peripheral participation via a 

journal at the graduate level of university. Areas for future research indude variations on this 

study in different subjects and different levels, further ewperiments with journals, different 

implementations of collaboration, and more research into comrnunities of pracüce. 



Variations on subiect and level 

Because of the uniqueness of this study, it would be valuable to have siniilar studies 

from other subject areas at different graduate and undergraduate levels. Although it seems to 

me that LPP would not be so valuable to junior undergraduates this may not b e  the case. Also, 

there rnay be areas in which contact with the co~~ununity of practice is not desirable. 

0th- areas of music education might be partidarly interesting for m e r  research, to 

detemiire whether the study of music critickm diffas fiom music analysis, coqosit ion,  

performance, or musicology. 

journal use 

Research on different kinds of journal use could help determine the most effective ways 

to implement them. In particdar, more interaction with the coxnmunity of practice seems to be a 

logical area for further study. A two-semester course would provide an opportunity eîther for 

two issues, or for a draft issue that could be critiqued by an extemal reviewer. T h e  journal 

rnight be even more effective, and the comunity of practice more apparently present, with the 

addition of an extemal auditor or critic working dong with the authors during %he semester. 

Given the extra work this might entail, it would perhaps be most viable in a two-semester 

course. 

Alternatively, if the dass is large enough different teams could create Werent  journals 

and critique one another's efforts. This idea could be expanded to dîfferent institutions 

collaborating on a single journal or aitiquing each othefs efforts. Thiç is iiable to require more 

professorid intervention as these relatively anonymous critiques may easily become harsh and 

inappropriate, but if kept civil much codd be gained fiom the different perspedves afforded. 

For goups that are not cornfortable with tedinology, a print-only journad would be an 

option. Research into such journais could potentidy compare the efficacy of an Intemet journal 

versus p M t  Another variation could be to use a teadung assistant to prepare t h e  web journal 

from students' word processing files, to alleviate the need to l e m  web-publishimg sküls. 

Collaboration 

Although there has been a great deal of researdr into collaboration in tea+-ching and 

learning, this study suggests some specific directions in co~ection with LPP and CMC. There 

would be value in doing all assignments collaboratively and continuing with colllaborative 

artides in the journal. 



Communities of pracüce 

The greatest opportunity for future research in this area lies in the investigation of 

communities of practice and their impact on teaching and leamüig. Several authors are 

currently researching this area but much remains to be done. There would be a great deal of 

value in having a good study on what comrnunities of pracüce ex& in different knowledge 

domairis and what they mean for students in those areas. Research shodd be continued on the 

extent of those communities and the opportunitles that they afford novices for entry. 

Such specific studies would not necessarily require CMC to implement, and it would be 

helpful to compare the efficacy of LPP without CMC to other studies using CMC. 

Another interesting variation of this study could investigate whether the local 

commUNty would suffer or gain from havùig student notes in the CMC system marked. 

Confliding data from this study suggests that students might either post pro forma, relatively 

empty notes or they might wish to demonstrate their knowledge and share thW best thoughh. 

AU of the partiapants felt that this study was a valuable learning experience. AU of the 

students except for Donald produced work that exceeded th& teadter's expectations, and in 

several cases exceeded their own as well. B U  f d t  that it was one of the best classes that he had 

ever taught- 

Legitimate Peripheral Partiapation was effective in motivatuig the students in this study 

to learn in order to enter into a professional community of practice. They felt that this enhanced 

their career prospects, and they enjoyed doing so. Collaboration was enjoyable when time 

permitted, but due to a lack of reward there was more collective work done- The benefits of 

CMC were felt to outweigh the fiutrations of leaming and uçing it because it allowed for the 

community to function and also because the participants felt that this "stolen knowledge" 

would benefit their careers. By dowing the students to express th& opinions and acting on 

these, the participants improved on the initiai course syllabus and ail of us learned valuable 

lessons about teaching and learning. 

1 found this study to be an exhilarating experience, and I thank all of the participants for 

theh hard, honest work as w d  as th& generosity in sharing their insïghts. Given these data, 1 

consider the study a success as a design experïment into teaching and leaming. 1 hope to 

continue this research in the near future. 
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APPENDIX A - INTRODUCTORY SURVEY 

(This survey is meant to give the professor an idea of the capabilities and experïence of the 

students, and to help the students firid partners for collaborative assibpments.) 

What is your background in music theory? 

What arialytical methods are you strongest in, and which others c m  you use? 

What is your computing background? 

Are you cornfortable creating an essay on a cornputer? 

Can you insert graphics into an essay? 

Are your cornfortable using any music software? If so, whidi program(s)? 

Have you used the internet or the web? How? 

Have you ever created a web page? If so, did you use graphics or sound? 

Have you ever aeated a web page containing music notation and sound? 

Have you done collaborative or group assignments before? Please describe. 



Sevtember 27 Survev 

This s u m q  is con$dentinl. PZme do not wrife your name. 

THE NAMES AFE BASED ON HANDWRI'IING MATCHES, BUT THEY APPEARTO BE CORRECT, 

ANID REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PARTICIPANTS AT THE TIME- 

What was most helpful to your learning in this course this week? H o w  did it help? How much 

did it help? 

Please share any highlightç or irisights that you had about the course. 

What was most detrimental to your learning in this cousse this week? Why? 

Did you have any specific problems with thîs dass that impeded your leaming this week? 

Have you worked on or discussed assignments with dassmates this week? If so, how many? 

Was it helpful? 

Did you communicate with other students in this dass mostly via LeamLink, or by other 

methods such as in person, email, phone, etc.? Please describe. 

How relevant are the dass lectures to your work? Please explain. 

What did you use LeamLink for this week? Did it help with your work? 

How important is analysis to your plans and goals? Please explairi. 

Do you feel yourself to be a part of the music analysis community? Please explain. 

What are your thoughts or comments on the dass this week? 



October 18 Survev 

This sumey is cmfidentlil. You may write a pseudonym if you u>ish. 

What was most helpful to your leaming in this course this week? How did it help? How much 

did it help? 

Please share any highlights or insights that you had about the course- 

What was most detrimental to your leamhg in this course this week? Why? 

Did you have any speafic problems with this dass that impeded your leamuig th& week? 

Have you worked on or discussed assignments with dassmates thiç week? If so, how many? 

Was it helpful? 

Did you communicate with other students in this dass mostly via LeamLink, or by other 

methods such as in person, email, phone, etc.? Please describe. 

What did you use LearnW for this week? Did it help with your work? 

Did other students in this dass have an impact on your leamirig this week? Please describe. 

If you need help with work for this dass, where do you go for assistance? 

Are collaborative teams a good way to learn? Why do you feel this way? 



November 1 Survev 

This suniey is confidenfial. Please d e  your pserrdonym or the initial cof your first name. 

What was most helpful to your leaming in this course this week? How did it help? How much 

did it help? 

Please share any hi-ghts or insights that you had about the course. 

What was most detrimental to your learning in this course this week? Why-? 

Did you have any speafic problerns with this dass that irnpeded your l e d g  this week? 

Have you worked on or discussed açsignments with daçsmates this week? If sot how many? 

Was it helpful? 

Did you colzununicate with other students in this dass mostly via Leam-, or by other 

methods such as in person, email, phone, etc.? Please describe. 

Did other students in this dass have an impact on your learning this week? Please describe. 

Would you Say that you are relying more upon your classrnates when your work load gets 

heavier, or do you become more solitary? 

Are you working in a group? Are you still working in the group that did ywur first assignment? 

Did you change groups, or stop workng in a group? Why? 

Are the inconveniences of wing LeamLink outweighed by its benefits? Pleaase explain. 



November 15 Survev 

This sumey is cmfZht ia l .  Please write your pseudonym or the initial of yourfirs f m e .  

What was best about this course this p s t  week? 

What was worst about this course thiç past week? 

Did you work with anyone else this week? 

How did you communïcate? 

How would you feel if we stopped using LearnLink? 

What if you had not been ailowed to collaboate with anyone else in this dass? Wouid it have 

affected your leaming? 

1s there any point to publishing your final artides on the web? What do you really think is the 

point, if any? 

WU you be able to write a publication-quality artide by the end of this course? 

H a .  this course helped you to do that? 



Final Sunrev - November 29,1999 

This su- is cm.mfial. Pleuse unite your psacdanp or the initial of yourfirst name: 

Imagine that 1 have been hired to teach this course, and that I have hired you as my educational 

consultant What would you recommend that 1 do, and not do, based on your experience in this 

class? 

Did you learn more or less than you hoped to in this dass? How could this be improved? 

How usefd was collaboration for doing your assiments? Please use concrete examples if at  

all possible. 

How useful was collaboration for learning other than on assignments? Please use concrete 

examples. 

You are at the forefront of computer use in graduate music classes (really!). What do you 

recommend for this uni ver si^? 
How did you feel working with LearnLink? 

How did you feel aeating web pages? 

How about other computer tasks such as ftp, scanning, etc.? 

How much did you feel that you were part of a music analysis community? 

Do you feeI able to be part of such a community? 

Do you want to be part of sudi a community? 

Who wodd you consider to be in this co~~~nunity? 

M T  CHANCE! What would you like me to know that 1 have not asked about? 



Appendix C - STUDENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

(These are draft questions for a semistructured interview.) 

Hannah - Interview December 3 

Background / Context 

Was this dass different from other d w e s  you have taken? How? 

CMC 

What was it like ushg the web for dass work? 

What was it Like using LeamLink? 

Did it hdp  your learning in any way? 

Did it hamper your learning in any way? 

How did you find that the use of LeamLin. interacted with your work on the web? Did you 

notice a change of emphasis hom LL to web and badc again? 

How technologically capable do you consider yoursdf to bel 

Did this affect your participation in the course? 

Did you work with others more via LearnLink or other ways, such as in person, over the phone, 

or via email? 

What would help similar students in d e a h g  with leaming and ushg the computer applications 

in this course? 

Collaboration 

Did you get much help from other students? 

How many others would you Say helped you? 

How helpful was their assistance? How useful was the input frorrt others to her? 

How did you feel about it? Why bother to share info with weaker, or less helpful, students? 

What kind of help were you given? 

Did you help others much? 

How many others did you help? 

How much help would you say you gave them? 



How did you feel? 

What kuid of help did you give? 

How did you feel about posting critiques on-line? 

How did you feel about posting your own articles for others to critique? 

LPP 

Were there enough lectures in this class? 

Was Bill a "mentor" or mater  in the master-apprentice sense? Or was he just anoiher professor? 

Did you find that you had, or tmk, more (or less) contrd of your own leaming? 

Are you doser to your professional goal? 

Was the journal worthwhile? 

Time Constraint 

Was time a factor for you, i.e. time constrairits or time available or time taken on certain tasks? 

Would you take a dass üke this again? 



Norma - I n t e ~ e w  D e c d e r  6 

Background / Context 

Was this class different from other classes you have taken? How? 

CMC 

What was it like using the web for class work? 

What was it like using L e e ?  

Did it help your learning in any way? 

Did it hamper your leaming in any way? 

How did you find that the use of LeamLink interacted with yow work on the web? Did you 

notice a change of emphasis from LL to web and back again? How technologically capable do 

you consider yourself to be? 

Did this affect your partiapation in the course? 

Did you work with others more via LearnLink or other ways, such as in person, over the phone, 

or via email? 

What would heIp similar students Yi deaiing with learning and using the cornputer applications 

in this course? 

Collaboration 

Did you get much help from other students? 

How many others would you Say helped you? 

How helpful was their assistance? How useful was the input from others to her? 

How did you feel about it? Why bother to share info with weaker, or less helpful, students? 

What kind of help were you given? 

Did you help others much? 

How many others did you help? 

How much help would you Say you gave them? 



How did you feel? 

What kind of help did you give? 

You were in the very f irst group to collaborate, which was a very pleasant surprise! Why did 

that group not carry on, or re-form later do you think? 

Would you have LlKED to have worked in another group, or was that not for you? 

How did you feel about posting aïtiques on-line? 

How did you feel about posüng your own artides for others to critique? 

LPP 

Were there enough lectures in this dass? 

Was Bill a "mentor" or master in the master-apprentice sense? Or was he just another professor? 

Dîd you £ind that you had, or took, more (or less) control of your own leamuig? 

Are you doser to your professional goal? 

Was the journal worthwhile? 

Did she think creating web pages was good idea, and use of tirne? One of first to finish! 

Time Constraint 

Was time a factor for you, Le. t h e  constraints or time available or time taken on certain tasks? 

Would you take a dass like this again? 



Nishka - Interview - December 9 

Background 1 Context 

Was this class different from other classes you have taken? How? 

CMC 

What was it like using the web for dass work? 

You used both Mac and PC didn't you? Did you have much help outnde the dass? 

What was it like uskg LearnLink? 

Did it help your leaming in any way? 

Did it hamper your leamuig in any way? 

H o w  did you find that the use of LearnLuik interacted with your work on the web? You 

mentioned a change in focus of work, which moved discourse from LL to web and back again. 

How pronounced was that? 

How technologically capable do you consider yourself to bel 

Did this affect your participation in the course? 

Did you work with others more via LearnLink or other ways, such as in person, over the phone, 

or via email? 

What would help similar students in dealing with leamhg and using the cornputer applications 

in this course? 

Collaboration 

Did you get much help from other shidents? 

How many others would you Say helped you? 

How helpful was their assistance? How useful was the input from others to her? 

How did you feel about it? 

W h a t  kind of help were you given? 

How much help did you have fiom outside the class? 

Did you help others much? 



How many others did you help? 

Kow much help would you Say you gave them? 

H o w  did you feel? 

What kind of help did you give? 

Why bother to share info with weaker, or less helpfd, students? 

How did you feel about posting critiques on-line? 

H o w  did you feel about postirig your own articles for others to critique? 

LPP 

Were there enough lectures in this class? Would in-class presentations have been good? In 

addition to, or instead of on-line presentations? 

Was Bill a "mentor" or master in the master-apprentice sense? Or wcts he just another professor? 

Did you find thaï you had, or took, more (or less) control of your own Iearning? 

Are you doser to your professional goal? 

Was the journal worthwhile? 

Time Constraint 

You mentioned problems keeping up early in November. What was the problem? 

Was time a factor for you, Le. time constraints or time avadable or time taken on certain tasks? 

Would you take a dass like thk again? 



Pasauale - Interview December 13 

Background / Context 

W s  this class different fiom other classes you have taken? How? 

W C  

What was it like ushg the web for dass work? 

What was it like using LeamLink? 

Did it help your leamuig in any way? 

Did it hamper your learning in any way? 

How did you find that the use of LearnLink interacted with your work on the web? Did you 

notice a change of emphasis from LL to web and back again? 

How technologically capable do you consider yourself to be? 

Did this affect your participation in the course? 

Did you work with others more via LeamLink or other ways, such as in person, over the phone, 

or via ernail? 

What would help similar students in dealing with Ieaming and using the cornputer applications 

in this course? 

Collaboration 

Did you get much help from other students? 

How many others would you Say hdped you? 

Who was your main source for assistance? 

How helpfd was their assistance? H o w  useful was the input from others to her? 

H o w  did you feel about it? Why bother to share info with weaker, or less helpfd, students? 

What kind of help were you given? 

Did you help others much? 

How many others did you help? 

How much help would you Say you gave them? 



How did you feel? 

What kind of help did you give? 

How did you feel about posting critiques on-line? 

How did you feel about posting your own articles for others to critique? 

LPP 

Were there enough lectures in this class? 

Was Bill a "mentorff or master in the master-apprentice sense? Or was he just another professor? 

Did you find that you had, or took, more (or Iess) control of your own learning? 

Are you doser to your professionai goal? 

Was the journal worthwhile? 

Has your opinion dianged now that the SMT has been invited to look at the journal? 

Time Constraint 

Was time a factor for you, Le. time constraints or time avdable or t h e  taken on certain tasks? 

Would you take a dass like this again? 



m e  - I n t e ~ e w  December 14 

Background / Context 

Was this class diffkrent £rom other dasses you have taken? How? 

CMC 

Balancing tirne devoted to skills versus course content seems important to B. 

What was it like using the web for dass work? 

What was it Iike using LeamLink? 

Did it help your leaming in any way? 

Did it hamper yow learning in any way? 

Kow did you find t i a t  the use of Leamtink uiteracted with your work on the web? Did you 

notice a change of emphasis from LL to web and badc agaîn? 

How technologically capable do you consider yourself to be? 

Did this affect your participation in the course? 

Did you work with others more via LeamLink or other ways, such as in person, over the phone, 

or via email? 

What would help similar students in dealing with leaming and using the cornputer applications 

in this course? 

Collaboration 

Did you get much hdp from other students? 

How rnany others would you S a y  helped you? 

HOW helpful was thW assistance? How useful was the input from others to her? 

How did you feel about it? Why bother to share info with weaker, or less helpful, students? 

What kind of help were you given? 

Did you help others much? 

How many others did you help? 

How much help wodd you Say you gave them? 



How did you feel? 

What kind of help did you give? 

How did you fed about posting critiques on-line? 

How did you feel about posting your own articles for others to critique? 

LPP 

Were there enough lectures in this class? 

Was B U  a "mentor" or maçter in the master-apprentice sense? Or was he just another professor? 

Did you fuid that you had, or took, more (or less) control of your own learning? 

Are you doser to your professiod goal? 

Was the journal worthwhile? 

T h e  Constra.int 

Was time a factor for you, i.e. time constraints or time avdable or time taken on certain tasks? 

Would you take a class Like this again? 



Marv - Interview December 15 

Background/ Context 

Was this dass different from other dasses you have taken? How? 

CMC 

What was it like using LeamLink? 

Did it help your leaming in any way? 

Did it hamper your le-g in any way? 

What was it Iike using the web for dass workl 

How did you fïnd that the use of LearnLink interacted with your work on the web? Did you 

notice a change of emphasis from LL to web and back again? 

H o w  technologically capable do you consider yourself to bel 

Did this affect your participation in the course? 

Did you work with others more via LeamLink or other ways, such as in person, over the phone, 

or via email? 

What wodd help similar students in dealing with leanurig and using the computer applications 

in this course? 

Collaboration 

Did you get much help from 0 t h  students? 

How many others would you Say helped you? 

How helpful was their assistance? How usefid was the input from others to her? 

How did you feel about it? Why bother to share info with weaker, or less helpful, stadents? 

What kind of help were you given? 

Did you help others much? 

How many others did you help? 

How much help wodd you Say you gave them? 



How did you feel? 

What kind of help did you gïve? 

How did you feel about posting critiques on-Xne? 

How did you feel about posting your own artticles for others to critique? 

LPP 

Were there enough ledures in thïs dass? 

Was Bill a "mentor" or master in the master-apprentice sense? Or was he just another professor? 

Did you find that you had, or took, more (or Ness) control of your own learning? 

Are you doser to your professional goal? 

Was the journal worthwhile? 

Time Constraint 

Was time a factor for you, Le. time constraints or time available or t h e  taken on certain tasks? 

Would you take a dass like this again? 

If you were hired to teach, wodd you take * y  ideas from this dass? 



D o d d  - Interview - Decernber 16 

Background / Context 

Was this class different h m  other classes you have taken? How? 

CMC 

What was it like using LeamLink? 

Did it help your learning in any wây? 

Did it hamper your learning in any way? 

What was it like using the web for class work? 

How did you find that the use of LeamLink interaded with your work on the web? Did you 

notice a change of emphasis from LL to web and back again? 

How technologically capable do you consider yourself to be? 

Did this affect your participation in the course? 

Did you work with others more via LeamLirik or other ways, such as in person, over the phone, 

or via email? 

What would help similar students in dealing with Iearning and using the computer applications 

in this course? 

Collaboration 

Did you get much help from other students? 

How many others would you Say helped you? 

How helpful was th& assistance? 

How usefd was the input from others to him? 

How did you feel about it? Why bother to share info with weaker, or Iess helphd, sstudents? 

What kïnd of help were you given? 

Did you help others much? 

How many others did you help? 

How much help wodd you Say you gave them? 



How did you feel? 

What kind of help did you give? 

If you could change ANYTHING about the dass, could you think of a change that wouid make 

you want to coilaborate with ANYONE? 

How did you feel about posting critiques on-line? 

How did you feel about posting your own articles for others to critique? 

LPP 

Did Dr. Renwick's note to the Sh4T list change your mind about anyone ever seeing your 

article? 

Were there enough ledures iri this dass? Would in-dass presentations have been good? In 

addition to, or instead of on-line presentations? 

Was B U  a "mentorff or master in the master-apprentice seme? Or was he just another professor? 

Did you find that you had or took, more (or Iess) conkol of your own learning? 

Are you doser to your professional goal? 

Was the journal worthwhile? 

T h e  Consiraint 

You mentioned problerns keeping up early in Novernber. What was the problem? 

Would you take a dass like this again? 

If you were hired to teach, would you take any ideas from this dass? 



Karen - Interview - December 17 

Background / Context 

Was this class different from other classes you have taken? How? 

CMC 

What was it like using LearnLink? 

Did it help your leamkg in any way? 

Did it hampe' your learning in any way? 

What was it like using the web for class work? 

How did you £irtd that the use of L e e  interacted with your work on the web? Did you 

notice a change of e m p h d  from LL to web and back again? 

How technologically capable do you consider yourself to be? 

Did this affect your participation in the course? 

Did you work with others more via LeamLink or other ways, such as in person, over the phone, 

or via email? 

What would help simüar students in dealhg with leamuig and using the cornputer applications 

in this course? 

Collaboration 

Did you get much help from other students? 

How many others would you Say helped you? 

How helpful was their assistance? 

How useful was the input from others to him? 

How did you feel about it? Why bother to share info with weaker, or less helpful, students? 

What kïnd of help were you given? 

Did you help others much? 

How many others did you help? 

How much help would you Say you gave theml 

How did you feel? 



What kind of help did you give? 

In your opinion, were there social factors that might have affected collaboration in the class? 

How did you feel about posting critiques on-line? 

How did you feel about posting your own articles for others to critique? 

LPP 

Did Dr. Renwick's note to the SMT kt change your mind about anyone ever seeing your 

article? 

Were there enough lectures in this dass? Would in-class presentations have been good? In 

addition to, or instead of on-Iïne presentations? 

Was Bill a "mentor" or master in the master-apprentice sense? Or was he just another professor? 

Did you h d  that you had, or took, more (or less) control of your own learnhg? 

Are you doser to your professional goal? 

Was the journal worthwhile? 

Time Constraint 

Was time a problem for you in this dass? 

Would you take a dass like this again? 

If you were hired to teach, would you take any ideas from this dass? 



APPENDIX D - PROFESSOR INTERVlEW QUESTIONS 

(These are draft questions for a semi-structured interview.) 

How do you feel this dass went? Were your teaching goals met? If so, how did LeamLUlk help? 

Do you feel that the students couaborated? If sot how? Was this Xuenced by the course 

design? Was this influenced by the use of LeamLÏnk? 

How does the work of this dass compare to past dasses? Was any change partidar to this 

group of students? Was any change particular to this subject? Was class size a factor? 

What do you feel was the effect of using LearriLink in this class? Did it increase your workload? 

Did you have more contact with the studentç? 

Were student interactions different on-line from in-class? 

Do you perceive a change in the students' experience of le-g in this course from previouç 

years? If so, what kind of change? 

Do you perceive any benefit to the students from using Leanilink, and if so please describe? 

In your opinion, which students did the most collaborating on th& articles? Did this favour the 

better, or worse, students? Were the computer-sawy students dominant? Did technical 

expertise seem to have an effect on participation? 

Did students use graphics and sound effectivdy in their assigrunents? 

Would another system, such as email, have been as effective as LeamLink in supporting student 

collaboration? 

Were there situations where students were unable or unwiUing to use the cornputer? If so, how 

were they handled? 



What do you fd the students learned in thïs cfass? 

What wodd you change before offering this course again? 



Appendix E - STVDENT - INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

1 have been asked to take part in a research study to be conducted by David WaIker ("the researcher") as 

part of his work toward the degee of: Doctor of Philosophy at the Ontario Institute for Studi~c in 

Education / University of Toronto (OIISE/UT). Thiç data hom t h .  study is for hiç thesis, and may also be 

used as a research project for the course Introduction to Qualitative Tnquiry in Curriculum, Teaching, and 

Leamkg (CIL 1018H)- 

1 have been informed that the study iru which 1 have been asked to partiapate is exploring computer- 

assisted collaborative discourse by the- use of FirstClass (LearnLink) as a support for my class. 1 have &O 

been informed that the researcher attend our classes to tâke field notes, wiiL participate in and read 

notes from our FirstUass database, m d  will interview me at the end of the semester if 1 give additional 

consent at that time. 1 understand that 1 will be asked a series of questions about collaborative iearning in 

this class, as weil as about learning strategies and the use of FirstClass. 

1 underçtand that all data collected wiLLl be kept confidentiai, and the raw data wiU be kept locked in the 

researcher's office for a period of five Fears following this study and then will be destroyed. Although the 

researcher may wnte up the results of : this study, my name will never be used. 1 understand that 1 can 

withdraw from the study at any time Mthout any problemç- That is, if 1 choose to withdraw, 1 will be 

aliowed to continue using FirstClass fmr the duration of the semester; and will incur no academic or 

personal penalty- 1 understand that it i-s the collaboration of the students that is under study, and not my 

academic or intdectual performance, and that this study will have no effect on my evaluation for this 

course- Furthermore, 1 understand thae if partitipating becomes too stressful, or threateris to cause any 

h m  to myself or my fellow students, * or if 1 feel unconifortable with my partiapation or its refletion on 

me, 1 should withdraw from the study-- 

1 understand that, after the study is finnshed, the researcher will gladly ançwer any questions 1 might 

have. If 1 have any questions after that, - 1 should feel free to calL 

Dr- Rina Cohen ai (416) 923-6641 ext- 2- 

1 have read this statement and have h a d  all my questions artswered- Therefore, 1 give my wrïtten consent 

to participa te in this investigation- 

Signature Date 

Da te 

Signature of person obtaining consent 



APPENDIX F - TEACHER - MORMED CONSENT FORM 

1 have been asked to take part in a reseaxh shidy to be conducted by David Waiker ("the researcher") as 

part of his work toward the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the Ontario Iristitute for Studies in 

Education / University of Toronto (OISEfUT). 'Ihis data horn this study is for his thesis, and may &O be 

used as a research projed for the course Introduction to Qualitative Irtqujr in Curriculum, Teadring, and 

Leaming (C'IL 1018H). 

I have been informed that the study in whîch 1 have been asked to participate is exploring cornputer- 

assisted collaborative discourse by the use of FirstClass (LeamLink) as a nippoa for teaching my dass. I 

have ako been informed that the researcher wiU attend our classes to take field notes, will partiapate in 

and read notes frorn our FirstClass database, and will interview me at the end of the semester. 1 

understand that 1 wiii be asked a series of questions about collaborative leaming in this dass, as w d  as 

about teachïng strategies and the use of FirstClass. 

1 understand that al l  data coIIected will be kept confidential, and the raw data wiU be kept lodced in the 

researcher's office for a period of five years foliowing thk study, and then wili be destroyed. Although 

the researcher may wnte up the results of this study, rny name wiu not be used without my explicit 

permission, as indicated below; the name of my institution will not be used- I understand that 1 can 

withdraw from the study at any t h e  without any problems. That is, if 1 choose to withdraw, the dass 

will be allowed to continue uçing FirstClass for the duration of the semester. Furthermore, 1 understand 

that if participaihg becomes too stressfd, or tiueatens to cause any hann to rnyself or my students, or if 1 

feel uncornfortable with my partiapation or its rdection on my teaching, I should withdraw from the 

study- 

1 understand that, a£ter the shidy has finished, the researcher will gladly answer any questions I might 

have- If 1 have any questions itfter that, 1 should feel free to c d :  

Dr. Rina Cohen at (416) 9î3-6641 ext. 2477. 

1 have read this statement and have had dl my questions answered. Therefore, 1 give my written consent 

to partiapate in thk investigation. 

My name may NOT be used in any write-up of ttiis research. 

My name MAY be used in any &te-up of thiç research. 

Signature Date 

Date 

Signature of person obtaining consent 




